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BENTLEY ACOUSTIC
CORPORATION LTD.
38 CHALCOT ROAD, CHALK FARM, LONDON, N.W.1
THE VALVE SPECIALISTS Telephone 01-722-9090
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ILLION ofol
NEW - Guaranteed
& boxed -.2 TV VALVES

!PRICE BARRIER SMASHED:

Cheapest

Available

Anywhere

SEND PO, CHEQUE or MO to:

12 BH7
EF 80
EY 86'87
DY 86'87
EF 183
EF 184
ECC 82
ECC 83
PC F 80
PCL 84
PCC 84
EH 90
EBF 80
EEC 40

25p
EACH

PLUS

5p p. P.

OVER 2

POST

FREE

PC 900
PL 81
PY 800'81

PPC 86 aPC 88
PCL 805'85 EACH
PCC 89
PCC 189
PCL 82
PCF 808
PCF 805
PCF 801
PCF 802

plus

5p P. Et P.

OVER 2

POST

FREE

* ORDER: 100 ASSORTED OF THE ABOVE
AND ONLY PAY £20 POST PAID

PFL 200

PL 84

PCL83

ECL 80

30 FL 1

PC 97

30 L15

30p
EACH

plus

5P P. Et P.

OVER 2

POST

FREE

MANY OTHERS
IF NOT LISTED
SEND 30p P.O.

OUR
ASSTD.

BOX
100

OF TOP
TWENTY

ONLY
£15

plus 50p
P. & P.

i.e.: PC 86
PC 88
PCF 80
PCC 89

PCL 805'85
etc.

SOUTHERN MACHINE SERVICES 285 MORLAND ROAD Telephone 01-653 4863
CROYDON, SURR EY , CRO SHE or 01-656 0374
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PADGETTS RADIO STORES
OLD TOWN HALL, LIVERSEDGE,

YORKS. WFIS 6PQ.
Tel.: Heckmondwike 4285

The TV Graveyard of the North, as seen on TV Telewrecksl Close
to the Motorway. Call in and see us any day 9-6. Closed Sunday.
Est. 1935. Plenty of free parking space.
We are breaking up the following TV sets
Ferguson Model 506T. Bush TV7.5. TV85. TV95. TVIOS. Pye I IU.
13U. Range Murphy V3I0. V4I0. V500, Philips 1768U. 17TG100.
Thorn 850 Range. We have other popular makes which are too
numerous to mention. A S.A.E. with your query please.
The prices of spares for the above and other makes are as
follows: L.O.P.T. Tested LI-45. Tuner with valves less knobs, from
75p, 75p P.P. Speaker Output Transformers 20p, P.P. Speakers
all 3 Ohms 21 Watts, 7 x 4 ins., 6 x 4 ins.. 8 x 2i ins., all
25p each. Post on any Speaker 10p. Silicon Diode Kits Ex TV
BY100 types 30p Post paid.
Special Offer
We have just purchased from a TV firm 1,000 ex Rental TV sets.
These are complete but untested. 12 Channel TV Sets 17 in.
Cl. 19 in. TV L3. Carriage on any Set L 1.50. All these TV Sets
are repairable and we guarantee that we can supply Spares and
Tubes for any Set we supply.
Reclaimed TV Tubes all with 12 months guarantee
AW43/88 LI50. AW43/80 0I.50. MW43/69 LI. Special offer
Brand New Brimar Tubes Cl 7PM L 1 . Many other types in stock.
Carr. and Ins. on any Tube £1.50.
Valve list ex -equipment. All valves tested on a Mullard valve
tester before despatch. 3 months guarantee on all valves. Single
valves P.P. 3p. Over post paid.
AR P12 Sp PCC84 5p U191 20p
EB91 4p PCF80 Sp U251 12p
EF80 8p PCL82 12p 6BW7 10p
EF85 12p PCL83 12p 6U4 10p
EBF80 12p PCL84 12p 20P1 20p
EBF89 12p PL36 20p 20P3 10p
ECCBI
ECC82
ECL80

10p
12p
Sp

PL8I
PY81
PY33

17p
8p

17p

20D1
30P4

10p
20p

EF91 4p PY82 Bp 30F5 10p
EY86 1Sp PL82 8p 30FLI 20p
EF50 60p per doz PL83 8p 6/30L2 20p

REBUILT TUBES!
YOU'RE

SAFE

WHEN YOU

BUY FROM

RE -VIEW!

HERE IS WHAT YOU PAY:
Mono Rimband Colour

12.14' £4.50 19' £6.00 19' t2.250
15.17' E473 23" MOO 22" £2500

19" £5.00 24' L900 25' £27.50
21* £6.00 Twin Panel 26" £29.00
23" £7.00 19' £6.50 Exchange Basis

23" £8.50 Carriage £1
Cash or cheque with order, or cash on delivery

Guarantee I year
* Each tube is rebuilt with a completely new gun

assembly and the correct voltage heater.
* Each tube comes to you with a guarantee card

covering it for Mono Tubes, two years against all
but breakage.

* Each tube is delivered free England, Scotland,
Wales, and insured on the journey.

* Each tube is rebuilt with experience and know-
how. We were amongst the very first to pioneer
the technique of rebuilding television tubes.
RE -VIEW ELECTRONIC TUBES

237 London Road, West Croydon, Surrey
Tel. 01-689/7735

U.H.F. TV AERIALS
Suitable for Colour and Monochrome Reception

All U.H.F. aerials
now fitted with tilt-
ing bracket and 4
element reflector.

LOFT MOUNTING ARRAYS. 7
element £2.25. 11 element £2.75.
14 element C3-25. 18 element £375.
WALL MOUNTING e/w WALL
ARM AND BRACKET. 7 element
£3.23. 11 element £375. 14 ele-

ment £4.23. 18 element it -73. CHIMNEY
MOUNTING ARRAYS e/w MAST AND LASH-
ING KIT. 7 element C4. 11 element £4.30. 14
element £4.75. 18 element £3.23. MAST MOUNT-
ING arrays only 7 element £2.23. 11 element
£2.73. 14 element £3.23. 18 element C3.73. Com-
plete assembly instructions with every aerial.
LOW LOSS coaxial cable 9p yd. KING TELE-
BOOSTERS from £3.75. LABtlEAR all band
V.H.F.-U.H.F.-F.M. radio mains operated pre -
amps £7.59. State clearly channel number
required on all orders. P.p. on all aerial. 50p.
Aces. 13p. C.W.O. Min. C.O.D. charge 25p.

BBC -ITV -FM AERIALS
BBC (band Wall S C2. LOFT inverted 'T'
£1.25. EXTERNAL 'H' array only £3. ITV
(band 3) 5 element loft array L2.50, 7 element E3.
COMBINED BBC -ITV loft 1 +-2 r2,73. 1+7 £3.30.
WALL AND CHIMNEY UNITS ALSO AVAIL-
ABLE. Pre -amps front £373. COMBINED U.H.F.
V.H.F. aerials 1 + 3+ 9 £4. 1 + 5 +14 £430.
1 +7+ 14 £3. FM RADIO loft SiD EL 11 element
£3.25. 4 element £3.50. Standard coaxial plugs
9p. Consist cable 3p yd. Outlet box 30p. P.p.
all aerials 50p. Aces. 30p. C.W.O. Min. C.O.D.
charge 231t. Send 5p for fully illustrated lists.

CALLERS WELCOMED
OPEN ALL DAY SATURDAY

K.V.A. ELECTRON ICS
40.41 Monarch Parade

London Road, Mitcham, Surrey
01.648 4884

COLOUR TUBES

STANDARD
TUBES

METAL BAND
TUBES

TWIN PANEL
TUBES

Rebuilt with new Electron
Guns at under normal
list price

SUFFOLK TUBES
LIMITED

261 CHURCH ROAD,

MITCHAM, SURREY
01-640 3133

Britain's largest INDEPENDENT
TV Tube tebuilder

Vary the strength
of your lighting with a

The DIMMASWITCH is an attractive and
efficient dimmer unit which fits in place of
the normal light switch and is connected up
in exactly the same way. The white mounting
plate of the DIMMASWITCH matches modern
electric fittings. Two models are available.
with the bright chrome knob controlling up to
300 w or 600 w of all lights except fluores-
cents at mains voltages from 200-250v. 50Hz.
The DIMMASWITCH has built-in radior:

600-L320 Kit Form C2.70
300-L270 Kit Form L2.20

All plus 10p post and packing.
Please send C.W.O. to: -

DEXTER Et COMPANY
3 ULVER HOUSE, 19 KING STREET,
CHESTER CH1 2A1-1. Tel: 0244-25883
As supplied to H.M. Government Departments,

Hospitals, Local Authorities, etc.
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VALVES SAME DAY SERVICE
NEW 1 TESTED 1 GUARANTEE)

S5.5.0CTC IRS, 155, 1T4, 3S4, 3V4, DAF91, DF91, DK91, DL92, DL94
Set of 4 for /I 12, DAF96, DF96, DK%, DL%, 4 for 51 55.

IRS 2$ 30015 'SS EABC80 '32 EL500 '62 PCF808 -611 U801 '75
1S5 22 30C17 '76 EAF42 '50 EM80 .36 PCL82 -30 UABC80 '32
1T4 .16 30C18 SS EB9I '10 EM81 .36 PCL83 '55 UAF42 .50
3S4 16 30F5 .64 EBC33 .40 EM84 '32 PCL84 '33 UBC4I
3V4 .47 30FL I .65 EBC41 .49 EM87 'SO PCL85 '38 UBF80 .34
5U4G :31 30FL 12 .69 EBCSI 30 EY51 .36 PCL86 .37 UBF89 .32
SV4G .35 30FL14 '68 EBC90 .22 EY86 .29 PCL88 .68 UCC84 .32
5Y3GT :30 30L1 .29 EBF80 .32 EY87 .29 PC1.800 -89 UCC85 35
5Z4G 35 30L15 .70 EBF83 .39 EZ40 '39 PCL805 28 UCF80 '30
6/ 30L2 .54 30L17 '67 EBF89 '29 EZAI .39 PENA4 .77 UCH42
6AL5 .11 30P4 .65 ECC8I .17 EZ80 '21 PEN36C '70 UCH81 .30
6AM6 13 30P12 09 ECC82 EZ81 '22 PFL200 '51 UCL82 '32
6AQ5 '22 30P19 '65 ECCS3 .35 EZ90 PL36 .48 UC1.83 '55
6AT6 20 30PL1 '60 ECC85 .34 GZ30 .34 UF41 12
6AU6 20 30PL 13 '89 ECC804 54 GZ32 '40 PL8IA '47 U F89 .30
6BA6 20 30P L14 '65 ECF80 .30 KT41 .77 PL82 '31 UL4I
6BE6 :21 35L6GT '45 ECF82 KT61 '55 PL83 '33 UL84 30
6816 .41 35W4 25 ECH35 KT66 PL84 .30 UM84 22
6BW7 *50 35Z4GT .25 ECH42 .59 LN3I9 '63 PL500 .63 UY4I '39
6F14 .35 50CD6G .68 ECH8I .29 LN329 '72 PL504 '63 UY85 .25
6F23 807 09 ECH83 LN339 '63 PM84 .30 VP4B .77
6F7.5 AC/ VP2 .77 ECH84 35 N78 '87 PX25 .95 W77 '43
6170 '24 B349 .70 ECL80 .35 P61 PY32 '52 Z77 22
6K7G .12 B729 14 ECI-82 .29 PABC80 '31 PY33 12 Transistors
6K8G .17 CCH35 .67 ECL86 .35 PC86 .47 PY8 I .25 AC107 .17
6Q7G '35 CY3I EF39 .38 PC88 .47 PY82 .25 AC127 '18
6.5L7GT .30 DAF91 .22 EF4I 57 PC% '42 PY83 16 ADI40 '37
6SN7GT .30 DAF96 36 EF80 43 PC97 -36 PY88 23 AF115 .20
6V6G 28 DF91 .16 EFL; .28 PC900 19 PY800 .31 AFII6
6V6GT .28 DF96 '36 EF86 30 PCC84 '29 PY801 .31 AF117 '20
6X4 23 DH77 .20 EF89 26 PCC85 .23 RI9 .30 AF125 97
6XSGT '28 DK32 '33 EF91 '13 PCC88 28 R20 '70 AF127 '17
10P13 '53 DK91 28 EF92 17 PCC89 U25 '73 0C26 15
12AT7 17 DK92 '50 EF98 .65 PCCI89 -411 U26 .70 0014 12
12AU7 .20 DK% '45 EFI83 .27 PCC805 .70 U47 .73 0C45 92
I2AX7 .22 DL35 .40 EFI84 PCF80 '26 U49 '70 0071 .12

19806G 15 DL92 16 EH90 PCF82 '33 U52 '31 0072 .12

20F2 '67
20P3 :75

DL 94 .47
DL96 .311

E L33
EL34
EL4I

'SS
.45
'54

PCF86 :46
PCF800 '58
PCF801 .28

U78 .24
U191 :68
U193 .31

0075
0081
008 ID

.12
'12
12

25L6GT '19 DY86 EL84 .23 PCF802 39 U251 '61 0082
25U4GT'57 DY87 .24 EL90 16 PCF805 111 U301 38 0082D 92
3001 :26 DY802 '33 EL95 .33 PCF806 .56 U329 66 0C170 23

READERS RADIO
$5 TORQUAY GARDENS, REDBRIDGE, ILFORD,
ESSEX. Tel. 01-550 7441.
Plink:men post/packing on 1 valve 7p., on each additional

valve, (3p. per. valve extra)
Any parcel insured against dama e in transit 3 extra.

TV 'S 19" NOW £11.95
TWO YEARS GUARANTEE ALL MODELS

405/625: 19" £25.95, 23" 0515
FREE CATALOGUE

DAILY DEMONSTRATIONS FOR PERSONAL SHOPPERS

carr. 51.95

COMPONENTS
MUST BE CLEARED

Transistor Radio Cases: 2Sp
each. Size 94" x 65' x 34'. Post 15p.

Speakers: 35p. 24' 80. Brand
new. Post 15p.
Press Button Switching Units
4 Banks 2Sp 6 Banks 35p P. & P. 5p.

Precision Tape Motors: 41.95.
200/250V. Famous German manu-
facturer. Post 20p.
Transistor Gang Cond
20p. Miniature AM. Post free.

Modern Gang Cond s 30p
AM/FM or AM only 20p. Post 10p.

Record Player Cabinets. i3 75.
Designed for the modern auto-
cnanger size 17 15 7i PP 55p.

Valve ELL80 SOD.

Pots.: 2Sp each. Post 5p. D. SW
500/500 Ku. D'SW 500/100 KO.
D/SW I mm9.1100 Ka. 5.5W
500/500 K 0. S/SW 500,1 meg.

COLOUR TV's
25" £185.00
19" £145.00

A selection of recent years models.
U.K. manufacture.

Regret personal shoppers only

TV TUBES REBUILT
GUARANTEED 2 YEARS

17" & 19" 15:95;
21' & 23' 6.95
Exchange Bowls carr. 55p.

DUKE & CO. (LONDON) LTD.
6 21/ 3 ROMFORD ROAD, MANOR PARK, E.12
Phone 01-478 6001-2-3 Stamp for Free List

LAWSON BRAND NEW TELEVISION TUBES
SPECIFICATION: The Lawson range of new television tubes are designed to give superb
performance, coupled with maximum reliability and very long life. All tubes are the products of
Britain's major C.R.T. manufacturers, and each tube is an exact replacement. Tubes are produced
to the original specifications but incorporate the very latest design improvements such as: High
Brightness Maximum Contrast Silver Activated Screens, Micro -Fine Aluminising, Precision Aligned
Gun Jigging, together with Ultra Hard R.F. High Vacuum Techniques.

DIRECT REPLACEMENTS FOR MULLARD-MAZDA BRIMAR GEC, ETC.

A21 -11W AW47-9 1 CI 9 'AK CME 1902 I 7 3K

A28 -14W M W 43-64 C21; 1 A CME 1903 2 I 2K

A31 -I 8W M W 43-69 C21/7A CME 19 05 7205A
A47- I 1W M W43-80 C2I AA CME 1906 7405A
A47- I 3W MW5 2 20 C2 I /AF CME 1908 7406A
A47- 1 4W MW53 80 C21/KM CME2 I 01 7 5 02A
A47 -17W AW47-97 C2 1 !SM CME2 104 7 50 3A

A47- 1 8W AW53-80 C2 3 7A CME230 I 7504A
A47 -26W AW53-88 C23/10 CM E2302 7 6 0 I A

7701AA59- 1 I W AW53-89 C2 3/AK CME2303
A59 -12W AW 59-9 0 CMEI101 CM E23 05 CRMI2 I
A59 -13W AW59-91 CME 1201 CM E2306 MW3I-7 4
A59 -14W C17/IA CME 1402 CME2 308 A50 -120W/ R
A59 -15W C 1 7/5A CME I 601 CRMI72 MW3 6/24
A59 -14W C17/7A CME 1602 CRMI73 M W36/44
AW36-80 C17/AA CME 1702 CRM2I 2 CRMI41
AW43-80 C17/AF CME17 0 3 CRM2I I
AW43-88 C17/FM CME 17 05 235P4
AW43-89 C17/5M CME 1706 171 K

AW47190 CI9 10AP CM El 901 I72K

LAWSON TUBES 2 YEARS' GUARANTEEFULL TUBE FITTING
18 CHURCHDOWN ROAD, INSTRUCTIONS
MALVERN, WORCS. Tubes are despatched day of order

by passenger train, road or goods
Malvern 2100 taking for too long for customers

satisfaction.

REBUILT TUBES
LAWSON "RED LABEL" CRTS are
particularly useful where cost is a vital factor, such
as in older sets or rental use. Lawson "Red Label"
CRTS are comple ely rebuilt from selected glass,
direct replacements and guaranteed for two years.

14"

New
Tubes

£
3.10

Red
Label

Colour Tubes
old glass not

required

17" 6.25 4.97 19" 139'50
19" 7.25 5.25
21" 8.50 6.95 22" L43.50
23" 9.75 7.25
19" Twin Panel 10.25 8.25 25" £4750
23" Twin Panel 15 SO 9.75
16" Panorama 8.50 26" £49.50
19" Panorama 9.38 6.95
20" Panorama 10.50 7.50 carr. L1.50
23" Panorama 11.95 8.75

Carriage/Insurance: 12"-19" 62p. 20"-25" 75p
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PHILIP H. BEARMAN,
A LEADING NAME IN

NEW
VALVES AND TUBES

Suppliers to H.M. Government QUANTITY TERMS B/WHITE TUBES (*ONE YEAR GUARANTEE)
LARGE STOCKS BY LEADING BRITISH AND FOREIGN MANUFACTURERS

TUBES GUARANTEED 2 YEARS, COLOUR 4 YEARS! ALL EX STOCK
Every tube tested before it leaves our premises. Open Saturday mornings

FOR EXAMPLE : * Rebuilds 'TSD282 11" £12.50
CME1702, AW43-80, CRMI73. MW43-80, MW43-69* Cge. A28-14W(Mullard) 11" £11.00
CRM 1 72, AW43.88, AW43-89, CME1705, CME1703
CI 7AF

17" £517p 55p
MW31-74
TSD290/CM1201

12"
12"

£3.00
£9.80

CMEI903, CMEI902, CMEI901, AW47.90, AW47-9I,
A47 -14W, CI 9AH 19" £6'87p 60p

13BP4
MW36/24 & 44

13"
14"

£14.00
£4.75

CME1601 16" £7.50CME2I01, AVV53-813, AW53-89, CRM2I1, CRM212,
MW53-20, MW53-80, CME2104 21" Ct87p 65p
CME2303, CME2301, AW59-90, AW59-91 23" 0'0p 65p

We do not normally supply rebuilt rimband types as, in our opinion,

CME1602
CME1906/
A47 -13W f
A47 -11W & 26W
A50 -120W/

16"
19"
19"

£10.00
£11.00

£8.50

only the makers can maintain the high band tension essential to safety CME2013 20" £10.50

COLOUR TUBES
C59E-M213306W

f
1

A 23" £15.00
A59-11W&25/23W 23" £11.50

4 YEAR GUARANTEE CME2413 24" £13.00
19" A49.11X, A49.120X £49.00 plus £1 carriage CME2501 £17.00
22" A55.141X, A56.120X £53.00
25" A63.11X, A63.200X £57.00

plus £1 carriage Rebuilt
plus £1 carriage

CME119081
903f

£5.50 CME2303147.50
2

26" A67.120X A66.120X £59.00 plus £1 carriage Plus carriage, but if
All prices net trade, old glass not required. sea journey, 50p extra

We endeavour to maintain prices but all are sub ject to alteration without notice. Enquiries s.a.e.
NOTE From 1st April 1973, a tax of probably 10% will be added for all tube prices.

6 POTTERS ROAD, NEW BARNET, HERTS. TEL: 01-449/1934 (Robophone) and 449/1935
All enquiries welcomed. All prices NET trade

REBU I LT

COLOUR TUBES

EX -RENTAL TV's (UNTESTED)

Complete xtil h I a chantiel timer, 11,.. .1 cabiziet,
l'arriage L1.50 extra.

....,I" ,111111iiie t 11.0' tube.

111" RI'B 2 +et-.

25-00
23' slitaline 27'50

12.4-5o

COLOUR
TELEVISION

19" [22.50 22" E25.00
25" [27.00 26" L28.00 TUBES EX -EQUIPMENT TESTED RECEIVER

Exchange prices: Tubes
supplied without exchange

SINGLE PANEL
19- 21" xi, tem. .. 23

ry 14
(as published in P.T.-April issue)

glass at extra cost, subject
to availability.

TWIN PANEL (BONDED)
Component Pack No. 1 (Semi-
conductors, Resistors, Thermistor and

Colour Tubes demonstrated
to callers.

All tithes lii £i carriage Capacitors) L7.63 inc. P. & P.
Component Pack No. 4 (Semi -

Carriage extra VALVES EX EQUIPMENT conductors, Resistors, Capacitors) L7.50
inc. P. & P.all types. ER9 I 5p :011.15 1212 "."6 221p

New RCA Type A49 -15X: £30.00
EMFM9 121p
}:CC.2 121p

.10P4 1212
P('97 171p

PLAT
PYSI

1.712
15p

Component Pack No. 8 (Semi -
conductors, Resistors. Capacitors)

lielgo 7;p PCF.; 171p P1(800 152 L6-05 with Silicon Grease, L5.85Full range of rebuilt mono tubes FF., 12I2 PC" 712 PN'rt2 712 without Grease. inc. P. & P.
available, Standard, Rimbaud and EP.) 1212

EFIs3 121p
PCPSII 71p
Pcc89 1212

PY33
1191

2212
17ip

Twin Panel EF1/44 12
EY86 17/2

PcL85 221'
PCI,s2 1712

"V..'"
30P1,t

1712
221P

Complete Kit No. 10 as above. Price
L7.15 inc. P. & P.

* Complete new gun fitted to 30PLI:: 20p
63012 121p

PftLmoi rip
1.1'1,c; 121p

30P12
.10F5

20p
lop All the items supplied are as specified

every tube. Add 21p per valt c p. A p., ..rolers ot er el p. A p. free or acceptable equivalents and will fit
the recommended P.C. Boards.* 2 years' guarantee mono-

chrome, 1 year colour. UHF TUNERS We also stock a vast range of Semi-
conductors, Capacitors. Resistors,

* 15 years' experience in tube
rebuilding.

For Ferso.on 850 910/ chait.is. Adaptable for 1110St 15HF.Chattrir 1240. P. A P. sop.Thermistors, V.D.R.S., Potentiometers
and Associate Electronic Components.

*
SLOT METERS

Trade enquiries welcomed.

N.G.T. ELECTRONICS LTD.
Smiths retaiialilioned i.tiitchinaster MK III. Iteciiiialize,t.
Perfect tcorking "Her. 12 (..r 125 .1elivere.l. lor 'ample
sent, C2.511 c......

A. MARSHALL & SON LTD
(Nu Gun Teletubes) 28 CRICKLEWOOD BROADWAY

22-24, Anerley Station Road,
London E0.

TRADE LONDON NW2I
Telephone: 01-778 9178. DISPOSALS (Dept. PT/TS) TEL. 01-452 0161 TELEX 21492

Thornbury Roundabout, Leeds Rd., Bradford.
Telephone: 0274465670



WILLOW VALE
BY RETURN WHOLESALE SUPPLIERS OF:

COMPONENTS
Dubilier capacitors. Erie wire -
wound resistors. 4., I and 2 watt
carbon film hi -stabs. Sprague
bias and smoothing electrolytics.
Egen presets. AB metal volume
controls. Smoothing electrolytics.
Printed circuit aerial panels.
Valve bases. Belling and Egen
co -axial plugs, Din Plugs and
sockets. Thermistors (ITT).

TRANSISTORS AND
SEMI -CONDUCTORS

Full range of current colour
transistors. AC, AF, BC, BF, BD,
OC, etc., types always in stock.
Rectifiers and VDRS. Full trade
discount. Reputable makes. Mul-
lard, Siemens, Valvo, etc.

VALVES
Entire range of entertainment
types in stock at 41 per cent or
48 per cent discount. See cata-
logue for details. Twelve months'
guarantee.

C.R.T.'s
Full range of monochrome and
colour tubes. Rebuilt and new.
2 -year and 4 -year guarantees.
All sizes from 17 in. to 25 in.
stocked. Panorama, Rimguard,
Mono and Twin -Panel.

LINE OUTPUT
TRANSFORMERS

All makes supplied. Exchange
units or new replacement trans-
formers. (Subject to availability.)
Bush, Philips, Pye, Ekco, Sobell/
G.E.C., Ferguson, Philco, Ferranti,
Peto-Scott, etc., etc.

SERVICE AIDS
Electrolube, Servisol, Multicore
Solders, tools, multi -meters in

stock.

WE ARE THE ONLY SPECIALIST WHOLESALER TO THE
SERVICE ENGINEER

TWO DEPOTS:
Excellent Trade Discounts. Purchase
our catalogue, 20p in stamps please.
Refunded on first order. Strictly trade only.

OUR REPRESENTATIVES COVER THE COUNTRY AND WILL BE PLEASED TO CALL

4 & 5 THE BROADWAY, HANWELL, LONDON, W.7
Telephones: 01-567 5400 01-567 2971 01-579 3582

42 WEST END, STREET, SOMERSET 045-84 2597
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SERVICING EXAMS
If you were interested in becoming a professional
TV service engineer you would naturally consider
taking the appropriate C & G examination. Maybe
in preparation for this you would do some appren-
tice servicing; try in the process to find out about
TV faults; maybe read issues of TELEVISION in
which fault-finding procedures are outlined and
hints passed on. We think all this would be useful.
You would in particular find out a lot about stock
faults. These will always exist since they result from
practical things such as high temperatures in parts
of a receiver, high currents, pulse voltages, weak
mechanical links and so on. There are many teasers
as well of course: but fortunately for us all the
majority of faults fall into the stock category and
sound guidance from an experienced engineer will
indicate the sorts of things to expect. So you get
some practical experience of fault conditions then:
good for you and your future customers. But will it
help when you come to that exam you feel you
should pass?

We ask this very seriously because we know of
some of the things that go on in setting the ques-
tions. A standard chassis must of course be used
-you can't design and produce a special one just
for examination purposes! But then, the examiners
say, you can't set stock fault questions in case
someone who knows the chassis knows the
answers! (Isn't that rather the case with any
examination though?) Anyway, what, in their idea
of fairness, do our examiners do? Why start creat-
ing a few faults! Pull this and that out and see what
happens. Then write the questions. After all if
removing that capacitor or blowing that transistor
produces a definite fault condition you should be
able to diagnose itl

Maybe. But those who know about TV faults
know that all manner of strange results can be pro-
duced by unusual component failures. Sometimes
different faults can occur as a result of different
conditions in a single faulty component. So it's not
really all that clever to butcher a chassis and use
the results as an exam paper.

We strongly suspect that the distrust of paper
qualifications and the poor examination results over
the years are not unconnected with the setting of
wholely unrealistic examination papers.

W. N. STEVENS - Editor
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J H
PHILIPS' VLP SYSTEM

The recently announced Philips video long-playing
(VLP) disc system enables a 30-45 minute colour
video programme to be recorded on one side of a
new kind of record which however resembles and
is made of similar material to an ordinary gramo-
phone record of the usual LP size. The main techni-
cal problem with such a system is to devise a means
of packing the information into the space available
(storage density as it is called). The Philips engineers
have solved this problem by using optical instead of
mechanical scanning of the disc. The information
is stored in the record track as a series of micro-
scopically small oblong pits of equal depth and
width, the modulation consisting of variations in pit
length, i.e. this is apparently an f.m. system. The
light spot which scans the track is centred on it by
means of an opto-electronic control system. These
techniques make possible the extremely fine track
pitch that enables the information to be stored on
the disc with the density necessary to give a reason-
able playing time. The record is played at 25 revolu-
tions/second, each revolution containing the infor-
mation needed to reproduce one complete frame.
The manufacture of a VLP record closely resembles
that of an ordinary audio gramophone record but
after pressing it is coated with a thin reflective metal
layer.

To obtain a replay signal with a good signal-to-
noise ratio a high -intensity light source for scanning
the disc is required: this is provided by a small,
inexpensive helium -neon laser which Philips can
mass-produce by newly developed production tech-
niques. The reflected, modulated beam is detected by
a photodiode whose output, after amplification and
processing, consists of a composite video signal for
feeding directly to a television set.

The opto-electronic tracking makes the system
very flexible: a picture can be frozen, picture se-
quences can be speeded up or played back in slow-
motion-even to the extent of being viewed picture -
by -picture or in reverse motion-while parts of a
programme can be easily and immediately selected.

Since there is no mechanical contact between the
disc and the scanning system there is no wear-es-
pecially important in reproducing stills. The sound
signal can be suppressed during slow-motion etc.
reproduction.

Philips' aim is to make the VLP system commer-
cially available "within a few years." It should con-
siderably reduce the price of audio-visual pro-
grammes and could well be competitive with the
Philips' VCR system, though without offering the

recording facility. It seems that Philips have taken
the lead in both main approaches to video record-
ing for domestic entertainment, educational, business
and information retrieval use.

NEW IDEAS
Sharp have introduced on the US market a set which
shows the channel number at the corner of the
screen for two -three seconds after channel selection.
A special i.c. is used to generate the characters.
Sharp have also shown a set with an on -screen
digital clock display which can be made to appear
in any corner of the screen.

SERVICE EXTENSIONS
The following relay services are now in operation:
Kendal (Westmorland) BBC -1 on channel 58, BBC -2

on channel 64 (receiving aerial group C).
Whitehaven (Cumberland) Border Television channel

43 (receiving aerial group B).
These transmissions are all vertically polarised.

WHICH? ON COLOUR TV SETS

A recent Which? survey reports that reliability is
considered by viewers to be more important than the
picture or sound quality provided by a colour set.
The average number of service calls was found to
be under two a year with rented sets and slightly less
in the case of viewers who own their sets. The sur-
vey reveals that imported sets were of above aver-
age reliability-only one UK produced brand, ITT -
KB, featured among the top six in the reliability
ratings. Although over 80% of viewers reported that
they were satisfied with the performance of their sets
a check carried out on test card revealed that most
were not getting as good a picture as they should.
A post installation service visit was required by 40%
of users while some found that it was several weeks
before the set worked properly. Which? concludes
that the best rental proposition would be a Vision -
hire set, with good value obtainable from Rum-
belows and local dealers.

ISOLATORS FOR TV LS EXTENSIONS

R. W. Dixon and Co. are introducing three mains
isolator units specially designed for simple fitting to
colour sets with transistor audio output circuits-
they can however also be used with monochrome
sets, radio sets, etc. The units provide an output for
feeding hearing aids, extension loudspeakers or doop
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induction systems and the on -off switch enables the
set's internal speaker to be muted if required. The
three models, which measure approximately 3 X 3
X are: Model 1, 1:1 ratio for 3-1212
speakers ; Model 2 2.6:1 ratio for 12-3012 speakers ;
Model 3 8.2:1 ratio for 70-800 speakers. The recom-
mended retail price is £5.95: trade and quantity dis-
counts are available. The firm's address is Winton,
Beacon Road, Crowborough, Sussex.

NEW COLOUR SET WITH NEW GUARANTEE

Pye have launched a new colour model, the CT200,
with a recommended retail price of £218 and an all-
inclusive twelve-month guarantee-any component
replacements necessary and any labour charges will
be completely free during this period. Pye claim
that this is the first time that a UK setmaker has
given such a guarantee-full-year labour -inclusive
guarantees are becoming the common practice in the
USA at present. If public reaction is favourable Pye
say they will review their full range of Pye and
Ekco colour and monochrome models with similar
guarantees in mind. The CT200 is fitted with an
18in. tube and uses a new chassis, the Pye group 713
series chassis, which incorporates eight i.c.s and is
divided into five printed panels mounted on nylon
runners.

TELEPHONE NUMBERS

The ITT -KB Service Department has now moved to
Paddock Wood, telephone 089-283 4422. Teleton
have moved to Waterhouse Lane, Chelmsford,
Essex: the telephone number of the Service Depart-
ment is 0245 58791.

KOREAN SETS NEXT?

We're used by now to TV sets from every corner of
Europe, from Japan and Hong Kong, but another
far -East entrant looks as if it may soon be turning
out TV sets: a number of Korean firms are en-
gaged in discussions with leading Japanese elec-
tronics corporations with a view to commencing
local production of colour sets for export. Firms
reported to be involved include Toshiba, Hitachi,
Sanyo and Crown. Since these negotiations are un-
derstood to have the approval of the Korean
government we can expect Korean sets to be in
production before long.

NEW PRODUCTS

A new line output transformer, type AT2048/00, has
been introduced by Mullard for use in 1l00° mono-
chrome fully -transistorised TV sets. The e.h.t. over-
winding, which is intended to feed a silicon rectifier,
is wound on the same limb of the core as the other
windings.

A new u.h.f. masthead aerial amplifier, the Star,
has been introduced by Belling -Lee. There are three
versions to cover the various channel groups. Type
/A covers channels 21-34, type /B channels 39-51
and type /C channels 49-68. The amplifier is said to
increase the signal level by approximately four times.
The recommended retail price of the amplifier and
its associated power unit is £7.50.

The recently introduced Philips LDK5 colour camera,
shown here with Varotal 30 lens system.

Siemens have introduced two touch -tune i.c.s,
types SAS560 and SAS570. The former incorporates
a memory facility so that the viewer's preferred chan-
nel is always selected on switching on. The i.c.s are
suitable for use with remote control systems and give
selection of up to 12 channels. They will operate
with a finger-tip resistance in excess of 100M12.

Antiference have introduced a range of six in -line
aerial attenuators in the form of a combined coaxial
plug and socket for insertion in the aerial connec-
tion at the rear of a set. The recommended price is
48p each and the attenuation values available are
3, 6, 12, 18, 24 and 36dB. The attenuators are
designed to reduce excessively high signal levels at
both v.h.f. and u.h.f.

PUBLICATIONS

The first two volumes of a new series of publications
on television engineering have been published by the
Independent Broadcasting Authority. The series has
the general title IBA Technical Review and two new
volumes will be published each year. The first two
titles are Measurement and Control, which includes
six full-length engineering papers, and Technical
Reference Book, which brings together in one con-
venient handbook many of the specifications and
Codes of Practice used by the IBA-including the
new Code of Practice for Independent Local Radio.
The books are lavishly illustrated (with colour) and
are being produced for British and overseas pro-
fessional broadcasting engineers, technical and other
educational centres and for libraries-copies can be
obtained from the IBA Engineering Information
Service, 70 Brompton Road, London SW3 lEY. They
are inevitably somewhat specialist but we feel that
a reprinting of the Technical Reference Book with
its handy and well laid out presentation of basic
data and parameters will soon be called for.

The British Amateur Television Club has pub-
lished a 12 -page booklet entitled Slow Scan Tele-
vision by B. J. Arnold, M.A., G3RHI. This sets out
the background and principles of SSTV and provides
constructional articles on monitors and flying -spot
scanners, detailing every aspect of generating and dis-
playing slow scan pictures. It is available at 25p
from A. M. Hughes, Editor CQ-TV, 93 Fleetside,
West Molesey, Surrey.
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The 3RC 1500 Chassis

Chas. E. MILLER further faults
ALTHOUGH the BRC 1500 chassis has been clearly
and comprehensively covered (see August and
September 1972 issues) by L. Lawry -Johns the fact
is that not every possible or even common fault is
likely to be encountered by a single engineer. The
following notes on this widely used chassis are in-
tended to supplement L. Lawry -Johns' article-and
are recorded as part of the campaign to prevent
service engineers from suffering premature grey
hairs!

Field Timebase Faults

A fair proportion of the faults I have had trouble
with have been in the field timebase. At one time I
made a point of changing C89-the capacitor which
smooths the boost feed to the field oscillator-as a
matter of course prior to delivering a set. Three
times I have installed 1500s previously checked on
the bench only to be confronted by a fine white line
across the screen: on two occasions the cause was
merely a recalcitrant PCL805 but on the third ... A
new valve having proved unhelpful a few quick
voltage checks were made. The voltage at C89 was
normal at 270V. The grid of the triode section was
very slightly negative and the anode voltage just a
little under par. The pentode anode and screen volt-
ages were higher than normal, which seemed odd if
the triode was not oscillating "full blast". The pen-
tode cathode voltage was only about 4V instead of
16.5V. Could the notorious cathode bias resistor
R103 have changed value? No, it read precisely
300fi! Returning to the anode I found that there
was no difference between the reading here and at
the screen: there should have been a drop of 6V
across the primary of the output transformer T3. I
replaced the PCL805 again just in case. Still no field
scan, still no voltage drop across T3. Had it gone
dead short? Again, no: it read the correct 26052.
The shunt v.d.r. was, somewhat half-heartedly,
removed but to no avail. There seemed only one
solution, that although the voltage was ok on the
print side of the valve holder it was not actually
reaching the valve itself. Accordingly the valve was
withdrawn and the AVO prod moved to the other
side of the holder: all the pins read correctly! By
now I was almost ready for the men in white coats
to come and lead me gently away. Clutching at
straws I even tried another output. transformer. No
difference. Darn it, it just had to be the valve holder!
I levered the PCL805 halfway out and got the prod
on to the actual valve pins in case they were not
making contact with the holder. But they were! I
tore my hair and retired for a cup of tea. Suitably
refreshed, I returned to the fray and to cut a long
story short eventually discovered that the anode pin
of the valve holder disconnected itself when the
PCL805 was pushed fully home. I won't tell you

how I cured this one because it was really rather
naughty of me! It did not involve a new valve
holder but it did involve some 5A fuse wire . . .

Miscellaneous Faults

Another brute of a fault was intermittent loss of
picture: there was a strange sort of patterning on
the screen on these occasions, as though an i.f. stage
had gone unstable. Curiously enough the sound con-
tinued almost unabated. Tapping or flexing the
printed board anywhere around the i.f. detector/
video stages restored the status quo. It was a con-
siderable time before the fault condition lasted long
enough for me to discover that there were unusual
voltages on the vision detector W2 and the video
driver VT8 when the fault was present. At length I
found that the ends of the winding on the video
choke LIO had never been soldered to the former!

Loss of line sync has been due on some occasions
to the flywheel d.c. amplifier VTIO. Should the
BRC TVT7 not be to hand experience has shown
that a BC107 gives a good account of itself in this
position.

The heater rectifier W7 seems to be somewhat more
long-lived than its counterpart in the previous 1400
chassis but it can nevertheless fail usually resulting
in brilliant valve heaters. I prefer to fit a replace-
ment on the print side of the board away from the
mains dropper and other heat -producing items.

Replacements

Now a word of advice which is a painful neces-
sity. Over the years I have become increasingly dis-
illusioned about replacement components-resistors
and capacitors-that have been fitted in sets. Certain
types have proved to be so unreliable that it is now
routine for me to check all such items in chassis not
previously repaired by myself. In the 1500 chassis
I have in particular come across the field output
valve cathode resistor R103 having been replaced
by a well-known make of 33051 value. Although
showing no discoloration whatsoever these have
been found to have gone up to many times their
correct value.

I can assure Mr. Lawry -Johns that he is not alone
in having tuner troubles on the 1500. In my case it
has usually taken the form of a drift off station.
That is one can tune a button to BBC -1, then switch
to the next for BBC -2 and on returning to the first
button it is found to be way off tune. The only
remedy here is to pack the tuner off to BRC. It is
pleasant to record that they make a first class job
of all tuner repairs, both valve and transistor types.
The waiting time is normally no more than 10 days
and the results fully justify the moderate charges. 
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TV LINE OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS

ALL MAKES SUPPLIED and PROMPTLY by our

RETURN OF POST MAIL ORDER SERVICE

All Lopts at the one price
£4.00 TRADE £4.50 RETAIL

Post and Packing 25p COD 30p

All Lopts NEW and GUARANTEED for SIX MONTHS

E. J. PAPWORTH AND SON Ltd.,
80, MERTON HIGH ST.,

LONDON, S.W.19.
01-540 3955
01-540 3513

Colour Television I.C.'s
TBA51/0 E2.130 T64550 E3.00 SL4368E £3.56
T134510E2.00 TBA560 E3.211 SL4.32A-T

"
E1.16

184520 E2.05 1134750 01.04 SL9018 '

TBA530E1.08 1134990 E3.99 SL435C-E £2.,
184540 E2.00 SL403D E1.50 SL917A L ""

I.0 . Sockets
Dual -in -Me or Zig.Zap (Quil). 14 and 10 pin

Our Price 16p

Pars $ Thermistors
Al 5B 75p G L23 E700 VA1 005 15p
CZ1 15p R53 0.32 VA1026 13p
CZ4 13p R54 £1.48 VA1033 13p
CZ13A 13p VA1040 10p
E298 ED/A258 VA1053 10p
E298 ZZ/06 VA10555 109
GL1 6 El VA1034 109

Potentiometers
5K0 50K fl 500K03
1 040 1001(0 1M ft
25K1) 250K ft 2M0
log or tin less switch (& 1K1) lin) 12p
log or lin with switch 24P
duel less switch 40P
dual with switch 10K, 1001( & 1M
log only
10K log -104 antilog less switch 40p

Capacitors
Ceramic - plate 63V (C333)
1.8pf 82pf 33pf 120pf
2.2pf 10pf 39pf 1500
3.3pf 12pf 47pf 1800
39pf 15pf 56pf 220pf
4.7pf 18pf 68pf 270pf
5.6pf 22pf 8299 3309(
6.8pf 1009(
all 5p. each 27P1

Transistors Resistors TV Electrolytic: mylar film
1000pf 2p -01 pF 3p00V 068pF 4p

1; 2; 4: 8µF 4500 149 32,F 450 200 20009f 2p .02pF 3p lpF 4p1 watt 5% Carbon Film - low noise 169F 4.50V 15p 500 350V 20p 5000pf 2p .040F 3p 28F Sp
AC128 15p 8C1 72 18p BF184 25p Hi -Stabs 8,89F; 450 VW Ilp 32-32µ0: 350 V.W 25P 059F 3p
AC176 15p BD115 87p BF185 25p All E24 valves 1p each plus p. & p. 7p for up 8+16,0, 450 V.W 20p 32+32µ0: 450 V.W 43p
AFI 39 28p 80124 El -01 BF194 16p to 50 Resistors and a further 2p for each 16+169F; 450 0.W 26p 50+509F, 350 VW 35p metallised polyester 250V (C280)
AF239 30p BD131 70p BF195 16p additional 50. Deduct 33196 for 100 of one 16+100+100 . 300,0; 275 V.W £1.23 01pF 3p 068pF 31p -479F Elp
BC107 10p BD132 70p 6F196 15p type or 25% for mixed orders over El in value. 32+100i 125 200,0; 275 VW £1.23 0150 3p 1pF 4p 68µF 11 p
BC108 10p 50131/2M.P.E1-4913F197 15p 1W 10% Carbon Composition 3p each 32+100+200, 2009F, 300 VW £1.23 -0220F 3p -159F 4p 1µF 139
BC109 10p BF115 25p BF272 53p 2 W 10% Carbon Composition Sp each 100+100+100 050 41500; 320 V.W. VAS -0338F 3p -22µF 5p 1'5pF 20p
BC147 10p 8F167 20p BFY50 24p 2}W 5% Wire wound 9p each 100+100+200-300µF 275 V.W. £1.23 .0479F 3p 33pF 63p 2.2pF 24p
BC148 10p BF173 20p BRY39 38p 6 W Wire wound 9p each 60+100.2009F: 300 V.W. i3p
8C149 10p BF180 26p BSX21 28p 10 W Wire wound 10p each 100-2009F, 275 V.W. 75p metellised polyester 400V (C281)
80171 21p BF181 30p BU105 £2 plus p. & p. 7p for up to 25 resistors plus 1p 100 +200 +MOO; 300 V.W. Et .019F 449 -047µF Sp -22pF 10p

for each additional 25. 100. 400,F; 275 V.W. E1.15 -0159F 44p 0681.10 8p 339F 14p
200,0: 275 V.W. 50p 300 i 300,F: 300 V.W. E1.90 022pF 4Ip 1pF 7p -47pF 15p

Diodes 6 Rectifiers Power Sections Eliminators
-033pF -

mixed

51p 15pF Sp

dielectric 800V
OlpF 7p -047µF 7p 22pF 16p

ohms 9 volt @ 20mA (PP3) £1.25 -0229F 7p -068pF 89 -47µF 24pAA119 9p BA156 15p BY178 E1.50 7, 9, 10, 12, 14, 17.5, 20 @ 700mA 20p 6 volt@ 50mA £1.50 0339F 7p 1 µF 89 1pF 33pAA120 9p BA243 56p BY182 £1 50
AA129 9p 0A47 10p BY250 23p

22, 25, 28, 30, 33, 36 lir,. 700mA 25p
40, 47, 52, 56, 60, 63. 66 (4-. 300mA 20p

9 volt @ 50mA £1 .50
6 +6 volt. 50n -LA E2.60 mixed dielectric 1000V

BA102 25p OA79 9p 1N4001 6p 75, 87, 100, 120, 140, 160 Or) 300mA 25p 9 +9 volt. 50mA £2.50 1000pf Bp 6800pf 9p .19F 12p
BA115 17p 0A90 7p 1N4002 7p 180, 200, 220, 250, 270 @ 300mA 25p 74 volt for cassette recorders £2.00 22000 6p 01 pF 9p -229F 22p
BA130 10p 0A91 7p 0,74003 8p 300, 350, 400, 470, 560 (0. 120 mA 20p 6, 74 or 9 volt £3.00 3300pf Bp .022µF 9p -479F 30p
BA145 209 0A200 109 1N4004 8p 726 1+ 150mA 25p 3, 41, 6, 71, 9. 12 @ 500mA £3.99 4700pf Elp .0479F 12p
BA148 20p BY100 15p IN4005 10p 1K0 (iv 1 0OrnA 20p Car Battery Converter fully stabilised to
13A154 13p BY126 15p IN4006 12p 2K0 Ut. 70mA 25p provide 6, 74 or 9 volts £4.99 Ceramic KV.d.c.
6A155 14p BY127 15p IN4007 15p plus p. & p. 7p per section. (p. & p. 15p on all types) 12KV.d.c. 8KV.d.c. HI -K 750V.

10p1 9p 200pf 9p 1000pf 5p

ENT Rectifier Trays Mains Droppers Presets
15pf 9p 220pf 9p 15009( 5p22pf

9p 250pf 9p 20000 5P
68pf 9p 270pf 9p 3000pf 5P
82pf 9p 300pf 9p 50000 6p

Vertical or Horizontal 100pf 9p 760V DISC 10.000pf 5p
(5 stick version) for BRC Chassis i.e. (1) 3711 -31 El +97}2 +260 +1680 50p 0-1 watt 5p 0.25 watt 7p 12091 9p 470pf 5p feed -
Ferguson. Ultra, Marconiphone & HMV- (2) 140 -260+970+1730 50p 100 1K 10K 100K 1M 140pf 9p 1000pf Sp through
950 Mk IL 960,970 & 1 400 chassis (3) 300 -125D -1-2-85KII 50P 250 2.5K 25K 250K 2.5M 1 50pf 9p 5000pf 5p
Our Price E350 plus p. & p. 20p plus p. & p. 7p per dropper. 500 5K 50K 500K 5M 1 80pf 9p 10,000pf 5p 10000 5p

r--1 -.-

-11 -3

MAIL ORDERS: Whore no p. & p. charge 4 shown.
of 7p applies. &.minimum P. P............

Fortis at cost.T
IpTJL

TO
ittLA 0 electmics ADDRESS TO: TV Component Dept. 58.

Fortis Green Road. London, N10 3HN.
Telephone: 01-883 3705
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C.R.Boggis Sets
Au, television receivers currently produced in the
UK generate the e.h.t. voltage required for the final
anode of the c.r.t. by rectifying the line timebase fly-
back pulses. These pulses result from the high -
voltage energy which is available when the line out-
put valve/transistor is abruptly cut-off at the end
of each scanning line: the current in the coils
reverses rapidly, giving the flyback period, and as a
result a large voltage pulse is produced at the anode/
collector of the line output valve/transistor. The
pulses are stepped up by means of an overwinding on
the line output transformer and are fed to either a
half -wave rectifier or voltage multiplier to produce
the d.c. e.h.t. voltage required. The capacitance be-
tween the c.r.t. final anode and earth is sufficiently
large (over 1,000pF) in relation to the load current
to ensure that the ripple voltage is of negligible
proportions.

Until recently most half -wave systems employed
a thermionic diode rectifier mounted close to the
line output transformer in a heavily insulated mould-
ing. The heater current required was supplied by an
additional winding around the transformer core.
Ceramic tube selenium semiconductor rectifiers are
now available for use in monochrome receivers of
all sizes. Semiconductor rectifiers are also used in
colour receivers but generally in multiplier arrange-
ments. The selenium rectifier has the following
advantages over a valve rectifier: no need for a
heater winding on the line output transformer ;
power saving in the deflection stage as a result of
the elimination of the valve heater ; simpler mount-
ing assembly ; improved e.h.t. regulation.

Typical Circuit
A typical transistor line output circuit is shown

in Fig. 1. The transistor operates as a switch and is
driven hard on about a third of the way through the
forward scan: when it switches on it effectively con-
nects the line output transformer across the h.t.
supply, current then building up linearly in the scan

coils. At the end of the forward scan the transistor
is abruptly cut off. The current in the scan coils must
then rapidly reverse to return the spot to the left-
hand side of the screen. When the transistor is cut
off the tuned circuit formed by the transformer
inductance and capacitor C oscillates-the value of
C is chosen so that the duration of the initial half -
cycle of oscillation, which results in a positive volt-
age pulse at the collector of the transistor in the
circuit shown, is slightly less than the line blanking
period. When the circuit tries to swing negatively the
shunt efficiency diode D switches on, once again
connecting the line output transformer across the
h.t. supply:, a linearly decaying current then flows,
giving the initial portion of the forward scan. The
efficiency diode can and indeed often is left out since
its action can be performed by the collector -base
diode of the line output transistor-reverse current
flowing through this into the transistor's base circuit.
A separate efficiency diode is nearly always used in
smaller transistorised TV sets however in order to
reduce the demands on the line output transistor.

Since the line output transistor is operated as a
switch which is on during the latter part of the line
scan, variations in h.t. voltage could cause alterations
in picture width. Consequently a stabilised h.t. supply
is necessary.

Pulse Waveform
The voltage waveform of the e.h.t. pulse generated

by this circuit is shown in Fig. 2. El is the voltage
amplitude of the first positive peak, E2 the voltage
amplitude of the following negative overshoot and
V the smoothed d.c. voltage applied to the c.r.t. The
maximum peak inverse voltage applied to the recti-
fier is the sum of the smoothed d.c. and the nega-
tive overshoot, i.e. V + E2: this can generally be
taken as 11 X V. The load current in monochrome
receivers is usually some IONA. with peaks up to
400,uA on some picture highlights: in small colour
receivers currents of around 1 mA are encountered.

Third Harmonic Tuning
The efficiency of the transformer can be maxim-

ised, i.e. the e.h.t. voltage made as high as possible
for a given turns ratio, by tuning the leakage induct-
ance between the primary winding and the e.h.t.
overwinding so that the third harmonic of the e.h.t.
pulse frequency is added to the fundamental, thereby
peaking the e.h.t. pulse. One result of this technique
is that the peak voltage across the primary is
reduced, allowing a greater safety margin-particu-
larly valuable in semiconductor circuits-in the peak
voltage rating of the line output device. A dis-
advantage is that the e.h.t. regulation is worsened,
though this does not cause difficulties with mono-
chrome receivers.

Voltage Multiplication
At voltages over 20kV the half -wave system is for

several reasons not now generally used: the design
of the transformer overwinding becomes critical ; the
high voltage necessitates a large winding, the heavy
insulation required adding to the bulk ; the large
inductance and capacitance make harmonic tuning
difficult ; losses produce undesirable heat.
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Fig. 1: Typical transistor line output/e.h.t. circuit. The
undecoupled resistor R3 is connected in the h.t. supply
feed to the stage to protect the collector junction of
the transistor against the effects of e.h.t. arcing and
tube flashovers; capacitor Cp protects the base -emitter
junction in the event of flashover pulses appearing at
the base via the collector -base capacitance of the
transistor. L delays the drive signal, R1 limits the turn -
on voltage and R2 damps the input circuit to prevent

ringing.

1 483 I

Time

Fig. 2: E.H.T. voltage pulse waveform.

The alternative method of obtaining the e.h.t. from
the flyback pulse is to use a small overwinding to-
gether with a voltage multiplier. With very few
exceptions this system has been adopted for the cur-
rent generation of colour receivers made in the UK.
It is also used in some monochrome chassis for
increased reliability. Shadowmask colour tubes
require an e.h.t. voltage of about 25kV at beam
currents up to 1.5mA: good regulation is essential
since e.h.t. voltage variations not only impair picture
quality and cause excessive breathing (changes in
picture size with changes in picture brightness) but
also result in convergence errors with changing spot
size, producing colour fringeing.

Circuit Action
The basic voltage doubler circuit is shown in Fig.

3. Suppose we have a pulsed d.c. input of 10kV. The
first applied pulse raises the input (A) to + 10kV.
DI conducts, charging Cl, so that terminal B is
raised to 10kV above earth. When the input pulse
terminates A is effectively earthed and DI reverse
biased. D2 is now forward biased by the voltage
at B and charge is transferred from Cl to C2 so
that C is raised to 10kV above A. When the next
input pulse arrives the charge on Cl is replenished
and at the same time the voltage at C becomes the
sum of the input 10kV pulse plus the charge stored

Pulse Input A C2

(approx. Vout /2)

Dl

1.81.

B

CI

/747

C3 Tube
Zcapacitance

Fig. 3: Basic voltage doubler circuit.

by C2, i.e. 10kV 10kV = 20kV. This voltage
results in D3 conducting, charging the tube capacit-
ance and C3 in series with Cl to 20kV. The input
voltage is thus doubled. In practice of course several
pulses are required for the circuit to reach equilib-
rium and losses due to rectifier leakage currents
result in an output voltage that is only about 1.9
times the input voltage.

By adding further diodes and capacitors higher
order multipliers can be obtained. Due to the losses
previously mentioned and additional capacitor losses
however only triplers (X3) and quadruplers (X4)
are generally used at the currents required in tele-
vision receivers.

EHT Regulation
As we have already noted good e.h.t. stabilisation

is essential in a colour receiver. The first colour
receivers made in the UK used a half -wave ther-
mionic e.h.t. rectifier with a shunt regulator triode
(PD500) to stabilise the e.h.t. In addition to the

system required X-ray shielding since the electron
velocity in valves operated at much in excess of
about 20kV gives rise to X-ray radiation: the use
of voltage multiplication solves these problems but
we still need regulation.

A television set's e.h.t. supply regulation depends
on the source impedance of the line output stage,
the receiver h.t. supply and the e.h.t. rectifier. The
regulation performance is the extent to which the
e.h.t. voltage drops from an initial level at zero beam
current as the load current increases. Regulation
determines the extent by which the picture size varies
with picture brightness changes (breathing) since the
tube scanning sensitivity is a function of the applied
e.h.t.-as the e.h.t. is reduced the deflection sensitivity
increases and the tube is overscanned.

The lower impedance of a semiconductor voltage
multiplier compared to a thermionic valve and the
smaller overwinding assist regulation. Further
improvement is obtained by the use of fifth har-
monic tuning.

Fifth Harmonic Tuning
The shape of the e.h.t. pulse greatly influences the

e.h.t. regulation. If the leakage inductance between
the primary and the e.h.t. overwinding is tuned to
the fifth harmonic of the pulse frequency a fifth
harmonic component is added to the fundamental.
The result of this is a flat-topped e.h.t. pulse and
effective prolongation of the conduction time of the
rectifying system. With an .runtuned pulse the d.c.
e.h.t. tends to rise to a value near the peak pulse
voltage input when the tube beam current is small:
then as the tube current increases the loading flattens
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the e.h.t. pulse and the d.c. voltage falls. If the
pulse is always flat-topped however, as it is with
fifth harmonic tuning, the e.h.t. voltage drop is
reduced and the regulation improved.

Fifth harmonic tuning is also employed in mono-
chrome sets which use an e.h.t. multiplier.

Stabilisation

With a valve line output stage it is usual to employ
feedback to adjust the bias on the line output valve
to help stabilise the e.h.t. Since as we have seen line
output transistors act purely as switches this tech-
nique cannot be used with them: reliance must
instead be placed on operating them from a stabilised
h.t. supply line.

Focus Supply

A further function of the multiplier in a colour
set is to supply the 4.2-5kV voltage required for the
shadowmask tube focus electrode. Once set for
optimum focus this voltage should track with the
e.h.t. so that it remains a constant percentage of the
e.h.t. voltage. The focus current drawn by the tube
is very small.

In some early UK produced colour sets the focus
potential was tapped from a voltage -dependent
resistor connected between the tube final anode and
earth. This arrangement was both costly and bulky
though the performance was very good. In other
early designs a separate focus rectifier was used.

With a multiplier it is convenient to take the focus
voltage from the cathode of the first rectifier in
the chain. The tracking of this voltage with the e.h.t.
is not so good but is adequate. Several arrangements
are possible, the most usual being shown in Figs.
4-6. The simple resistor chain networks in the cir-
cuits shown in Figs. 4 and 5 can be made in three
ways: (1) Special high -voltage resistors can be
mounted directly on a printed panel together with
a high -voltage potentiometer: such resistors are
fairly costly and the board needs to be of fibreglass
to reduce the chance of tracking. (2) Low-cost car-
bon resistors may be included inside the multiplier
and the whole assembly filled with resin to eliminate
air around the components and prevent flashovers:
the thermal properties of the resin can be selected
so that the components run much cooler. (3) The
potentiometer and resistors can be deposited by
thick -film techniques on a ceramic substrate: high
resistance values with good stability and small size
are obtained by this technique.

Refinements

The need for high component density in today's
compact receivers has led designers to seek new ways
of improving reliability while at the same time
reducing the size of the high -voltage multiplier.
Resin encapsulation or "potting" as it is called fulfils
these requirements.

The most common causes of multiplier failure
are: (1) capacitor or rectifier flashover due to
accumulated dust and/or moisture (from condensa-
tion); (2) corona discharge due to ionisation of the
surrounding air by the high voltages present ; (3)
corona discharge due to poor soldering ; (4) rectifier
overheating under overload conditions.

13GkV

25 kV

34M

5 kV

Earth return
lead

I G85 I

* Generally omitted

Focus

Fig. 4: Tripler circuit with simple focus network.

12* 5kV

QUI I

75M

5 kV

TOM

41cV

GOM

Fig. 5: Doubler with simple focus network.

The resin compound, which is flame-retardent and
chosen to have very high insulation and high thermal
conductivity, eliminates air from around the multi-
plier components so that corona , discharge is
impossible within the assembly. As the components
are sealed in, dirt and moisture cannot accumulate
so that the chances of flashovers are greatly reduced.
The rectifiers are totally encapsulated over their
entire length so that heat produced within them is
conducted away. In addition to these electrical
improvements the resin makes the whole assembly
immensely robust. There is one drawback: failure
of any one component. renders the whole unit use-
less since recovery of parts after resin encapsulation
is impossible. The failure rate is so reduced by pot-
ting however that this disadvantage is not important.

The basic tripler circuit shown in Figs. 4 and 6 is
perfectly satisfactory with valve timebase circuits
although a resistor (4700) should be included in the
earth return lead to reduce the current through the
multiplier in the event of e.h.t. flashover (R605 in the
TELEVISION colour receiver!). To reduce costs the
final capacitor in the network is often left out, the
anode -to -earth capacitance of the tube taking. its
place.

With the advent of transistor line output circuits
for colour TV the suppression of these surge currents
became much more important. A series resistor
(471m-see Fig. 7) is usually included in the e.h.t.
output lead to keep the surge within the operating
limits quoted for the transistor. The inclusion of this
resistor degrades the regulation but the provision of
the final capacitor in the chain to a large degree
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* Generally omitted
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Fig. 6: Tripler with v.d.r.. focus system.
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Fig. 7., Tripler circuit incorporating a clipper diode and
surge limiting resistor.

corrects this.
The inclusion of a clipper diode (Fig. 7) improves

the regulation further by removing the e.h.t. pulse
waveform overshoot (see Fig. 2) and also protects the
line output transistor by providing an alternate path
for flashover current surges, the power being dissi-
pated in the associated resistor -capacitor network
instead of at the collector -base junction of the
transistor.

Practically every semiconductor half -wave e.h.t.
rectifier used in monochrome receivers to date has
been a selenium device. Silicon rectifiers for this
application are now becoming available but at the
time of writing are 600/o more expensive than their
selenium counterparts.

Both selenium and silicon devices are currently
used in multipliers. Selenium units are larger but
less expensive. Silicon units require protective resis-
tors in solid-state receivers (see Fig. 7): selenium
rectifiers have a higher impedance and need less
protection but due to their resistance they run
warmer and give slightly worse regulation. Some
multipliers use both silicon and selenium rectifiers.

A major factor affecting the regulation with mul-
tipliers is the value of the capacitors used. Until
recently almost all UK designs have utilised disc
ceramic capacitors of 0.001-0.0015uF rated at
10-12kV. Higher capacitance values were not prac-
tical without making the multipliers much larger
physically. High -voltage film capacitors using the
familiar rolled tubular construction are now becom-
ing widely available however. The dielectric is
generally Mylar film and values of around 0.0025/1.F
at 12kV are currently available at a reasonable price
in relation to the ceramic 0.001/tF types ; due to their
construction they are small enough for multiplier
use.

TELEVISION
RECONDITIONED TV SETS
With the growth of colour vast numbers of
monochrome sets are coming on the second-
hand market. Most of these are capable of a
long useful life, maybe as second sets, if
knowledgeably reconditioned-in fact with
care they can be offered with a good guaran-
tee. What then constitutes reliable TV set
overhaul? Next month we provide a general
guide as to what to look for and the minimum
action necessary. The article is based on the
author's practical experience of this type of
work over a number of years.
BUILDING A COLOUR SET
Ycu don't have to follow the TELEVISION
colour receiver design. In fact many readers
have gone their own way, using surplus panels
and so on. It's likely to take you rather
longer but can work out cheaper. Barrie
Spink describes his experiences in assembling
a go -it -alone colour receiver.
MONOCHROME TUBE DRIVE
TECHNIQUES
Once upon a time tube drive was a simple
matter of an output pentode a.c. or d.c.
coupled to the c.r.t. cathode. The growing use
of transistor video circuits has however con-
siderably complicated the scene. Examples of
divergent techniques, including grid drive,
will be described and illustrated in order to
clarify the current situation in this area.
COLOUR RECEIVER PROJECT
Next month the final module, the power supply
ci-cuits. Details also of the tuner and its con-
nections. This will leave you ready for final
assembly of the various units, testing, setting
up, etc.
PLUS ALL THE REGULAR FEATURES

ORDER YOUR COPY ON THE FORM BELOW

TO
(Name of Newsagent)

Please reserve (deliver the JANUARY issue
of TELEVISION (20p), on sale DECEMBER
18, and continue every month until further
notice.

NAME

ADDRESS
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Blank Raster
NORMAI sound with an unmodulated raster may be
due to faulty tube supplies or the tube itself or in
405 -only or dual -standard models when switched to
v.h.f. a fault in the vision only i.f. amplifier(s), the
vision detector or the video stage. Where a separate
intercarrier sound detector diode is used in a single -
standard model or a dual -standard model on u.h.f.,
normal sound with a blank raster may be caused by
a video stage or video detector fault but when, as
is usually the case, such sets employ a single detector
for both signals and take the intercarrier signal from
the anode of the video amplifier the possible causes
of the fault are limited to the c.r.t. feed circuits.
Concentrating however on 405 -only and unconverted
"dual -standard" models-since they still constitute a
high proportion of the sets in use today-what, if
changing all the relevant valves fails to restore the
picture, is the best procedure for locating with the
minimum expenditure of time and energy the cause
of the trouble?

Much naturally depends on layout and accessibility
but the first thing to do is to make sure that the
raster is unmodulated as soon as it develops and
that the brilliance control is working normally.
Quite often in older receivers a grid -cathode leak
develops in the tube and rapidly increases in severity
as the cathode temperature rises: thus on switching
on from cold some screen modulation may be
apparent but rapidly disappears as the tube warms
up fully, the brilliance level simultaneously rising
until it is eventually impossible to kill the raster.
If the tube is ok. and the brilliance can be varied
from black to peak white it can be taken that the
video output pentode is passing about normal anode
current and has approximately correct anode and
screen voltages and an intact cathode bias resistor-
probably little changed from its original value-
since in these older models the video pentode is
generally d.c. coupled to the c.r.t. cathode.

As the vision detector diode on such older models
is almost always d.c. coupled to the video pentode
grid a good move is next to check for the presence
of a small positive voltage at this point. This voltage,
developed by the diode, should vanish on removing
the aerial or switching the tuner to a dead channel.
If this voltage is present then clearly the video out-
put stage is defective. Note whether applying the

ohmmeter test prods across the valve's grid and
chassis alters the brilliance level. If the video pentode
is a.c. coupled to the c.r.t. cathode this ohmmeter
application will of course result in only a momentary
screen flash. Where such a.c. coupling is used and
the valve's voltages are normal an open -circuit or
disconnected capacitor must be one of the first
suspects. Grid and anode circuit peaking coil con-
nections sometimes go open -circuit so these should
also be checked.

A less common cause of 405 -only video output
stages failing to operate is a complete short across
the valve's cathode components. This of course
removes all bias and the positive -going detector
output then merely produces pentode grid current
and scarcely affects the anode current. This type of
fault in receivers employing d.c. coupling to the
c.r.t. is usually evident by inability to reduce the
brilliance to a normal level-the heavy pentode
anode current reduces its anode voltage and thus
the c.r.t. cathode voltage to an abnormally low
figure.

If there is no positive output from the detector
diode then the detector itself is suspect. It is usually
possible to test it by checking that the d.c. resistance
from the video pentode grid to chassis is a few
kilohms with the ohmmeter one way round but only
that of the i.f. coil and chokes plus the i.f. stopper
if fitted the other way round. This doesn't accurately
check the condition of the diode in terms of forward
to reverse resistance ratio but we are here considering
only complete absence of picture.

If the detector diode is in order the next move
must be to check the anode, screen and cathode
voltages of the i.f. valve(s). The cathode voltage is
the most important since if it is correct it shows
that the valve -is passing normal current and there-
fore that the valveholder connections to all pins are
being maintained. Connection to the control grid is
proved since an open contact would' remove all bias
and result in a higher than normal cathode voltage.

If all voltages are normal and the detector and
video stages are operational the only likely possibili-
ties remaining are a short in a fixed trimmer across
one of the i.f. coils or transformer windings, an
open -circuit fixed trimmer or an open -circuit signal
feed capacitor. The first two of these possibilities
would however more likely result in weak rather
than zero screen modulation. The possibility of a
short in a fixed trimmer can easily be checked with
a low -reading ohmmeter but the only sure check for
a suspect open -circuit picofarad value capacitor is
substitution.

Distorted Sound
DISTORTED sound with a smell of burning were the
complaints with a Pye Model 40F. A first-class pic-
ture with good sound were obtained on switching on
but by the time the back of the set was removed and
the hinged chassis lowered the sound had become
very distorted and the PCL82 pentode anode was
beginning to glow red. The development of the fault
in this way could be caused by a soft valve, a slight
leak in the pentode control grid coupling capacitor
or by a progressively increasing leak in the pentode
cathode bypass electrolytic reducing the bias
developed across its cathode resistor. The smell of
burning was the result of this resistor and the audio
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Fig. 1: The field timebase circuit used in many GEC/Sobell group receivers. The fault was field collapse a few
minutes after the set was switched on. Tests showed that this was due to failure of the circuit to oscillate
rather than failure of the output section. The fault was tracked down to a faulty coupling capacitor (C92).

output transformer overheating, so the electrolytic
was ruled out as a suspect. As the PCL82 looked
fairly old we replaced this and, on switching on
again, measured the voltage developed across the
pentode cathode resistor. The voltage remained at
the correct level-16V-for a few minutes then
increased rapidly. On transferring the test prod to
the pentode control grid there was virtually no
needle deflection: but this is usually the case-even
with a comparatively heavy leak since the effect of
this will be offset by the resulting grid current.
Clearly the 0.01p.F coupler from the triode anode
was leaky and on replacing this and leaving the new
valve in place the pentode cathode voltage was found
to remain constant. On putting the old valve back
again the cathode voltage started to climb rapidly:
as expected the leaky capacitor had made the valve
soft.

When a grid coupling capacitor is suspected of
being leaky the only ways to check are to measure
the valve's cathode voltage, as in this case, or to
remove the valve, short out the valveholder heater
connections and check for the tell -tale small positive
voltage at the grid pin.

Failing Field Scan
THE problem with a dual -standard Sobel! Model
ST290DS was that while a normal picture developed
on switching on within a few minutes the raster
drastically reduced from the bottom and then finally
collapsed to a thin white line. Our first move of
course was to replace the PCL85. This restored the
picture but within minutes the raster again collapsed.
After reducing the setting of the brightness control
to avoid screen burn we checked all relevant voltages
in the field timebase circuit (Fig. 1) but found these
to be reasonably close to those quoted in the manual.
Contacting the pentode control grid however caused
considerable veLtical movement of the horizontal
white line. Our first clue: clearly the fault was due
to failure of the circuit to oscillate, not failure of the
output pentode section to amplify!

As the circuit shows the field timebase consists-
as with so many receivers-of a triode -pentode with
the pentode acting in conjunction with the triode as
a multivibrator in addition to acting as the output
stage. The fact that all voltages were normal indi-
cated that all current -carrying resistors were in order
and that the voltage -carrying capacitors were neither
leaky nor short-circuit. The cause of the failure to
oscillate could therefore only be an open -circuit feed-
back component between the two sections of the
valve: the possibilities were C93, R82, C92 and R86.
Meter tests quickly confirmed that the resistors were
OK and as C93 was the more likely suspect this was
replaced. This did not solve the problem so C92 was
then replaced and a constant raster was obtained.

In all cases of field collapse therefore first check
voltages, noting whether test prod application at the
pentode grid indicates a live stage, then test non
current -carrying resistors in the feedback loop: this
reduces to the minimum the need for suspect capa-
citor replacement, saving much time and trouble.

Suppose however that meter application to the
pentode grid failed to produce any line movement:
what then? With roughly the correct pentode anode
voltage present the field output transformer primary
must be either continuous or shorted by a shunt
capacitor: a meter test will indicate whether the
latter has occurred. Even if a partial short does exist
across the primary there will be field output, though
of greatly reduced amplitude and badly cramped.
In such cases the prime suspect is neither the field
scan coils nor the output transformer secondary but
an open -circuit thermistor in series with the scan
coils and mounted almost underneath them so that
as the coil temperature rises its resistance decreases
to compensate for increase in the resistance of the
windings. These thermistors can be shorted out until
an exact replacement is obtained but their absence is
always shown up by the way 'in which the raster
creeps up from the bottom of the screen after some
minutes of use.

TO BE CONTINUED
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TV TEST

REPORT
E. M. BRISTOL

LABGEAR CM6016/SM
SIGNAL -STRENGTH METER

THE spread of the u.h.f. network and the success of
colour television have produced a boom for aerial
riggers. All too often however it is a case of sticking
up an aerial in the most convenient position and then
if reasonable results are obtained on to the next job.
This is all very well in areas of good signal strength
but in fringe areas and those frequent pockets of
poor reception in the lee of hills and tall buildings
rather more care is needed.

For colour reception a good signal is required if
noisy chrominance is to be avoided. In poor recep-
tion areas it is often found that moving the aerial
vertically or horizontally has an appreciable affect
on the picture ; even lowering the aerial sometimes
increases the signal. But altering the aerial position
and then checking the results on the set is time con-
suming, fiddling and not always conclusive because
the a.g.c. action in the receiver tends to smooth out
signal variations. The answer to the problem is a
signal -strength meter and the Labgear CM6016/SM
is an example of this type of instrument.

Front-end

The "front-end" consists of a standard transistor
u.h.f television tuner. Thus the aerial feeder ter-
mination is the same as would be provided by a
telev sion receiver. The tuner output is then detected
and amplified by a circuit which responds to the
peak signal amplitude. Consequently there is no
variation in the detected signal as a result of varying
programme content, a factor which can give very
misleading results with simple instruments that do
not operate in this way.

Meter

The amplified output is applied to a taut -band
meter which gives direct readings in micro or milli-
volts depending on range. The four ranges provided
are 30-100µV, 30-300µV, 0-1mV and 0-3mV. The
scale markings are clear with the lower ranges at the
top ; microvolt calibrations are inscribed in red while
the millivolt ones are in black. There is also a check
marking for the condition of the internal batteries

(two PP6): this is selected by a fifth position on the
range switch. The batteries are series connected and
the total current is 32mA. The battery check is
conducted with normal loading thus avoiding mis-
leading off-load readings. The voltage is zener diode
stabilised during the normal working life of the bat-
teries.

On -off Switching
The on -off switch is spring -loaded and mechanic-

ally linked to a shutter across the coaxial input
socket. To operate the switch is depressed and the
coaxial plug then inserted in the socket. When the
plug is removed the switch automatically returns to
the off position thus making it impossible to leave
the meter switched on. Because of the conditions
and distractions when working in the field (or on
the roof) it is very easy to forget to switch a test
instrument off ; this is a sensible and useful provision
therefore.

Sound Carrier Rejection
Another very useful facility is the sound carrier

rejection feature. The sound carrier at u.h.f. is above
the vision carrier and of roughly half the strength.
Thus with three programme services in operation
there will be six carriers present. In some areas there
will be relay stations and/or nearby adjacent area
main transmitters, so that there could well be a
jungle of carriers making channel identification
difficult. The rejection circuit is activated by a press
button on the control panel: when this is depressed
the signal being measured if a sound carrier drops
to almost zero reading ; if on the other hand the
signal is a vision carrier the reading drops only
slightly. This therefore gives a positive identification
of the vision carrier.

Housing
The case is made of mild steel sheets riveted

together and can be removed for battery replace-
ment by unscrewing two large screws at the base.
The internal construction is sound and I noticed that
the batteries are held securely in place and are thus
not liable to cause damage by coming adrift although
they can still be quickly released. The control knobs
are solidly made and should withstand the rough
use likely in this application. The channel markings
are clearly inscribed from 25-65 in increments of 5
on a strong perspex disc fitted to the tuning spindle.
There is a slow-motion tuning drive with a reduc-
tion of approximately 6 to 1.

The whole outfit is housed in a khaki canvas con-
tainer with a stitched -webbing shoulder strap and
a flap -down lid with press fastenings. There is on
the inside of the flap a transparent pocket in which
the operating instructions are contained, a position
where they can be seen and read without becoming
dog-eared and dirty. The container is padded with
highly resilient material which should absorb bumps
and knocks. Furthermore the panel is protected by
metal flaps at the top and bottom: these effectively
recess it. In short everything has been done to make
the instrument as durable as possible and it is diffi-
cult to see how it could come to grief except 'by
being dropped off a roof (one test I didn't apply!)
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The Labgear CM6016/SM signal -strength meter.

although even then I would anticipate a good sur-
vival chance.

Performance

How then did it perform in the field? Over a
period of a few months it has been used in many
different situations, in conditions of good signal
strength and in fringe conditions, and over a range
of different channels from 23 up to 64. Accuracy is
claimed as ±6dB. It wasn't possible to check this-
accurate laboratory equipment would have been
required for this-but the instrument was found to
be consistent in its readings both on the same aerial
on different occasions and also on the different scales
where the ranges overlap so that a reading can be

important than absolute accuracy in this application.
The readings were rather uncertain at the lower

end of each range. On the lowest range the needle
reads about 30µV with no signal which is why this
value is quoted as the minimum in the specification.
Signals as low as this would however be of little
practical use for viewable reception so this lower
limitation is no real disadvantage. It was found
that in fringe locations a signal reading of 70µV or
more was necessary for a viewable picture on an
average monochrome set. Signals sometimes gave
no indication at all on a high range but would give
a readable indication on the next lowest one-hence
the comment about uncertainty at the lower reaches.
Here again though there is no real drawback-all
instruments tend to be inaccurate at the ends of their
scales, especially the lower end. All one has to do
is to remember to switch down through the ranges
from the highest until a reading is obtained.

In good signal areas the problem was in the other
direction-with signals greater than 3mV. In my
own home about 20 miles from the transmitter and
with a loft aerial I get signals of 4 to 5mV with an
Antiference 10 -element kit. No doubt larger signals
could be obtained outside and nearer the trans-
mitter. To measure these an attenuator is necessary
so it would be wise to carry a 6dB and a 12dB plug-
in attenuator such as those made by Radiospares in
order to extend the upper range by twice and four
times. This gives conveniently 6 and 12mV. The
accuracy of these attenuators I found to be rather
poor but of course they are intended merely to
attenuate a too -strong signal, not to provide accurate
measurements. A rigger who normally keeps a stock
of attenuators could sort through a few to find ones

that give the closest to half readings for 6dB and
quarter readings for 12dB and mark these for meter
use.

Channel Identification

The sound carrier rejection facility worked per-
fectly and was a big help in quickly identifying which
was the sound and which the vision carrier. Tuning
calibration is fairly accurate though not of hair -line
standard. The dial is inscribed with channel numbers
only without actual channel position markings. Also
the reference line is about fin. thick. I found how-
ever that the top edge of this line gave quite an
accurate indication of the channel at the bottom
end of the scale while the bottom edge was nearer
the mark at the top end. This would probably be
true of only the particular instrument tested ; there
would most likely be slight variations in tuner align-
ment between different instruments. Once again
however exact calibration is not really necessary:
one knows the three channels in use in one's par-
ticular area and the calibration is certainly close
enough to be able to identify which is which.

Tuning

The only adverse comment I have to make on this
meter is that the tuning tends to be rather sharp
even with the 6 to 1 reduction. In fact the adjust-
ment is sometimes quite critical and it is not easy
to tune to the peak : having to fumble with cold
fingers among the chimney pots to get the tuning
right could be a little trying! The calibrated portion
of the disc does not even occupy 180°. One would
have thought this could have been extended say to
270° and the drive gearing reduced. As it is one
can cover the entire tuning range in less than three
turns of the tuning knob. This is not really neces-
sary because most of the instrument's use will be
over the limited range of the three stations in opera-
tion in any particular area. A really useful refine-
ment would have been a varicap diode tuner with
preset pushbuttons set to the local stations as is now
common practice with TV receivers.

Conclusion

I do not want to make too much of this how-
ever: the tuning though sharp is by no means un-
manageable and I would not wish to discourage any
would be purchasers because of this one point. Ob-
viously much thought and good design have gone
into the instrument and I would unhesitatingly re-
commend it. In fact I would encourage all aerial
riggers as well as TV service departments to invest
in one: I am sure that reception standards, es-
pecially in poor signal areas, would improve as a
result.

The instrument will not of course detect ghosting.
But at least one can start from the position of
highest signal level before experimenting to reduce
multipath reception.

Final details: dimensions approximately 91 X 4
X 7fin. ; weight 51b. ; price £40 trade. Manufactured
by Labgear Ltd., Cromwell Road, Cambridge.

FEATURE TO BE CONTINUED
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Renovating the
RENTALS

CALEB BRADLEY BSc

BUSH/MURPHY CTV25/CV2510
contd.

THE DECODER
Connoisseurs of decoders seem to love or hate the

circuit used in this chassis. These passions are roused
by such things as the unusual colour killer which
depends on careful setting up, and the inscrutable
layout of the manufacturer's circuit diagram. The
latter point we have remedied in Fig. 12 which in-
cludes everything concerned with decoding the
chrominance signal, including the first, gain -con-
trolled chrominance stage which is on a small board
under the i.f. board, the decoder board proper and
the reference oscillator with its a.p.c. loop (compo-
nents prefixed 6) which is on the colour -difference
and luminance board.

Apart from the colour killer the decoder is con-
ventional as the block diagram (Fig. 8) shows.
Colour killers generally consist of an arrangement
which supplies forward bias to one of the transistors
in the chroma signal chain only when the ident sig-
nal is present. Since the ident signal is only pro-
duced in the decoder when the 4.43MHz burst is
transmitted (to control the receiver reference oscil-
lator for colour reception) this arrangement prevents
signals reaching the chroma detectors when the pro-
gramme is monochrome, thus avoiding colour noise
(confetti) on the screen. The simplest colour killer
is simply a diode which rectifies the ident signal to
obtain the required bias potential. The circuit used
in this model is fancier and involves the PAL bist-
able. The circuit centres around 5D5 and 5D6 in
Fig. 12 and operates as follows.

The half-line frequency (7.8 kHz) squarewaves of
opposite polarity at the collectors of the bistable
transistors 5VT5 and 5VT6 are coupled via 5C29
and 5C30 to 5D5/6 in series. Therefore 5D5/6 con-
duct on alternate lines. Now provided the ident diode
5D8 has done its job of phasing the bistable with
the ident signal, positive swings at 5VT6 collector
(i.e. 5D5/6' conducting) coincide with negative
swings of the ident signal. If this phasing seems the
wrong way round observe that the ident signal is
delayed by the integrator formed by 5RV3, 5R35 and
5C33 before reaching 5D8. The ident signal is fed
to 5D5/6 junction via 5C31, where 5R32 sets the
mean level to the 15V rail. If all is well therefore
only negative ident swings pass through the diodes
and 5R30, 5R31, and are then smoothed by 5C43 to
drive 5VT8 base negative with respect to the 15V
rail. This turns on 5VT8 which supplies forward
bias via 5R58 to the chroma delay line driver 5VT2,

enabling the chroma channel for colour reception.
With this arrangement the waveforms at the outer
ends of 5D5/6 are revealing since they are composed
of sinewave (ident) and squarewave (from the bist-
able) on alternate lines.

The virtue of this circuit is that colour reception
is possible only if both the ident signal is present in
strength and the PAL bistable is correctly phased.
Thus the familiar symptoms of incorrect bistable
phase (green faces) should never be seen on these
sets. If the transmission is monochrome only noise
is gated through 5D5/6 on alternate lines: this
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averages to zero across 5C43 and 5VT8 does not
turn on.
The weakness of the circuit is that there is little

gain to spare in the colour killer so the delay line
driver 5VT2 receives sufficient forward bias only if
the entire decoder is aligned quite precisely to obtain
a strong ident signal. Insufficient forward bias to
5VT2 can often be compensated by increasing the
gain of the first chroma stage 5VT9 by reducing the
setting of 5RV4 (preset colour saturation): this may
explain why many of these sets show some chroma
noise.

Another symptom of poor alignment common on
this model is that the colour control must be turned
on full to get colour to appear, whereupon the con-
trol range is normal until the channel is changed
when colour is lost again. This situation arises be-
cause the burst is fed to the burst channel from a
point in the chroma channel after the saturation
control. Thus boosting the saturation can increase
the burst enough to make a reluctant reference oscil-
lator lock properly.

Tuning for maximum colour killer voltage at test
point P3 is a sensitive way which does not require
a scope of trimming the burst gate, discriminator
and ident stages.

The proper procedure for setting up the decoder
or starting fault-finding is as follows. With a 625
colour transmission tuned in and correctly synchro-
nised connect a 15162-22k2 .+W resistor between test
points P2 and P3 on the board. This over -rides the
colour killer. The same result might also be achieved
by earthing 5VT8 base but this is less convenient.
Locked or unlocked colour should now be seen.

Next earth test point E3. This can be conveniently
done by connecting it to E2 nearby. Since this shorts
out the a.p.c. potential to the reference oscillator-

varactor reactance control system the colour may
"flicker through" the picture too fast to be seen.

Connect a scope capable of giving some indication
at 4.43MHz to the oscillator output point E4. A
high -impedance voltmeter with diode probe could be
used instead. Trim 6L10/6L11 for maximum output.
One may run into immediate trouble here since this
coil is a fragile little thing which regularly comes
loose from its former or has its tiny core cracked by
use of the wrong screwdriver. Fortunately replace-
ments cost only a few bob and anyone regularly
working on these sets keeps a few in stock. Other
stock faults in the reference oscillator circuit include
failure of one of the 560pF capacitors 6C30/32/33
any of which stops oscillation ; 6VT3 being slow to
start oscillating ; deterioration of 6C31 which damps
oscillation ; 6C27 short-circuit which again stops
oscillation.

Having peaked the oscillator coil tune 6TC1 so
that the frequency is as nearly correct as possible,
i.e. colour only just beating through the screen. A
non-metallic screwdriver is essential for this. Note
the unusual use of a neon lamp in the reactance
control stage: it provides a stabilised 60V supply
which is divided down by 6R51 /53 to give reverse
bias for the cathodes of both the varactor diodes
6D5/6. The controlled capacitances of these diodes
form part of a resonant circuit comprising primarily
the 4.43MHz crystal, trimmer 6TC1 and 6C27. The
neon provides a useful sign that the 280V rail, which
is also used in the timebases, is live.

If the reference oscillator is far off tune the effect
on the screen can be mistaken for severe Hanover
blinds and in consequence the bistable or PAL phase
switch wrongly suspected. Unless blessed with a fre-
quency counter it is tricky to know whether the
frequency is too high or too low. In such a case
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suspect the small capacitors associated with the
crystal: they have different values in some sets and
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the same value should be used when one is replaced.
Remove the earth at E3. The oscillator may lock

correctly. Now stop the oscillator by shorting its
output which can be conveniently done by putting
a single crocodile clip across both conductors of the
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coaxial lead at E4. This does no harm but obviously
removes colour. Adjust the discriminator balance
preset 6RV1 for zero volts at E3. A high -impedance
voltmeter or d.c. oscilloscope should be used.
Remove the meter from E3 and the short from the
oscillator output: the colour should lock properly
with E3 close to OV. If the colour is in horizontal
bands on the screen the oscillator is off tune and is
locking to the burst frequency plus or minus a
multiple of field frequency. If colour does not lock
bring the preset colour saturation (5RV4 at bottom
right of set) to maximum and check whether any
burst is getting to the discriminator. Without a scope
one can verify this by disconnecting the automatic
chrominance control (ACC) lead to point P7 and
checking for several volts negative on 6C41.

Failure of the burst to reach the discriminator is
probably due to any of 5L15/16 (4.43MHz tuning),
5L17/18 (line pulse ringing) or 6L8/9 (4.43MHz
discriminator tuning) being off tune: they can be
trimmed for maximum negative voltage on 6C41 or
the strongest ident signal. If they are changed much
the discriminator may need rebalancing. If the burst
gating is erratic suspect 5R55 which changes value
-a higher wattage replacement should be used. Also
watch out for different layouts of the burst gate
circuit on different sets: older models have a diode
which can go short-circuit at 5VT7 collector.

With the colour locked there should be a healthy
ident sinewave at test point C2 with the burst points
visible ideally at its mid -points. Set 5RV3 ("V channel
switch sync") fully clockwise (from rear of set) so
that the ident signal is unable to phase the bistable.
Interrupt the signal a few times until the colours are
incorrect. Very slowly turn 5RV3 anticlockwise until
the bistable phases correctly, but no farther. Remove

the 151(12 colour killer over -ride resistor since the
colour killer circuit should be supplying a positive
voltage to P3. Trim 6L12 for maximum voltage here.

In the ident amplifier circuit 6C35 can fail causing
weak or zero ident. In the colour killer circuit 5C43
deteriorates causing no colour or colour slow to
come: this failure is probably due to the continuous
a.c. passed by 5C43 and the reverse bias it receives
if the bistable is out of phase. Also 5VT8 can fail
giving of course no colour.

The earth lead from the c.r.t. shield to the c.r.t.
base must always be in place to provide a path for
flashovers in the tube: bitter experience suggests that
if it is not in place the bistable and the sync
separator transistors are always among those to go
at the first flashover.

The 100V pulse from the line output transformer
entering at the left of the decoder circuit does a lot
of jobs. It is clipped by 5D11 to perform rough burst
gating in 5VT7. It causes the tuned circuit 5L18/
5C42 to ring and supply a positive burst gating pulse
to 6VT2 on the backswing, a high -voltage positive
clamp pulse to the clamp triodes in the colour -
difference output stages and both positive and nega-
tive clamp pulses to the luminance amplifier clamp.
The line pulse is also differentiated by 5C32/5R36,
the rising edge giving a positive pulse which triggers
or "toggles" the bistable via 5D7. Stopped bistables
have been due to a faulty 5C32. The falling edge
produced by the differentiation provides a negative
pulse which is stretched by 5R67/5C48 and added to
the colour killer voltage to blank out the burst which
would otherwise appear as a vertical band of misty
colour on the screen.

TIMEBASES & POWER SUPPLIES NEXT MONTH
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THE 'TELEVISION' COLOUR RECEIVER
PART 9

CONVERGENCE BOAR 1 5
PUTrING the convergence boards together is more of
a mechanical than an electrical problem. In the main
this is due to the varied lengths of the controls used
in the convergence circuitry. The inductors are the
longest while the convergence potentiometers are the
shortest. The result is the necessity for three boards
(see Fig. 6) mechanically mounted together.

The design has been simplified as far as is possible
to minimise the number of board interconnections.
However some care must still be taken to observe
the directions given. The result is a convergence and
drive adjustment control panel which has all the
controls at the same level.

General Arrangement
The three circuit boards are mechanically linked

and held at the required heights by the use of 2BA
studding ; the complete subassembly is mounted on
a hardboard base. The control panel-which will be
commercially available later-is suspended between
wooden battens in the convergence drawer. The
spaces left on either side of the battens are hard-
board filled to give an almost flat drawer surface.
The general arrangement of the assembly is shown
in Fig. 6 but we will look at this in more detail later.

The Inductor Board
The layout of board no. 1 is shown in Fig. 1. In

addition to the inductors and the transductor there
are only a few components on the board and these
few should be mounted first-after the board is
drilled. The inductor pin holes should be while
2BA clearance holes should be made at the four
marked positions near the board corners. 2BA clear-
ance is just ?gin. but if you are a little unhappy or
unsure about the drilling position use a i5in. bit.
The clearance holes for the other components can
be Ain. except for the test point sockets which
should have T1sin. clearance.

Drill six hin. holes for the edge connections A -F.
Bend over the leads on R422, C405 and C406,
insert them in the correct positions and solder down
with R422 standing off the board by about Ain.

The inductors on the board can be identified by
appearance and marking. The CCF800 centring
choke L401 has a 6 -pin base and no variable core.
L402, L405, L406 and L408 are similar in appear-
ance to one another with 5 -pin bases and the type
suffix is marked on one side of the base: i.e. 50,
75 or 77 to indicate AT4040/50 or /75 or /77. The

remaining two inductors are mounted on board no. 2.
Each inductor should be inserted into the board

in turn and pushed down as far as it will go so that
it is resting on the corner plastic lugs. If you are
happy that it is standing upright solder it down.

Then insert the transductor (AT4041/07) and
solder down on the board. Note that this component
is not reversible because of the assymmetric pin
spacing.

The last items to be inserted are the test point
sockets and plug leads. Mount the four sockets
first, making sure that the bent -over connecting lug
makes good mechanical contact before soldering.
Each of the three plugs can then be soldered to short
insulated wire lengths-say 2j -in. each-and the free
ends cleaned off for about lin., inserted through the
board and soldered.

Before leaving board no. 1 cut off any surplus
wire ends and protruding base connecting pins to
leave the underside of the board as clean and free
from obstructions as possible. The reason for this
is that the board has to rest on the base of the sub-
unit and the heights allow for very little "solder -
blob" space under the board itself.

The Potentiometer Board

The potentiometer board (board 2) is rather more
complicated and because of the mechanical layout
it is essential that all holes are drilled before assem-
bly is attempted. Drill the four corner mounting
holes first (2BA clearance again), the fin. mounting
holes for the potentiometers (as indicated on Fig. 2)
and then holes for the potentiometer knobs to pass
through the board-Ain.- Then move to the hole
(I% in.) through which the linearity adjuster can be
moved, the 6in. holes for the printed -circuit slide
switches and the akin. holes for the component leads.
A few of the capacitors will require 'sin. rather than
akin. holes: check against the components supplied.
Drill the nine Mn. edge connector holes A -J.

The convergence potentiometers can be mounted
first. Insert these through the board from the plain
paxolin side with the knob, the connecting pins and
the mounting pins all protruding through on the
copper side. It is the copper side that is the upper
side of this particular board when it is all mounted
and of course the knobs then point upwards. Note
that the convergence potentiometers will be supplied
with the connecting tags horizontal. They should be
carefully bent upwards in the same direction as the
knob before the unit is inserted through the board.
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tReference line 1

*6

ti L401 0

unimmod

limmiallReference line 1

Fig. 1 (left): Layout of the inductor board. Fig. 2 (centre): Layout of the potentiometer board. Fig. 3 (right): Layout of the
(see Fig. 6) the copper side of board 2 faces upwards while the copper sides of boards 1 and 3 face downwards. All boa

Do not try to force the potentiometer too far
through the holes. If the correct drill has been used
for the mounting lug holes there should be a re-
sistance at the correct point at a "cheek" on each
of the lugs.

With the potentiometers in place the mounting
lugs should be bent over against the board to secure
them and each of the three connecting tags should
then be soldered down. There is no necessity to
solder the mounting lugs if they have been bent over
hard enough: this will ease potentiometer replace-
ment should it ever be necessary.

With the thirteen potentiometers in place move
on to the linearity control L403. This is mounted on
the plain side of the board so that in the final
assembly it points downwards. Mount the control so
that the aperture of the movable magnet is visible
through the already drilled hole in the board.
Solder down the two connecting points on the con-
trol and the two mounting pins at each end.

Then move on to the fixed components-the re-
sistors, the capacitors and the choke L407. Note that
the resistors must not be mounted flush against the
board: a space of about Ain. should be left so that
heat from them passes to the surrounding air. All
these components are inserted through the board
from the plain side but will be upside down in the
completed unit. Note the polarity of the electrolytics

SW401

Boost volts from
LOPT tag 5

R435
2.2M

ITE]

carefully: C411 is a reversible type and it is im-
material which way round this one is mounted. If
you are collecting the components individually rather
than buying the packs note that if a reversible
electrolytic is not available you can achieve the same
result by connecting two ordinary 32p,F electrolytic
capacitors in series with the negative ends connected
together. Note also that the rating given in the
Components List for C404 is the a.c. rating. This
must also be a high -quality capacitor in terms of
leakage. If you use a capacitor which does not have

Tube first anodes

GreenBlue

QSL
$W402 II

R438
680k

5L

Red

SW403

Red
background

Fig. 4: Tube first anode supply circuit, incorporating
the background presets R435-R437.
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hole

,ot. control
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e

R433

D402 C4)0

411.
SW402

0 0
00
00

11..../1" holes

SW403

0 0
O

00

treozosv,

Reference line 2t

R406

Reference line 2

drive and background controls board. All boards are shown viewed from the copper side; note that in the final assembly
rd dimensions are indicated in Fig. 6.

an a.c. rating quoted the d.c. rating should be at
least 600V.

The two "diodes" D401 and D402 can be mounted
next, from the plain side of the board again. If the
NKT279T is supplied instead of the AC128 note
that the emitter and base leads are already spot-
welded together-one board hole is redundant in
each case therefore.

The only other items left on this board are the
slide switches. These are inserted through the pre -
drilled holes from the copper side of the board so
that the toggles are on the operating side. The pins
should be bent hard over against the back of the
board so that each switch is secured mechanically.

A wire link should then be taken from each pair
of switch contacts across and through the board
to be soldered on the copper side. A good stiff wire
link in each case will further enhance the mechanical
security of the switch fittings. This manoeuvre is
necessary because it is well nigh impossible to solder
the switches on the copper side of the board.

Drive and Background Board
The arrangement of the third board is shown in

Fig. 3. This carries the basic circuitry of the RGB
drive level controls and the tube first anode "back-
ground" preset controls.

The circuit of the background presets is shown in
Fig. 4. The boost potential from the line output
transformer is fed in at point 5X on the board to
three separate potential divider chains-R435, R438 ;
R436, R438 and R437, R438. These make it possible
to adjust the potential on each of the shadowmask
tube first anodes in order to set up accurately the
cut-off point of each gun during alignment. For
this purpose a beam switch is fitted in the feed to

FrOm 3F
on RGB
board

From 3H
on RGB
board

f495

5 B

5FF

R401
4.7k

Blue
drive

C401 R407
47p 33k

R403
4-7k

Red
drive

C403 R409
47p 33k

5AA
R404
18k

R410
3-3k

5CC

5L

5AA
R406
18k

R412
33k

5L

5GG

From 3G
on RGB
board

Fig. 5: Tube cathode drive
circuits: see also the RGB
circuits shown in the August
1972 issue.
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Table 1: Components List
Component -Pack 16
L401 Centring choke (CCF800)
L402 R/G Line Symmetry (AT4040/77)
L403 Line Linearity (AT4042/02)
L405 Blue Lateral Amplitude (AT4040/75)
Note: Blue Lateral Unit AT1025/05 or AT1025/06 supplied with later Pack.

R413
R414
R415
R416
R417
R418

15kS2 2-1W W.W.
2.252, 4W
1051 pot.
10S! pot.
8'212 2W
712 pot.

R419
R420
R421
R422
R423

1'5S! 2W
52 pot.
1051 pot.
12051 4W
1552 pot.

R424
R425
R426
R427
R428
R429

Note: Potentiometers are special types for convergence use.

C404 680nF 280V r.m.s. wkg
C405 100nF 250V
C406 1/4F 250V (non -electrolytic)
C407 470nF 250V
C408 47nF
C409 400LF 40V electrolytic
C410 160/LF 25V electrolytic
R435
R436
R437
R438

2.2MS2 1000V insulated
2.2MS! 1000V insulated
2'2MS1 1000V insulated
680kI2 -kW

pot.
pot.
pot.

Component -Pack 17
R401 4.7kS2 2W 5% p -c mounting, at least 500

turns resolution
R402 as R401
R403 as R401
R404 18kS2 2W
R405 18kS2 2W
R406 18kS2 2W
All resistors (fixed) are 5% carbon film.
C401 47pF 400V
C402 47pF 400V
C403 47pF 400V
Above are low -inductance types.

Suppliers
No. 16 Forgestone Components, Low Street, Ket-

teringham, Wymondham, Norfolk.
Cost: £11.35 including postage.

330U 1W
1kS! pot.
3905! 1W
5S2 pot.
20S! pot.
5005! pot.

L406 Blue Line Shape (AT4040/75)
L407 180/AH R/G Choke
L408 Pincushion N-S Phase (AT4040/50)
Transductor (AT4041 /07)

R430
R431
R432
R433
R434

7!? pot.
3'32 2W
200U pot.
4.712 2W
512 pot.

C411 16t4F 63V reversible electrolytic
(15/4F may be supplied)

D401 AC128 or NKT279T (emitter
base already connected)
D402 AC128 or NKT279T (emitter
base already connected)
SW401-SW403 DPDT switches (p -c
1ft. length 2BA threaded rod
30 off 2BA nuts
30 off 2BA washers
2 off 2BA bolts

R407 331d2 2W
R408 33kS2 2W
R409 33kS2 2W
R410 3.31(12 }W
R411 3.3kS2
R412 3.3kS2 kW

and

and

mounting)

IC TAA550
S401 - S404 test -point sockets (p -c mounting)
P401 - P403 test -point plugs

"00" printed -circuit fuseholder

No. 17 East Cornwall Components, PO Box No.
4, Saltash, Cornwall, PL12 4AL.
Cost: £3.20 including postage.

Printed Circuit Boards (kin.):
E. J. Papworth & Son Ltd., 80 Merton
High Street, London, SW19.
Cost: £3.25 including postage.

each first anode (the slide switches mounted on
board 2). It is not always necessary to have a red
background adjustment but we have provided this
because when used correctly it can give a slightly
better overall picture.

The feeds from the first -anode presets do not pass
direct to the tube from 5U, 5V and 5W: they are
applied via current limiting resistors and of course
have spark -gap protection on the tube base.

The drive circuit which terminates the RGB
channels is repeated in Fig. 5. This diagram should
be compared with the circuit of the RGB matrix
and output stages in the August issue. This month's
circuit indicates the connection point numbers used
on this board.

Board 3 should first of all be drilled with the
usual 2BA clearance holes at the corners as marked
in Fig. 3 and the component holes-in. should be
used for all these.

Then drill the three h in. board interconnection
holes G -J.

On this board the fixed resistors can be mounted
first. The copper in this case is on the lower side
after mounting so the components are all on the
upper, plain surface. The resistors should again be
mounted a little distance off the surface of the board
to prevent board damage. Put in the 47pF capacitors
next and then move on to the potentiometers. Note
that the stability of the RGB output stages is ab-
solutely dependent on the quality of these few com-
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Fig. 6. Assembly of the three convergence boards on the hardboard base.

ponents and that the h.f. peaking has been evaluated
for the potentiometers supplied for R401-R403 in
Component -Pack 17. The fixed resistors must be
carbon -film types and the 47pF capacitors low -in-
ductance types. The drive potentiometers are for
printed -circuit mounting and can be inserted directly
into the board and soldered on the copper side. Try
to avoid too much heat being transferred along
the connection pins when soldering.

The background potentiometers are a rather dif-
ferent story. They are tag -ended types and must be
both mechanically secured and electrically connec-
ted. We suggest that they are glued to the board
with Evostik. Do this with the tags sitting above
the holes through which the interconnections are
made to the board. Wire up the potentiometers after
allowing a reasonable drying period, using a fairly
heavy gauge wire. It is most important that the
potentiometers are mounted at the correct positions
on the board so that the spindles will pass through
the appropriate holes on the control panel.

Complete Assembly
The layout of the three -board assembly is shown

in Fig. 6 which indicates how the boards are con-
nected together mechanically. You must first cut a
piece of hardboard-we suggest 4mm. thickness-
68in. wide by 21in. long. Mark off lines along the
length at lin., 6iin., 15 TITin. and 20in. from the left-
hand side.

Lay board 1 on the hardboard with the left-hand
front securing hole on the lin. line. Mark the mount-
ing hole positions at both ends of the board and make
2BA clearance holes. Then mark and make mounting
holes along the 15t5A-in. and 20in. lines. At the left-
hand end secure board 1 with 2BA bolts, with the
head under the hardboard.

Next cut the studding provided-use a Junior
Hacksaw-into the correct lengths. When doing this

1 3 5 7    
4 10 2 4 6 8

AT4040/50
AT4040/75
AT4040/77
Inductors L402,L405,

1406,1408

3

2

1

. 0 

.
s Connections are

on pins I. and 6
6

AT4041/07
Transductor

Centring choke L401

Fig. 7: Component base
below.

A

0
(.1
A

AA- electrical connection
BB -mechanical supports
AT4042/02
Inductor L403

b

AC128 NKT2791

Mal
connections, viewed from

Reference
tine 2 MEI

always have a nut on each side of the cutting point
so that the rather rough cut ends can be burred off
by unscrewing the nuts from the cut ends of the
thread. Four lengths of 21 -in. and two of 1,+in. should
be cut.

Insert two of the longer lengths at the right-hand
end of board I with just enough thread below
the hardboard surface to take a nut and washer. The
board is secured on top by tightening down a further
nut and washer.

Next screw a nut down the studding from the
top so as to leave just Ain. of thread. Drop a washer
down each of the pieces of studding to rest on the
nuts. Repeat the stud mounting at the 15T% in. length
and the 20in. length points. In these two cases
however the nut and washer are put on to leave
Fkin. and of threading respectively. Board 3 is
then wriggled on to the right-hand nest of four
studs and securing washers and nuts tightened down
on the board. The potentiometers on board 3 should
of course point upwards.

On the studs at the 15 A in. length a further nut is
screwed down to leave just of thread. The centre
board-board 2-can then be eased down on to the
four nuts and washers which support it. This board
must of course be mounted so that the potentiometer
and switch controls face upwards, i.e. with the cop-
per side on top. Insert locking washers and nuts to
lock the centre board in position.

If there is any lopsidedness in the mounting of the
boards this should be taken up by small adjustments
of the nut positions. Any threading left on the studs
at the corners of board 2 should be sawn off so that
there is a flat surface for the control panel to lie on.

Finally make the interconnections between the
three boards (A -F and G -J) using lengths of 16
s.w.g. tinned copper wire soldered to the copper side
of the boards. To allow the joints to be made on
board 1 the hardboard base will have to be
temporarily removed.

Layouts

As usual master layouts will be available from the
magazine offices for those making their own boards.
The charge is 10p and requests should be
accompanied by a large stamped, addressed envelope.

Sets of blank boards (+in. thick) are available
from Servitronix Ltd., 26 Killarney Road, London
SW18 at £1.40 including post and packing.

Next Month: We construct the aerial input and
tuner panel and look at the wiring of the push-
button channel unit. We also construct the
power supply for the receiver.
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SERVICING
television
receivers

1
L. LAWRY-JOHNS

PYE GROUP 368 CHASSIS

THIS chassis is used in a large number of Pye group
receivers including the Pye Models 58, 59, 62, 63 and
64, Ekco Models T520 and T521 (and with different
tuners the T524 and T525), Ferranti Models T1173,
T1174, T1175 and T1176 and Invicta Models 7348
and 7045. The presentation and layout follow the
style of the earlier 40F series covered in this journal
in 1970 (October and November issues) but there
are many circuit differences and no further reference
will be made to these earlier models.

The system switch is operated by a solenoid con-
trolled by switches SW3 and SW5. It is well
worthwhile studying the action of the switch selector
as one is often asked to change the factory -set com-
bination of four 405 and two 625 channels (two BBC -
1 on 405, two ITA on 405 and two Band IV or V
channels on 625). This is done by altering the selec-
tors on the front and rear cams, the front selector
knob being removed by depressing the spring loaded -
key from the inside of the cabinet. Full details will
be given next month.

Power Supply Circuit
The power supply circuit follows a fairly con-

ventional pattern with two diodes, one for h.t.
(BY127) and the other (giving a negative feed) for
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Fig. 1.- Internal view of the tuner unit.

the heaters and the transistor supply (BY126). There
are two fuses, one in the mains supply (1A delay)
and the other in the solenoid circuit (1A)-this latter
one however is not fitted on all chassis. It should
be realised that it is essential to fit a delay fuse in
the mains supply as there is a considerable load im-
posed at switch -on and this would melt a quick -blow
1 A type.

The weak link in the supply circuit is the mains
filter capacitor C64 which seems to short out at the
drop of a hat, shattering the mains fuse in no uncer-
tain manner. If the fuse is found blackened, denoting
a very heavy current flow, this capacitor (rated at
400V a.c.) is most likely to be the cause even if no
short is revealed by an ohmmeter test. Another thing
which can shatter the fuse is a direct h.t. short. This
happily doesn't occur very often. The BY127 some-
times shorts to produce these symptoms: this will
be shown up by a cold ohmmeter test of its back-to-
front resistance.

Things are a little more awkward when the BY126
shorts. This does not blow the fuse but there will
of course be no sound or vision signals as the tran-
sistor supply will be shorted at C63 while pin 8
of the c.r.t. base will be at chassis potential instead
of about 20V negative-thus all the heaters will be
glowing excessively indicating the cause of the
trouble.

The Tuner Unit
The tuner unit (Fig. 1) is likely to cause headaches

due to its necessarily complicated construction.
Since it operates at both v.h.f. and u.h.f. it cannot be
tackled in the straightforward manner that can be
adopted with a tuner designed to receive u.h.f. only.
As usual it is the first transistor VT1 (BF180) which
comes to grief more often than the others. This
functions as r.f. amplifier on both v.h.f. and u.h.f.
so a serious or complete loss of signals on both sys-
tems should direct attention to it. If a quick injec-
tion of signal at the collector shows more response
than the same signal applied to the base the transis-
tor should be changed. If this is not the case check
the aerial sockets and cable terminations before pro-
ceeding.

VT2 is not used on v.h.f., functioning as oscilla-
tor -mixer on u.h.f. only. One of the habits of a tran-
sistor (in this case a BF181) used for this purpose
is that it operates more happily with a higher fre-
quency signal than a lower one. For example if
BBC -2 is on channel 33 and IBA is on 23 the
former channel may be received without fault for
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hours whilst the latter channel may be received for
perhaps only a short time ; changing to a higher
channel may restore signals for a short period after
the tuner is reset to channel 23. A rep!-;ement
oscillator transistor will nearly always clear up this
irritating fault.

VT3 and VT4 rarely give trouble. VT3 is used on
both standards but VT4 is used on v.h.f. only as
oscillator.

The tuning spindle carries double the number of
gang capacitors, thick for v.h.f. and thin for u.h.f.
It is an unfortunate fact that eager little (?) hands
can easily cause one or more of the vanes to foul
so that the signals are shorted at that point. A good
light and a pair of short-sighted eyes will reveal
the gangs that are clear through their rotation and
those that foul.

The IF Strip

There are five i.f. amplifier transistors in the i.f.
strip plus a video phase splitter (VT4) and an a.g.c.
transistor (VT5). If trouble is experienced on this
unit note the function and position of each transistor
then check the switch contacts, the voltages, the pre-
set controls and the transistors.

405 sound is handled by VT1, VT2, VT6 and
VT7.
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405 vision is handled by VT1, VT2, VT3 and
VT4.

625 sound is handled by VT1, VT2, VT3, VT6
and VT7.

625 vision is handled by VTI, VT2, VT3 and
VT4.

Thus if the 625 vision is weak or absent but the
sound is good check VT4 onward to the PFL200.

If there is little or no sound or vision on 625
switch to 405 and if there is then sound but no
vision check VT3, D1 etc.

If there are no sound or vision signals on 405
check the a.g.c. circuit, VT1, VT2 and inject an i.f.
signal at A to verify that the fault is in the i.f. strip
and not in the tuner.

To check that the a.g.c. circuit is functioning note
the following voltages (with no signal input, the
present contrast control R75 set for maximum gain
and 405 selected): VT5 collector 17.5V, base
16.74V, emitter 17.6V ; with R75 turned to minimum
gain these should become 3.15V, 17.3V and 17.75V
respectively. Note that these readings are negative
with respect to chassis.

The Video Stage

V13 (PFL200) is used as the video amplifier and
sync separator. A poor picture or a picture which
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Fig. 3: Rear chassis view.

is difficult to lock should direct attention to this
valve although it does not generally speaking give
a lot of touble. A point to watch out for is when
this trouble is experienced and the contrast control
R73 and screen feed resistor R72 both overheat.
This is due to the video anode load resistor R74
(3.3kS2) becoming open -circuit. When this happens
the contrast control can be damaged and all three
items may have to be replaced. If the picture is
quite good but the sync is poor check R120 (3342)
which is rather small : use a 1W type for the replace-
ment.

The Line Output Stage

The line output stage can be expected to give
a little trouble but not a lot. The PL504 lasts quite
well as does the PY800 (except for the occasional
sparking which will necessitate replacement). Resis-
tors R155 and R156 (both 3.9MQ) will certainly
change value however, causing lack of width which
worsens as the resistors age. They are on the right-
hand side, coloured orange, white, green, and are
easy to replace. The resistors R157 and R158
(33042 on early chassis, 47042 on later ones) feed
the tube first anode and the height control. They do

R154
SET WIDTH

(625)

R153
SET WIDTH
(405)

R108
VERT. LINA.

PY800
BOOST
DIODE

V21
PL504

HORIZ.
OUTPUT

I HORIZONTAL
T14

SCAN OUTPUT
TRANSFORMER

AND
V23- DV802

E.H.T: RECTIFIER
( HIDDEN)

not often change value but R109 in series with the
height control does: we will talk about this later.

We are often asked to supply the type number
of the width circuit v.d.r. as this is not given on a
lot of circuits. The one used in these models is the
Mullard type E298ED/A265 which is a piece of
information you will probably not have to use.

Capacitor Troubles
There are three capacitors which can cause trouble,

in the line output stage. The first is the boost reser-
voir capacitor C118 (0.1µF, 1 kV) which can short
causing non -operation of the line output stage: re-
moving the top cap of the PY800 will bring the
timebase to life if this capacitor has shorted (or if
there is a short between the windings of the line out-
put transformer, but don't let's think of that!). The
other two are the S -correction capacitors C122 and
C123. Both are in series with the scan coils on 625
lines but only C123 is in circuit on 405 lines. A
degree of horizontal displacement with vertical lines
down the left side is characteristic of a shorted S -
correction capacitor.

CONTINUED WITH CIRCUIT DIAGRAM
NEXT MONTH
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UHF AERIAL

preamplifier
HALVOR MOORSHEAD

IDEALLY an aerial amplifier should not be used: if
the signal is weak a more elaborate aerial array
should be employed. This ideal is not always practi-
cal however as there are limits to aerial size and
height. But before resorting to the use of a pre-
amplifier the more conventional methods of improv-
ing the signal should be tried. These include using a
higher gain aerial, increasing the aerial height above
ground level and using the shortest possible run of
feeder cable.

Use of Aerial Amplifiers
TV aerial preamplifiers are used for several quite

different purposes. The obvious one is where signal
strength is weak, providing a poor picture even with
a decent aerial array. A preamplifier is also useful
where the signal may be just strong enough but
an unavoidably long length of coaxial cable attenu-
ates it-100ft. of low -loss coaxial cable at the top
end of Band V attenuates the signal by about 8dB
(or to only 40% of the original signal strength).

In many parts of the country two or more ITV

The amplifier is housed in an aluminium box which is
available from H. L. Smith Ltd.

stations can be received, giving additional pro-
grammes for several hours each day. The overlap
areas at u.h.f. are not however all that large. Never-
theless additional stations can be received at many
locations using a good aerial in conjunction with
an amplifier.

Yet another use is for DX work: recent indica-
tions are that u.h.f. signals travel very much better
over long paths under the right conditions than was
previously thought. The author has received stations
in Belgium, Holland, West Germany and France on
several occasions and reception is greatly improved
by using a preamplifier in conjunction with a decent
array.

Using the amplifier described here the author
(living in suburban London) receives excellent colour
signals from Anglia TV (Sudbury ch.41, 43 miles
away) and Southern (Dover ch.66, 62 miles away).
Both stations are received using correctly aligned
18 -element aerials but with an unavoidable 100ft.
length of feeder. Without the preamplifier reception
is variable to say the least ; Dover has never been
received in colour without it. With the preamplifier
reception is slightly variable but excellent, virtually
noise -free pictures can be received 95 per cent of
the time from Dover and 99 per cent of the time
from Sudbury.

Circuit Description
The complete circuit is shown in Fig. 1(a). Although

it is very simple the layout is particularly important
because of the high frequencies involved. The
AF239 transistor is connected as a common -base
amplifier with the input signal applied to its emitter
through the d.c. blocking capacitor Cl. RI, R2 and
R3 provide the correct bias voltages for the emitter
and base, the collector being at chassis potential
(negative). It is necessary to decouple the positive
supply and the base and this is done by the 1,000pF
feedthrough capacitors C2 and C3. The collector is
connected to the tuned circuit consisting of VCI and
LI with the output taken from a tapping half way
along the coil. The screen of the transistor must be
connected directly to the chassis. The current drain
is very low at something less than 1mA and a PP3
battery will give very long service as useful gain is
still achieved when the battery voltage is as low as
5.5V.

The use of the specified transistor is deliberate:
several types were tried in several types of circuit
and although the AF239 is not one of the latest it
seemed very much the best and is cheap, selling
usually for less than 40p. It has good gain and a low
noise figure.

The coil consists of a single piece of wire bent

CI

r48 e

Foot

L.i
ib,

Fig. 1: Circuit (a) and coil details (b).
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Internal view of the u.h.f, preamplifier.

to the shape shown in Fig. 1(b). The type of wire
used is that employed for the inner conductor of
low -loss coaxial cable. The small foot at one end
is purely to provide a firm soldering point to the
chassis ; it serves no electronic function.

Selectivity
High selectivity is of course not required in an

amplifier of this type and the tuning peak is fairly

30 40 50
Channel number

60 68

Fig. 2: Frequency/gain characteristics.

unity
gain

479 I
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broad-at least broad enough to cover the stations
in a transmitter group, in other words about
100MHz. This broad peak is achieved by deliberately
mismatching the output, tapping the coil in the
centre rather than towards the earthy end. As a rule
of thumb the impedance of a tuned circuit can be
taken as 1042: a centre tap should match 2.5k0
therefore for perfect matching. The coaxial output
and receiver input look like 800 however. This mis-
match broadens the response by lowering the Q. By
tuning VC1 the broad peak can be sited anywhere in
the u.h.f. bands.

Gain
Figure 2 shows curves for gain against channel

number. Even with the tuning set for maximum gain
at the lowest frequencies there is still unity gain at
the highest frequencies while with the tuning set
for maximum gain at the high frequency end there
is still useful gain at the lower end: as with most
preamplifiers there is some falling off in gain at the
top end.

The gain axis of the graph is not calibrated be-
cause it is not easy to measure the gain of an ampli-
fier at these frequencies without sophisticated equip-
ment. The gain readings taken during development
were measured by connecting a voltmeter (on the
5V or 10V range) to the receiver's a.g.c. line. The
higher the signal applied to the set the greater the
a.g.c. voltage but the relationship is not linear. The
measurements do however show relative gain.

Comparative Performance
The performance of the preamplifier was com-

pared with that of three commercially available
models: it was found to compare very favourably.
One of the commercial models (using a modern
transistor) was in many conditions unstable although
a tap sometimes cured this! Using the same tran-
sistor as used in this commercial unit the author
experienced similar problems. Even when working
properly the a.g.c. voltage produced by this com-

SW1
R2

Out

Out

C3

In
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Fig. 3: Subchassis details. Fig. 4: Constructional details.
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mercial preamplifier never matched that of the pre-
sent unit.

Another commercial model performed much bet-
ter. This could be tuned over the whole band but
the response was far too sharp. Weak signals are
available in the author's area on ch.50 and ch.51
and when using this unit it was necessary to adjust
the tuning over even this narrow range. This pre-
amplifier was unsuitable for receiving a complete
channel group since if it was set for maximum gain
on the middle channel of the group there was
actually attenuation on the other two stations!

The stability of the present design is excellent.
Six units have been built with no problems and have
been tried out on a variety of aerials and receivers.
The stability is so good that three have been con-
nected in series with good results and no instability
noted-a very severe test.

It would not be honest to quote a definite gain
figure in dB but it is probably in the order of 12-
14dB. The a.g.c. voltage with a weak station was
increased from 1V to 4.5V and an excellent picture
obtained. This relationship is not linear however as
previously noted.

Construction
Unless you are absolutely sure about layout tech-

niques at u.h.f. it is essential to follow the construc-
tional details (Figs. 3 and 4) carefully. The circuit
is built into a small aluminium box but most com-
ponents are mounted on a small tinplate sub -
chassis. The gauge of this is not critical but 20 or
22 s.w.g. is the easiest to work. The subchassis is
cut out and bent as shown in Fig. 3: several holes
are required in this and are best drilled before the
chassis is bent. One circular hole is drilled to take
the transistor, the subchassis providing a screen be-
tween the input (emitter) and the output (collector)
circuits. Such a screen is essential at these frequen-
cies. The other holes are for the trimmer and the
feedthrough capacitors. The exact positions of these
holes are not all that critical and so dimensions are
not given. The general positions-which can be seen
from the drawings and the photographs-should
however be followed. Two views of the component
ayout are shown in Fig. 4.

Components List
Tr1 AF239
VC1 2-20pF tubular trimmer (Henry's Radio type

U4)
C1 10pF ceramic disc
C2 1000pF feedthrough
C3 1000pF feedthrough
C4 10pF ceramic disc
R1 1kS2

R2 151(12

R3 56kt2
Resistors a or 1W 5%
L1 See text and Fig. 1(b)
SW1 On -off switch
Miscellaneous: PP3 battery; 2 coaxial sockets; tin-
plate for subchassis; battery clip.
Chassis: 4 x x 1iin. available from H. L. Smith
Ltd., 287 Edgware Road, London, W.2.

TV bid to capture

I
the toddler viewers

b, PAUL DAL/Y

"They must be joking!"

Once the subchassis is made and bent the com-
ponents can be fitted to it. The short end of the coil
is soldered directly to the collector of the transistor,
the short length of collector lead adding to the in-
ductance of the coil. The specified trimmer has a
small tag which is soldered to the coil as shown.
With the components fitted to the subchassis the
assembly can be mounted inside the main chassis.
The prototypes were pop -riveted but could just as
well have been bolted. Coaxial sockets are fitted
to the opposite sides of the chassis, the feed to the
receiver
plugs at both ends. This coaxial lead should be at
least a foot long-a shorter length may lead to
instability though this did not occur on any of the
prototypes.

The trimmer is tuned through a small hole drilled
adjacent to the input socket and sited so as to line
up with VC1.

Any type of on -off switch can of course be used:
its position will depend on the type chosen.

As we have emphasised the unit is very stable. If
instability should occur it will probably be found
that it can be cured by wiring a resistor directly
across the output socket. This is not an ideal solu-
tion but it does work and was adopted on some
early prototypes which used an entirely different lay-
out. The value .of the resistor should be as high as
possible-as long at it eliminates the trouble: it may
lie between 8212 and lko.

Positioning
The preamplifier can be mounted on the back

of the set. It is best however to site it as near the
aerial as possible. In the author's case with the
100ft. feeder the improvement obtained is vastly
better when the preamplifier is inserted 20ft. from
the aerial (at the point where the coaxial feeder
first becomes accessible) than when it is mounted at
the back of the set.

Although the preamplifier is intended for use with
low-level signals it has shown no signs of over-
loading on strong local stations. No improvement is
seen however as the extra gain is cancelled by the
set's a.g.c.
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CIRCUITS
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LINE OUTPUT STAGES
IN spite of the trend towards all -transistor TV chassis
valves have not been completely ousted and quite a
few hybrid models with valve timebases are still being
made. In the field timebase the well-known triode -
pentode multivibrator/output stage is still used while
in the line timebase the flywheel -controlled PCF802
sinewave line oscillator driving a stabilised output
pentode with the usual boost diode remains popular.

The circuit of the valve line output stage used in
the recent l7in. Decca Model CS1730 is shown in
Fig. 1. The drive waveform-from a PCF802 sine -
wave oscillator via RC shaping networks-is of the
usual squarewave form at an amplitude of 150V -
peak -to -peak. The d.c. circuit is from h.t. through
the conducting PY500 boost diode and the primary
of the line output transformer to the anode of the
PL509 line output valve. The screen grid resistor R 1
controls the total dissipation of the PL509 while the
valve is biased partly by the voltage developed across
its
potential at its grid generated as a result of rectifica-
tion of line pulses by the voltage -dependent resistor
VDR in the stabilising circuit.

Beam Limiting
In common with some other receivers the increas-

ing voltage across the cathode resistor R2 with
increasing beam current (i.e. as the PL509 is called
upon to deliver more power with rising e.h.t. load)
is used to reduce the beam current automatically to
a safe predetermined value. This sometimes operates
by adjusting the tube biasing directly, or via the Y
channel (by adjusting the gain of the Y channel and
hence the video drive), or by adjusting the gain of
the i.f. channel by way of the a.g.c. system. The last
mentioned method is adopted in this Decca chassis.

Horizontal Shift
A d.c. potential is applied to the line scan coils for

horizontal picture shift purposes. The d.c. is pro-
vided by diode DI which rectifies the line signal
developed across the corresponding secondary wind-
ing on the transformer. The diode load is effectively
the 100f2 preset P2 while the reservoir is the 250µF
electrolytic C2. Smoothed d.c. thus flows from chassis
through the transformer winding to point A, through
the line scan coils and the width inductor and back
to chassis via the wiper on the 10011 preset. Adjust-
ment of the preset regulates the current and results
in horizontal movement of the whole raster on the
screen. If the shift is insufficient in one direction the
current direction can be reversed by changing over
the line shift sense flying lead.

From the line signal point of view the two halves
of the scanning coils are in parallel, with a line bal-
ance inductor between them at one end. This inductor
adjusts the symmetry between the two halves of the
coils. Lack of symmetry here makes it impossible to
converge horizontal red and green lines (with the
blue beam switched off) accurately: the result is that
the lines cross over somewhere along their length. It
will be recalled that a similar control is used with
the field scan coils and corrects crossover along red
and green vertical lines. The crossover effect is in
both cases a result of lack of symmetry between the
two halves of the coils.

Width and Linearity Control
"the basic line signal path is via A, the scan coils/

balance inductor, the linearity coil, the S -correction/
d.c. isolating capacitor CI and the convergence cir-
cuit to earth. The linearity control works on the
"saturated inductor" principle, the impedance
afforded by the inductor to the scan current decreas-
ing as the magnetic saturation of the core is
increased. The saturation is regulated by a small
adjustable magnet. Thus as the scan waveform rises
to the saturation point set by the magnet the imped-
ance offered to the changing current decreases and
it is this which tailors the current in the scan coils
for least non -linearity of line scan.

From first principles a linear horizontal scan is
produced by the linear build up of current in the
scan coils. In a pure inductance such a linear build
up would be achieved by applying a squaiewave input
but since the coils also possess resistance the drive
waveform must have a sawtooth component as well.
The drive waveform is shaped to help compensate for
the resistive component while the linearity correcting
devices provide the final tailoring which can be aston-
ishingly accurate in practice.

The width control varies the impedance in series
with the scan coils: as the inductance is increased the
current in the coils is reduced.

Line Stabilising

As with all sets using voltage multiplication-a
doubler circuit in this case-to derive the e.h.t. volt-
age fifth harmonic tuning is employed. This improves
the e.h.t. regulation by flattening the tip of the e.h.t.
pulse applied to the doubler. The flatter top means
that e.h.t. energy is available for a longer time during
the flyback period and it is this which enhances the
regulation.

The VDR in Fig. 1 is fed with line pulses via C5
and produces from these a negative potential of value
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Sample waveform to flywheel line sync discriminator

Boost HT
.1

HT

Line
drive

82k '031i

477

01

P1
2M

Set EHT

R3
5.6 M

Convergence circuits

PL509

Beam limiter
circuit

C5' 1_220p

A

Fig. 1: Valve line output circuit used in the Decca 17in. Model CS1730.

depending on the pulse amplitude. This potential
is used as the bias which sets the PL509 line output
valve's operating point. The network P1, R3 and R4
is returned to the boost supply: thus by adjusting
PI the bias applied to the valve's control grid can
be regulated. This preset is used for setting the e.h.t.
potential. The system also provides stabilisation since
the bias varies with the pulse amplitude: as the pulse
amplitude decreases with load increase more line
power is turned on as a result of the negative bias
falling to compensate.

The e.h.t. doubler is fed with 10kV pulses and
produces an output d.c. of the order of 20kV for
the final anode of the 17in. tube used in this model.
Larger tubes require up to 25kV and this is now
generally provided by a tripler fed with pulses of
about 8.4kV.

Pincushion raster correction has not been found
necessary with the small tube used in this model.

Transistor Line Output Circuit
The basic action of a transistor line output stage

is described elsewhere in this issue (see TV E.H.T.
Systems). As a practical example the circuit used in
the Thorn/BRC 8000 chassis is shown in Fig. 2.

As the output transistor is an npn type it requires
a positive supply at its collector. This is supplied

Cl

1.5k

Blanking etc.
pulses

270 p

EHT doublerr

J

Linearity

Line coil
balance

Width

Line
shift
sense

EHT

cJ

via R1 and LI from a stabilised 180V source. The
primary of the output transformer consists of wind-
ings A and B and since the h.t. side of Ll is con-
nected through Cl to the top of winding A while
the bottom of winding B is connected to Trl col-
lector the transformer is shunt fed: from the signal
point of view it is connected directly in the collector
lead of Trl but with the advantage that the primary
windings do not carry d.c. Instead the d.c. is fed
via LI which has a high impedance at the line
frequency: the required low -impedance coupling is
provided by Cl.

Winding C in parallel with windings A -B couples
the e.h.t. overwind D which feeds flyback pulses of
suitable amplitude to the e.h.t. rectifier Dl. This pro-
duces by half -wave rectification an e.h.t. supply of
some 22kV. Diode D2 provides the first anode supply
for the tube and the focus supply is tapped from its
output via P1.

Winding E feeds rectifier D3 which produces the
horizontal shift potential. The arrangement is similar
to that shown in Fig. 1.

The low -impedance convergence system is con-
nected in series with the scan coils via winding F,
the 0.68AF S -correction capacitor and the linearity
inductor. We will be looking at this earth return path
in a later instalment.

When Trl is switched off at the end of the line
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Fig. 2: Transistor line output circuit used in the BRC 8000 chassis (17in. tube).

scan the low -impedance path required in the base
circuit is provided by R2/R3/R4 and C2. The maxi-
mum base current in Trl is limited by R2 while the
series choke L3 provides a finite time delay so that
the charge energy stored at the collector junction can
be smoothly removed. R3 prevents ringing and pro-
tects the output transistor against base breakdown in
the event of a fault condition which permanently or
intermittently disconnects the secondary of the driver
transformer.

Efficiency Diode Action
When the circuit tries to swing negatively follow-

ing the positive e.h.t. pulse at Trl collector the col-
lector -base diode of Trl conducts to provide the
efficiency diode action: by clamping the earthy side
of the circuit to chassis the current decay in the
coils provides the initial part of the forward scan.

As with all half -wave e.h.t. systems third harmonic
tuning is employed: for e.h.t. regulation reliance is
placed on operating the line output stage from a
well stabilised supply rail.

Beam Limiter
The low -potential side of the e.h.t. overwinding

D is returned to chassis through D4 and the zener
diode in series with it. These diodes are biased from
the stabilised 180V line through R5 and pass 1 mA
of current: this results in the junction of R5/126
delivering +27V to the three grids of the picture
tube, giving correct biasing. If the c.r.t. beam current
exceeds approximately lmA the diodes cease to con-
duct and the voltage at the junction R5/R6 falls,
back -biasing the tube guns and reducing the beam

DI
2x BY176

E HT

I 460

current. The potential is filtered by C3/R6/C4 and
since C3 retains a charge for a short period after the
set is switched off the e.h.t. reservoir charge is fully
dissipated before a stationary spot has time to appear
on the screen.

To be continued

Approximate service area of the Durris u.h.f. trans-
mitter. Channels: BBC -1 22; ITV 25; BBC -2 28; fourth
32. Maximum vision e.r.p. 500kW, polarisation horizon-

tal, receiving aerial group A. Map courtesy BBC.
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WITH the approach of early Autumn we usually look
forward to improved tropospheric conditions but un-
fortunately this year September has been rather quiet.
There have been slight lifts in conditions, with two
slow -moving high-pressure systems which produced
mediocre reception from the closer West German u.h.f.
transmitters, but certainly nothing to shout about! One
unusual reception which was experienced by several
enthusiasts was of the Brocken ch.E34 DFF (East
German) transmitter on the 5th. This gave high-level
signals all day whilst little else was about-an instance
I presume of tropospheric ducting. The signals were
such that they allowed our colour expert Graham
Deaves of Norwich to resolve the SECAM colour in
the transmissions, the first time to our knowledge that
this has been achieved in the UK.

The Aurora reported briefly last month occurred on
the evening of August 5th. Strangely there have been
no reports of signal reception. I feel sure that in view
of the reports of this Aurora there must be someone
who saw something: we anxiously await news! A letter
from Cyprus indicates that the Solar activity at this
time produced signals via F2/TE from Gwelo, Rhodesia
ch.E2 and unidentified Spanish and Arabic transmitters.

For my part this month has seen me visiting our
old colleague lan Beckett at Buckingham and catching
up on the latest television activities there. Ian has just
installed a new Band IV u.h.f. array, a Fuba XC391B.
This impressive array consists of 22 director assemblies
(not unlike J Beam's Multibeam director assembly only
twice the size!), dipole with integral wideband amplifier,
and a large reflector screen. Even under the poorest
conditions I witnessed it extract Dunkirk ch.E39 ORTF-
2 (French 2nd Chain) from the ether. Something of a
mystery was the reception over several days of an un-
known ch.E39 negative -going video signal from the
Belgian direction. Has anyone seen this one? J Beam
at Northampton kindly allowed us a visit to their fac-
tory where we saw both the domestic aerials (Multi -
beams, Parabeams) and specialised systems being con-
structed. Due to all this travelling the log shows a rather
long gap in the middle: I feel I haven't missed too
much though!

1/9/72 BRT (Belgium) ch.E2 (trops).
2/9/72 ch.E2, 4: unidentified SpE signals of Olym-

pics.
3/9/72 RTP (Portugal) ch.E2; unidentified pro-

gramme ch.E2-both SpE.
4/9/72 TVE (Spain) ch.E2-SpE.
5/9/72 SR (Sweden) ch.E2 (MS); BRT E2 (trops).
7/9/72 CST (Czechoslovakia) ch.R1 (MS); BRT

E2 (trops).
8/9/72 ORF (Austria) E2a-MS.
9/9/72 BRT E2-trops.

11, 12/9/72 DFF (East Germany) E4-MS.
14/9/72 DFF E4 (MS): BRT E2 (trops).
16/9/72 BRT E2-trops.

22, 23/9/72 BRT E2-trops.
25/9/72 CST RI; WG (West Germany) E2-both

MS.
26/9/72 CST RI (MS); BRT E2 (trops).
29/9/72 CST RI; WG E2; DFF E4-all MS; BRT

E2 (trops).
30/9/72 TVP (Poland) RI; WG E2; DFF E4; RAI

(Italy) IB, ID-all MS.
I am still unfortunately at the temporary location al-

though I hope by this time next month to be installed

ROGER BUNNEY

at the new house-builders permitting! Consequently
for the past month I have been operating with the wide -
band dipole only, with the addition on the 22nd of a
J Beam wideband Band III array type ABM8. This en-
abled me to note improved tropospherics from the 23rd,
with various ORTF (French) transmitters. Since MS
(meteor shower) seemed so active towards the end of
the month I ran two receivers on the 30th between
0800-0940 BST. One receiver remained on Band I while
the other was tuned to ch.ES/R6. After several short
bursts of information I was rewarded at 0924 with an
identifiable flash (approximately 2 seconds!) of the RAI
(Italy) test card on ch.ID. Quick reference to the EBU
transmitter listings revealed a number of possible high-
powered stations and we eventually decided that Monte
Serra ch.ID was the most likely one (270kW, located
south west of Florence). This is the first time I have
received RAI in Band III and ended the month with
an exciting flourish. Incidently the aerial was some
18ft. high, feeding into two amplifiers-the first with
a single BF180 and the second with two AF I39s. It
does show that quite exotic reception is possible with
minimum equipment.

News
Italy: Mt. Cammarata ch.IA increase in e.r.p. to 35kW
from 30kW: Mt. Caccia ch.IA to 34kW from 30kW;
Mt. Nerone ch.IA to 34kW from 30kW; Mt. Faito ch.IB
decrease in e.r.p. to 40 kW from 53kW. These figures
represent vision e.r.p.: in addition all sound e.r.p.s are
now 10% of the vision carrier (were 25%).
Sweden: Storuman ch.E33 1000kW horizontal (approxi-
mately 150 miles North of Sundsvall).
Turkey: We note that the Turkish Radio and Television
Service (TRT) has opened several more transmitters
(unfortunately in Band III). For some time certain high-
powered Band 1 transmitters have been listed as "pro-
jected" and we await possible openings within the next
year or so. The Istanbul University television transmitter
on ch.E4 (Istanbul Teknik Universitesi) has increased
e.r.p. to 500kW-its a step in the right direction!
East Germany: A North German TV programme guide

Clock received on ch.R1 by Rym Muntjewerff,
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DATA PANEL 17 -2nd series

Sender Freies Berlin SFB-1 test pattern left, test card right.

II
ll!!!!!1

SFB-3 test card.

Standard pattern: RCA Indian head test card.

SFB identification slide.

ORF-1 Austria clock.

Photographs courtesy Europese Testbeeldjagers, Rym Muntjewerff and Peter van der Kramer.

lists a new 1st chain transmitter at Blesberg ch.E35. Holland by Rym Muntjewerff of a mystery clock which
This is not as yet officially listed. was some three hours ahead of CET/BST (+4 hours
Exotics: In October we gave details of reception in GMT). We are pleased to feature this month a photo-
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graph of this remarkable signal, on ch.R I from the
USSR.
Norway: Official information from NRK via Europese
Testbeeldjagers. We have noted previously NRK's use
of test card F. This is regularly transmitted by the ser-
vice for five minutes before the start of programmes
(1745-1750CET). It is used to take advantage of the
flesh tones within the circle-a colour lacking from the
various electronically generated patterns.

Data Panels
As we expected some of the West German test pat-

terns have been changed recently. Rather than list cor-
rections immediately we have decided to await com-
munication from our friends' overseas advising us of
the exact situation following the latest and probably
last West German Data Panel. A slight correction to
the October Panel however: reverse the captions on
the lower two test patterns which seemingly moved after
writing the column! Now to conclude our run down
on the West German programme companies.
Sender Freies Berlin-SFB: The Ist network uses either
the circular electronic card (less regularly now) or the
ZDF/SWF electronic card with identification as shown.
The 3rd network shares the same cards and networks
with RB and NDR. The studio centre is at West Berlin.
Saarlandischer Rundfunk: Studio centre at Saarbrucken.
Suddeutscher Rundfunk: Studio centre at Stuttgart.

Unfortunately we have received no information what-
soever on the latter two companies. If anyone can pro-
vide test card data or information we would be most
grateful.
Standard Pattern: We include this month the RCA
Indian head test card. This is used extensively in the
United States: in the European area its use is mainly
confined to Egypt, Aramco TV in Saudi Arabia and
various AFRTS bases.

Italian Colour
RAI Television is at present conducting tests in

colour, alternating between PAL and SECAM. These
test transmissions commenced with the Olympics, the
aim being to establish the best system to use. It seems
however that the result is already being forecast. It is
expected that the SECAM system will be adopted since
according to a recently published document if Italy
adopts the SECAM system there will be certain trad-
ing advantages with France-an alliance within the
Common Market which would create an "industrial
equilibrium in the electronics field" and the construc-
tion at Rome of a Mediterranean Centre for programme
research and production.

From our Correspondents
Graham Deaves wishes to conduct research into

colour TV propagation via any mode and over any
distance: if anyone can help please write in to the
column and we will forward the letters to him.

In the September issue we mentioned Reg Roper's
use of a new type of u.h.f. array which by all accounts
performs exceedingly well. Detailed information has now
come to hand and will be included elsewhere in the
magazine as soon as possible. Our thanks to Reg for
his information.

Victor T. Budas, a licensed radio amateur (GM3VTB),
comments on the strange results of Sporadic E propaga-
tion. Victor at Glasgow and a friend David Thomson
at Larkhall some 12 miles distant simultaneously moni-
tored both E and R channels during the recently passed
SpE season: using the 80 metre Amateur Band for talk -
back communication several points were soon realised.
Even with only the short distance between them opera-
tion on the same channel would produce entirely

different results at the two locations. At one location
TVP ch.RI might be present while at the other location
MT (Hungary) ch.RI would be received; such a situa-
tion would occasionally reverse. At times there was simi-
lar reception at both locations but this was the excep-
tion. It all shows how unpredictable if not selective
SpE propagation is. We have noted signal variation on
aerials spaced as close as 60 ft. If anyone can report
further on this interesting phenomenon please write in.

After a long interval we have heard again from A.
Papaeftychiou who tells us of TE/ F2 reception at the
beginning of August (see above). He also mentions that
a new high -power Greek transmitter of the EIRT Net-
work is being received at good strengths on the north
coast of Cyprus and on high ground looking over the
sea towards Rhodes. Experiments in the Nicosia area
some 20 miles inland were however rather inconclusive.
A further problem exists with co -channel interference
from Damascus! ! The Greek transmitter is Kerkyra
ch.E9 10kW. Unfortunately both transmitters are ver-
tically polarised.

Beginners' Corner
In answer to popular request we will be starting next

month a brief series within the column to assist new-
comers with information and advice, including how to
get started, equipment, requirements. etc.

Eurovision
Whilst the main concern of this column is the recep-

tion of foreign TV transmissions it is nevertheless of
interest to note the international links between the vari-
ous national broadcasting organisations. In Western
Europe the Eurovision organisation is the co-ordinating
link. The basic structure was initially aired at the first
EBU (European Broadcasting Union) Assembly at Tor-
quay in February 1950. At this meeting the idea of an
international television programme exchange was dis-
cussed and during that same year-while the EBU was
formulating the machinery for such a project --the
BBC organised the first European television programme
from another country, a live transmission from Calais
(August 27th 1950). Further exchanges took place be-
tween England and France in July 1952. The 1953
Coronation was viewed in various European countries
and the experience gained with links and relays was
put to use in the summer of 1954 with the Lille Ex-
periment in which eight countries participated in the
exchange of live transmissions including the World Foot-
ball Championships in Switzerland. Lille was the co-
ordinating centre for this experiment, and it was in this
year that the name Eurovision was adopted together
with the distinctive star -burst caption. With the exten-
sion of television services in Europe a steadily increas-
ing number of exchanges took place. In 1958 and 1959
news exchanges started; since 1961 these have been on a
regular basis. The year 1958 also saw exchanges with
the Eastern European equivalent-Intervision --organised
by the 0.I.R.T.

Since 1961 the expansion of the European networks
has continued and various North African countries are
now included. In July 1962 the Telstar Satellite made
possible the first trans -Atlantic TV exchange and satel-
lites now form a considerable portion of exchange traffic
with countries all over the World.

Various transmission standards are in use in Europe
but all co-operating Eurovision/Intervision members ex-
change material using a common 625 -line standard with
converters to return to a particular standard for the
appropriate country. The EBU has a permanent network
of leased vision and sound lines connecting the main
TV centres in each country. The main Eurovision tech-
nical operations centre is within the dome of the Palais
de Justice, Brussels, Belgium, with legal and administra-
tion offices at Geneva.
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YOUR
PROBLEMS
SOLVED

SOBELL 1000
When first switched on the line whistle can be heard
but just as the e.h.t. rectifier warms up it goes and
there is no e.h.t. Instead of a blank screen there is
sometimes a vertical line about 6in. high by tin.
wide at the centre of the screen but this disappears
when the brightness control is turned up. If the set
is switched off for about 10 seconds and then
switched on again it works perfectly for the rest of
the evening. The line timebase valves have all been
either replaced or checked and found to be OK.-
T. Fields (Sale).

Your symptom suggests intermittent system switch
contacts. Check this and then if necessary take volt-
age readings around the PCF802 line oscillator stage
to try to isolate the source of the fault condition.

HMV 2610
The field lock on 405 is perfect but on 625 lines it
is erratic-it might lock for five -ten minutes and
then start moving around. It stabilises without adjust-
ment but then starts off again. The field timebase
and sync separator valves have been replaced.-H.
Pemberthy (Slough).

All resistors in the video amplifier stage (V5,
PCL84) should be checked, particularly those which
appear discoloured. The bias stabilising resistor R24
(47kSz) is the usual cause of the trouble. Note that it
is in series with R23 and R28 across the h.t. line and
chassis. The anode load resistor R29 (41(2) may also
have changed value.

SOBELL 1019

The brightness of the picture keeps varying from
dark to light, the area affected moving all over the
picture. There is also loss of field lock. The PFL200
video/sync valve has been replaced, also the 200µF
main smoothing electrolytics.-K. Evans (Bargoed).

The trouble seems to be either inadequate smooth-
ing (check the electrolytics smoothing the HT3 and
4 lines) or a heater -cathode leak in one of the valves
(possibly the PCL85). We also suggest you check
the 1.f. attenuator capacitor C102 (0.22µF) in the
video feed to the c.r.t. cathode.

* Requests for advice in dealing with servicing
problems must be accompanied by a 10p

postal order (made out to IPC Magazines Ltd.),
the query coupon from page 91 and a stamped,
addressed envelope. We can deal with only one
query at a time. We regret that we cannot
supply service sheets or answer queries over
the telephone.

STELLA ST1912

There is a line sync problem with this set: at high
illumination levels the picture slips to the left. The
two ECC82 valves in the line timebase and the
PFL260 video/sync valve have been replaced. This
has produced some improvement but not a complete
cure.-T. J. Ryder (Wimbledon).

The trouble is probably due to change of value
of R2144 (271(2) the anode load resistor connected
to pin 6 of the first ECC82 (V2003): this triode sec-
tion shapes the sync pulses for application to the
other triode section of the valve which acts as fly-
wheel comparator.

EKCO T330

The problem is that the contrast and brightness keep
varying. They can be adjusted easily enough but
sometimes they change within a minute or so and
keep on varying. At other times they settle down
and remain all right for anything up to a whole
evening.-T. Chapter (Ryde).

This trouble could be due to one of any number
of things such as poor contact at one or more valve
bases, faulty a.g.c., a defective capacitor, a dry -joint
and so on. Check the seating in their holders of each
of the valves on the left-hand side and the connec-
tions to the bases. If this does not reveal the cause
of the trouble you will have to take voltage readings
to find out where the variation occurs.

PYE 13U
The picture cannot be resolved on 405 lines and
can only be resolved on 625 lines when the line hold
control is at one end of its travel-there is tearing
even then, especially on white objects. The two PCL84
valves (triode sections sync separator and line oscil-
lator respectively) have been replaced,. also the
PY800 efficiency diode.-H. Chalmers (Birkenhead).

As there is no flywheel sync and the line output
valve also serves as part of the line oscillator we
suggest you check this valve (PL36) and also the
coupling capacitor C87 (0.01µF) wich may be leaky.
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BUSH CTV184S

The picture overscans by about lIin. all round and
is also dull. Suspecting that the oversize raster was
due to low e.h.t. I replaced the tripler unit but this
did not provide any improvement. The width tap-
ping on the line output transformer was then set to
minimum but the picture is still oversize. The first
anode presets have been adjusted,, increasing the
brightness but leaving the overscannmg as before.-
G. J. Pennyweather (Bury).

We are fairly sure you will find the 56012 resistor
6R6 in the line output stage either open -circuit or
otherwise damaged (this resistor is part of the net-
work used to "balance" the two output transistors).
It is usually damaged as a result of one of the asso-
ciated capacitors 6C5 or 6C6 (both 4,700pF) being
faulty: both should be replaced. If necessary use
Radiospares 0.005µF buffer capacitors as replace-
ments. The fault could be due to one of the line
dutput transistors but this is less likely.

FERGUSON 3807
When the set has thoroughly warmed up, say after
an hour, the picture breaks up forming seven or eight
horizontal black narrow bands with what appears
to be cramped up bands of picture between when
channels are changed. By turning the brilliance con-
trol right up and then back to its normal setting the
picture can be obtained again. The trouble also
occurs if the set is switched on again after having
been off for about an hour. The sound is not affected.
-S. Glinson (Stoke).

The trouble appears to be in the line output stage
and we suspect 'that the line output valve grid is
floating as a result of a resistor going high -resistance.
Check the resistors between the control grid and the
v.d.r. (Z3), also the v.d.r. itself, when subjected to
heat rise. Poor soldering to the panel could be the
cause.

ULTRA 1780
There is field collapse (narrow line across screen) on
this set and we are having difficulty putting this
right. The field timebase valve (30PL13), coupler to
the output section, cathode electrolytic, triode anode
load resistor and height control have all been
replaced but the fault persists. The 30PL13 runs hot
after a while.-L. Gaynor (Poole).

First check the linearity feedback capacitor C104
for leakage. Then check the field charging capacitor
C103 for leakage. If the voltage at the height con-
trol is low check the boost rail decoupling capacitor
C66 and the focus potentiometer P6. It would be as
well to check the value of the cathode resistor R125
(2702).

BUSH TV115
We are having difficulty clearing a case of critical
line hold with one of these sets.' The picture cannot
be locked on 405 lines: hold is almost obtained with
the hold control in mid -position but the picture then
pulls away to the right and the line timebase appears
to run at half speed. A picture is obtained on 625
lines, but with critical line hold. The line oscillator

and sync separator valves have been replaced and
the flywheel sync diodes checked and found to be in
order. The voltages in the line oscillator stage are
all normal.-H. Gatehouse (Bristol).

A reference pulse is fed back from the line out-
put transformer to the flywheel sync discriminator
circuit via a 150161 resistor (R60, up in the corner
to the right of the diode) and an 0.005µF capacitor
(C71, under the tube on the strip to the left of the
line output section). Check these two components:
the resistor may have gone high -resistance or the
capacitor leaky. The voltage rating of the capacitor
must be I kV.

SOBELL ST196DST
Whenever a caption appears at the bottom of the
screen a loud buzz which drowns the rest of the
sound occurs.-S. Rosianski (Bedford).

The most common cause of this trouble is the
electrolytic C51 which decouples the video amplifier
(PCL84) screen grid and the supply to the EH90
sound detector-it is connected to pin 9 of the
PCL84. On 625 it may be necessary to tune the
detector coil L23 ; on 405 it is sometimes necessary
to adjust the sound take -off transformer T5.

REGENTONE 191

The horizontal linearity on this set is poor: when a
test card is displayed the left- and right-hand squares
are cramped while the centre circle is elliptical. The
line output and boost diode valves have been
replaced, also the S -correction capacitor C62. There
is plenty of width.-H. Owenshaw (Pately Bridge).

The first course of action is to check the setting
of the linearity sleeve which is situated under the
scan coils. This must have its gap to one side and
must not be pushed too far in to start with. Reduce
the width by adjusting the tap setting on R60, then
adjust the sleeve on the tube neck for best linearity,
finally expanding the width to scan correctly. If the
linearity is still poor check C57 which is connected
across the width control resistor R60, the continuity
of L29 which is connected across the S -correction
capacitor and forms part of the S -correction tuning,
and the value of the line oscillator anode load resis-
tor R52 (4701(12).

GEC BT456DST
There are four white lines about lin. wide on the
left-hand side of the picture while half the picture
on the right-hand side is darker than the rest. Also
the picture is grainy although the signal strength is
good here and the tuner valves have been replaced.
-S. Robson (Southampton).

The vertical white lines on the left-hand side of
the picture could be caused by a faulty line output
valve screen grid decoupler--C138 (0.1µF)-or ring-
ing due to a defective line output transformer
though this is not common with this series. The
shading could be due to inadequate smoothing, the
mains filter capacitor C149 (0.1p.F) or one of the
capacitors in the c.r.t. grid circuit. The grainy pic-
ture could be the result of a break in the aerial input
circuit or possibly increase in value of R139 (2.7M52)
which is connected to the slider of the contrast con-
trol.
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MURPHY V783

SOUTHEND
ELECTRONICS

DELAY LINES

30p Each
P.P. Paid

COLOUR
25 KV TRIPLERS

£1.65 Each
P.P. Paid

TRANSISTOR V.H.F.-U.H.F.
TUNER UNIT

E3.50 Each
Post Paid U.K. only

SOUTHEND ELECTRONICS
240 Rayleigh Road,

Eastwood,
Leigh -on -Sea,

Essex.

Phone: Southend 521363

As the brightness is increased the picture breaks up
-it does not balloon as with low e.h.t. When the
brightness is decreased a stable picture is obtained
but it is too dark and lacking in quality. The line
timebase valves have all been replaced, also the line
output transformer as it sounded as if it had an
internal arc. The tube has also been tested.-R. G.
Hassel (Edmonton).

The most frequent cause of this trouble is the line
output valve screen feed resistors-there are three
of them on this set, R43 and R44 (both 1.51W) on
405 and R41 (4.7ki2) on 625. These resistors tend
to change value with age and use.

BUSH TV181S

The trouble is occasional loss of line hold. The
receiver works all right for weeks on end-except
for a slight gap or sometimes a light strip at the
extreme right of the screen-but when the hold is
lost the oscillator coil core has to be adjusted every
few minutes. The EF184 line oscillator valve and the
line output stage valves have been changed without
improving the situation.-G. Barkhurst (Godalming).

The trouble is either in the flywheel discriminator
circuit or the oscillator feedback circuit. Check the
discriminator diodes 3D6 and 3D7 first-type
U 14557/2 but separate ones can be used if preferred
provided they are a matched pair. If the diodes are
not at fault check the associated components. Then
if necessary check the capacitors in the oscillator
feedback circuit -3C36 (0.01/&) across the screen
grid resistor of the EF184 and 3C34 (470pF) in
series with the oscillator coil.

MASTERADIO TE7T

The height decreased until the picture occupied a
strip about 2in. high across the centre of the screen.
This was some three years ago and the set has not
been in use since. Although it is old it gave a good
picture until the fault developed and being a well
built chassis I am thinking of trying to put the fault
right. As the set has not been in use I do not expect
any deterioration to have taken place.-T. Ryle
(Worthing).

We do not agree that the set would not have
deteriorated while out of use for three years. Nor-
mally disuse for this length of time would result
in paper capacitors absorbing sufficient dampness to
make leakage develop. This usually shows up in
the field timebase, giving the symptoms of lack of
height, bottom compression and so on. Which leads
us to your fault. The likely cause of this is that
the supply to the field output transformer is much
below the correct 275V. The set is unusual in em-
ploying a 12BH7 double triode as the field oscillator
and output valve, with the supply to the output
triode taken from the boost line via a 4.71w 1W
resistor decoupled by a 16uF 450V electrolytic.
Check both these components and the 50,uF electro-
lytic decoupling the cathode (pin 8). Then if neces-
sary turn attention to the blocking oscillator section
of the 12BH7 where the 471w resistor in series with
the height control and the 8,uF (200V) field charging
electrolytic should be checked.
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MURPHY V430
There is a perfect picture and good sound on v.h.f.
radio. The TV sound does not come on however
until the set has warmed up for 10 minutes or more.
-R. Chaplefield (Reading).

The problem is instability in the sound i.f. strip.
This is of the double superhet type and uses the
two 6C12 valves. Try bridging a known good capaci-
tor across each of the decouplers in turn.

FERRANTI T1123

I am having considerable difficulty clearing a severe
short on this set. The power supply circuits seem
to be OK and all likely electrolytics have been
checked.-M. Joseph (Oldham).

We suspect that the PCL84 has an internal short.
Check by removing it. If this is the case its screen
feed resistor R26 (5.6ka) will probably be charred,
its bias resistor R28 (220c2) damaged and, if the set
has been in use on 405 lines, the vision detector
diode V7 (inside the coil can next to the PCL84)
will have suffered. This diagnosis is based on our
experience with this range of sets (Pye 11U, Ekco
T418 series).

GEC 2018
The line hold on 405 lines on this set is very critical.
The PCF802 line oscillator valve and all the capa-
citors in this stage have been replaced and adjust-
ment of the oscillator coil does not improve the con-
dition.-R. Udell (Hitchin).

You have changed all likely components in the line
oscillator stage so we suggest that attention is turned
to the flywheel sync circuit. Check the phase detector
diodes MR1/2, their load resistors R113 and R115
(each 330162) and the sync pulse couplers C160 and
C162 (both 470pF). Also check C163 (0.002µF)
which integrates the reference pulse waveform fed
back to the discriminator circuit.

In
QUERIES COUPON

I This coupon is available until December 18 I
I 1972 and must accompany all Queries sent

in accordance with the notice on page 88.'
Don't forget the 10p postal order!
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120
Each month we provide an interesting case of

television servicing to exercise your ingenuity.
These are not trick questions but are based on
actual practical faults.

7 A single -standard receiver came in with the
complaint of low gain. Workshop tests showed

this to be the case since with the workshop aerial
signal which is adequate for other receivers applied
the picture was weak at full contrast yet free from
grain. The sound volume was also below normal.

Signal inputs below the workshop level were
applied via an aerial attenuator and it was only on
a very low-level signal that picture grain became
troublesome ; increasing the signal level with pre -
amplification failed to improve the results sig-
nificantly.

The valves were tested and found to be up to
standard and no particular fault could be found in
the tuner. It was eventually decided to test the tuner
by substitution, however, since a replacement for the
particular model was at hand. The results were just
the same: a clean picture apparently lacking gain
and low sound output. Ultimately the trouble was
located and the previous tests indicated that quite

a lot of time was wasted in incorrect diagnosis. What
should a symptom of this nature have indicated to
the service technician? See next month's TELEVISION
for the answer and for a further item in the Test
Case series.

SOLUTION TO TEST CASE 119
Pogo 43 (last month)

The power supply for the i.c. intercarrier sound
channel used in the GEC Model 2047 is obtained
from the line output stage. With this knowledge the
service technician would have been able to reconcile
the lack of e.h.t. voltage and the sound fault.
Eventually it was found that the line output stage
was at fault, "blocking" and hence removing the
supply for the intercarrier sound i.c.

It will be recalled that some form of operation
resulted from connection of the test meter on its
100V range between the control grid of the line out-
put valve and chassis. This indicated that the block-
ing effect was due to a very high resistance or open -
circuit control grid circuit. There is a 10Ma resistor
in the grid circuit and by replacing this component
normal working was resumed. Resistors of such high
value in grid circuits often cause a bit of trouble
and should come under early scrutiny ; that in ques-
tion is particularly vulnerable.

A test meter can often be employed for deter-
mining resistor continuity but its sensitivity should
be fairly high (say 20,0000/V) and it should be set to
a range consistent with the voltage in the circuit
being tested. On the 100V range a 201a1/V meter
would of course exhibit a value of 2MO across its
leads.

Published on approximately the 22nd of each month by IPC Magazines Limited, Fleetway House, Farringdon Street, London EC4 4AD. Printed
in England by Fleetway Printers, Crete Hall Road, Gravesend. Sole Agents for Australia and New Zealand-Gordon and Gotch (Asia) Ltd.;
South Africa-Central News Agency Ltd.; Rhodesia and Zambia-Kingstons Ltd.; East Africa-Stationery and Office Supplies Ltd. Subscription
Rate (including postage): for one year to any part of the world, L2.65. "Television" is sold subject to the following conditions, namely that it
shall not, without the written consent of the Publishers first having been given, be lent, resold, hired out or otherwise disposed of by way of
Trade at more than the recommended selling price shown on the cover, and that it shall not be lent, resold, hired out or otherwise disposed
of in a mutilated condition or in any unauthorised cover by way of Trade, or affixed to or as part of any publication or advertising, literary
or pictorial matter whatsoever.
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TELEVISION CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS
The pre -paid rate for classified advertisements is 5p a word (minimum 12 words), box number 10p extra.
Semi -display setting £3 per single column inch. All cheques, postal orders, etc., to be made
payable to TELEVISION and crossed "Lloyds Bank Ltd." Treasury notes should always be sent registered
post. Advertisements, together with remittance, should be sent to the Classified Advertisement Manager,
TELEVISION IPC Magazines Ltd., Fleetway House, Farringdon Street, London, EC4A 4AD, for inser-
tion in the next available issue.

FOR SALE

UHF and VHF televisions for sale to
the trade, UHF from £6, VHF front
£1, over 1,000 televisions in stock
including at least 500 tested workers,
we can deliver to any part of the
country. Tel: Kidderminster 61907,
Bewdley 2796 or call at Midland TV
Trade & Retail Services, 115 Mill
Street, Kidderminster and pick your
own sets.

20 SMITHS Switchmaster Slot Meters
(decimal converted). Perfect Working
Order. Offers around £30 invited.-
A.P. Television Services, Shipton-Under-
Wychwood, Oxford. Telephone Shipton-
Under-Wychwood 865.

SALE or Exchange Battery Mains Tape
Recorder for D/S Battery TV Set.
Box 102.

LADDERS

LADDERS, 244ft., £9.80, carr. 80p.,
order C.O.D. Phone 02-993 5222. (Dept.
PTT), Home Sales, Baldwin Road,
Stourport, Worcs. Callers welcome.
Ansafone installed.

AERIALS

CUT PRICE UHF AERIALS
10 element UHF Ae. with grid reflector
and tilt clamp, completely assembled,
state Ch. group, £1.15. Chimney lash
kits for 1"-11" poles, 75p, 6' 1" masts,
60p. Aerialite low -loss coax, 8p/yd.
Aerialite std. coax 4p/yd. Coax plugs
(all metal), 5p each. P. & P. on aerials
40p, accessories, 20p. All items complete
with instructions. Please send s.a.e, for
complete list of aerials, accessories, all
at drastically reduced prices. HANDLEY
AERIALS, 65 Alkincoats Road, Colne,
Lancs.

GENUINE FULL SIZE 1" "Black/White
IS element TV aerial and Colour

Guaranteed
as used by fisading Perfect Pic -
TV c tures. Save

LLs. We sup-
ply this genuine

U.H.F. aerial for
only C1.99. can be

fitted outside or in-
side. Quality made,
technically advanced

design. Precision grid
reflector eliminates ghost-

ing. Complete with clamp,
instructions, advice.

Money Sack Refund. Wall/
Caravan Bracket 25p. Low Loss
Cable 10p per yard. Plug Bp 8
FREE with order maps 8 channel

reference of all Radio and TV
Transmitters.

Direct to Dept P.T.10, 21fSend

IMPERIA.LTILA DITIGIER'uusi LTD.

U.H.F. AERIALS: 10 Element f1.52fp.
Postage and clamp included; state
channels received.-Lawtons, 7 Gras-
mere Terrace, Stoke. ST6 7EU.

10 Element

e125

Direct from the
Manufacturers

UM AERIALS

000705112AgAV4

40%
14 Element 18 Element
£.11-50 £175

Mast clamp optional extra.
Beady assembled add 20p.
allow 321p. carriage and packing.
Please state which chann,ls or group.
TRADE SUPPLIED, SEND FOR LIST

APEX AERIALS T.V.
Al BAN .%()HFO, MARY ST

1(0-4NST(AF f:f Ni HE

BAINES for High Frequency Aerials.
Multibeams by J. Beam

MBM 10, £2.20; MBM 18, £2.90
MBM 30, £3.90; MBM 46, £6.00
2MBM 46, £15.20; 4MBM 46, £33.00
Log Periodic, £5.25; UHF Diplexers
£1.00.
Pre -Amplifiers
Masthead, £7.00; Colourbooster, £3.88;
Wideband Masthead, £9.50; VHF Co -ax,
5p; UHF, 9p.

Accessories: SAE for full details.
Please state channels on all orders.

R. BAINES, 11 Dale Crescent, Tupton,
Chesterfield. S42 6DR.

SETS & COMPONENTS

TELEVISION'S Colour Receiver
Epoxy Glass P.C.B.'s, Drilled and
Tinned.
DECODER, I.F. STRIP, TIME
BASE £2.00 each. BLANK Panels
£1.00 each. R.G.B. MODULE
£1.25. BLANK PANEL £0.65.
Remaining Boards available when
published. Cash with Order.

ELECTRONIC DESIGN
SERVICES LTD., Bolholt Works,

Walshaw Road, Bury, Lanes.

WITWORTH
Transformers
LINE OUT -PUT TRANSFORMERS

Manufacturers of the largest range in
the country. All makes supplied.

SPECIAL
L.O.P. Transformer as specified
for "Television" Colour Set only

£320. P. & P. 20p.
E.H.T. Tripler

L5.00. P. & P. 20p.
BAIRD, BUSH, G.E.C., PHILIPS

Replacement types ex -stock.
For "By -return" service, contact your

nearest Depot:
London: 01-948 3702
Tidman Mail Order Ltd., Dept. PT.
236 Sandycombe Road, Richmond,
Surrey, TW9 2EQ.
Birmingham: 021-643 2148
Hamond Components.
89 Meriden Street.
Birmingham 5.
Valves, Tubes. Condensers, Resistors,
Rectifiers and Frame out -put Trans-
formers also stocked.

CALLERS WELCOME

TESTED TOP 20 TV VALVES FROM
10p. PL504, 17fp. New PL508's, 45p.
Individually boxed, p & p 4p per valve,
12 or over lip, over £3 free. Resistors
and capacitors by leading manufacturers
at competitive prices. Stockists of "THE
WONDER LEAD" colour C.R.T. tester.
Send for leaflet. Trade enquiries wel-
comed. S.a.e for new free list. L. & D.
Components Ltd., 71 Westbury Avenue,
Wood Green N22 6SA. 01-888 2701.

25" D/STD. COLOUR TVs. All makes
available. 19"/23" BBC2 TVs from £5.
Smith Switchmaster Mk III recondi-
tioned decimalized meters, perfect work-
ing order, 10 for £20 delivered. Sample
meter send 12.50 c.w.o. Ring Mr. Kent,
Bradford (0274) 665670. Thornbury Trade
Disposals, 1043 Leeds Road, Bradford 3.

specialist components for colour
sales Et consultants s.a.e. for catalogue

'kr
KETTERINGHAM components
WYMONDHAM NORFOLK TEL 0603 810453
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T.V. BARGAINS
Comp'te but untested TVs. 19 in. 405

4 SERVICE
SERVICE SHEETS187140,00°

30p+ Postage

SHEETS  MANUALS 
SERVICEg ?ElksETS"ADNAND MANUALS

MANUALS -I -N,
STOCK

Rs ETC K
PLEASE ENCLOSE s. A . E. WITH ENQUIRIES

BOOKS 4
SERVICE SHEET

I

Catalogue 20p.
lines, £5, 19 in. dual standard, E.G.,
Ekco 402, Sobell, 1000 series, Thorn 850
etc., £8 (less U.H.F. tuner). 19 in. dual
standard with U.H.F. tuner, £12. Car-
riage and packing, £1.50. Lists. S.A.E.
Personal Callers welcome.

LINAVALE RADIO LIMITED
48 Hoe Street, London, E.17

01-520 7546

MEW BOOKS A PUBLICATIONS
1. COLOUR TELEVISION SERVICING by G.J. King. 332 pages.
2. COLOUR TELEVISION PICTURE FAULTS by K.J. &Alma, Illustrated in Colour. .

3. MAZDA BOOK OF PAL RECEIVER SERVICING by DJSeal. FS.ERT.MRTS. 7813 pages
4. TELEVISION SERVICING HANDBOOK by G.J. King. 393 pages. . . . .

5. T.V. FAULT FINDING BOOK by Data Pub ications Ltd. 405/625 Edition. 124 pages .
6. T.V. TECHNICIAN'S BENCH MANUAL by G.R. Wilding. 187 pages. 127 Illustrations 
7. HOW TO RECEIVE FOREIGN TV PROGRAMMES ON YOUR SET by W.J. West

.

. .
8. PRINCIPLES OF PAL COLOUR TEL EVIS ON by H.V.Sims. CEng./AIEE.FIERE. 162 Page.
9. BEGINNERS GUIDE TO TELEVISION 5th Edition by G.J. King. 212 oases. Illustrated
10. UNDERSTANDING TELEVISION by J.R. Davies. 512 pages. 405/625/Colour Edition.

P11. RACTICAL TELEVISION CIRCUITS by F.F. Street.
1, TELEVISION ENGINEER'S POCKET BOOK by J.P. Hawker. 301 popes . ...2
13. COLOUR RECEIVER TECHNIQUES by T.D.Towers, MBEMA-135c.MIEE.ANIERE. 96 Pages
14. COLOUR TELEVISION by P.S.Cornt. VolL me 1. NTSC System, Principles. 502 pages.
15. COLOUR TELEVISION by P.S.Carnt. VolLme 2. PAL, SECAM and other systems, 276 Pars.
16. TELEVISION RECEIVER SERVICING by EA. Spreodbury, Vol.l. Tirne-Base Circuits,

TELEVISION EXPLAINED by E.A. Sp dry. CEng.FIERE. 2 Volum".
17. Vol,,,,,. 1 Televi won Fundamentals. 259 pages

PRICE + P.
EA 40 33p

. t2.50 20p

. 13.80 33p

. 13.80 30p

. 10.50 10p

. 12.25 15p
. 10.33 7p

12.00 20p
E1.60 15p
12.10 30P
E1.80
E1.40

239
15p

£1.75 15p
£5.00 30p
13.75 30p
12.00 20P

12.50 20P
E150 15p

BARGAIN

23in. 3
U.H.F.

23in. 2
19in. 3

U.H.F.
I9in. 2

EX RENTAL.
SLIM

Channel with
Tuned

Channel
Channel with

Tuner
Channel

LINE.

TV's

£10.00
E6.50

£8.50
£1.50

18. Volume 2 PAL Colour System. 116 popes. . . . .

TELEVISION ENGINEERING by S.W. Amos. D.C. Birkinshar old 1131iss.
19. Volume 1 Principles and Pactice. 314 pags.

Volume 2 Video-Frquen, Amplification. 298 pig*.2
21.
1

Volum 3 Waveform Genv glom. 268 Paves. .

22. Volume 4 General Circuit 'echni p,.. 278 pops
23. FOUNDATIONS OF WIRELESS AND ELECTRONICS by M.G. Straggle. 552 pages
24. WIRELESS SERVICING MANUAL by W.T. Locking. 2136 P.P.. ......11.50
25. BEGINNER'S GUIDE TO RADIO by G.J. K ng. 7th Edition. 204 pogo11.50
26. FM RADIO SERVICING HANDBOOK by G.J. King. 206 pigs
77. RADIO AND AUDIO SERVICING HANDBOOK 2riel Edition by G.J. King. M4 pages
a). PRACTICAL WIRELESS SERVICE MANUAL 12th Edition by H.W. Hllyer. 338 pow,.
29. QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS ON RADIO AND T.V. by H.W. Hellyer. 128 pages. .

m. RADIO TECHNICIANS BENCH MANUAL by H.W. Hellyer. 215 pages. 131 Illustrations
31. DICTIONARY OF RADIO AND TEL EVISICN by W.E.Posnett. MIEE. 380 pages .

Send S.A.E. for Free LISTS of Practical and Technical Books on Radio 8 Television

BELL'S TELEVISION SERVICES4 Albert Place, Harrogate, Yorks. Tel. 0423-86844

13.00 25p
13.50
E3 50

30p
3Gp

1300 25,
13.00 25P

13,
El 00 15p
£300
£3.00

25p
25p

E1.50
E0.40

15p
10p

£3.00 15p
£1.80 15p

now available to

4-
17in. 2 Channel 50p

All sets complete. Callers only.

EDWARDS & SON
103 Goldhawk Rd., London, W.12

Phone: 743-6996

A.L.S. SERVICE SHEET SERVICE
OUR STOCKS NOW COVER OVER 10,000 MAKES AND MODELS

1972 list covering mono and colour -TV,
Radio, Tape, Record Players, etc. List price 25p, plus SAE.

Service Sheets -price 30p. PO and LARGE SAE. Manuals for many makes
Enquiries welcome but please -a SAE

Always state make, model number and whether TV, radio, tape, etc.
For quality Hi-Fi Equipment, records

and Colour Television, Visit
HANSPAL'S AUDIONICS

488 Lady Margaret, Southall, 01-578
2258; 54 St. Anns Road, Harrow, 01-
863 3400. 24 hours Autophone Service,
Marantz, Pioneer, Sansui, Akai, Rotel,
Nikko, Lux, Telefunken, Sony, Sanyo,
Lux, Tandherg, Hitachi, Grundig, Scan-
Dyna, KEF, TEAC, National, Quad.
Telefunken, Hitachi, Sony and Grundig

Colour T.V. Always in stock.
Up to 5 years Colour Tube guaranteed
and 1 year Free Servicing and Labour.

NEW SERVICE SHEETS, Magazines and Newsletter. SAE brings details
and free sample.

BARGAIN CORNER
Bag of Small Components, price 25p.
Metal box containing Heavy Duty 12V 2PCO Relay 0C35 (type)
transistor and other components (originally fluid level control
unit) price 50p.

MAIL ORDER ONLY
A.L.S.

21c Dryden Chambers, 119 Oxford Street, London WIR 1PB
Late evening: Thursday until 7.00 p.m.
(Sow).outhall); Friday until 7.00 p.m. (Har-
r

EXCELLENT CREDIT FACILITIES
LARGE SUPPLIER

of
SERVICE SHEETS

( 1925-1972) for Radios. Televisions,
Transistors, Radiograms, Car Radios,

EX RENTAL TV's, untested. Hundreds
of 19" and 23" BBC -2 Sets, complete
with UHF Tuners, £4 each, BBC-1/ITV
Sets at £2 each. T.V. Disposals (Bed-
ford). Tel.: 0234 58946 or Brighton
680332.

SERVICE SHEETS
(TV, RADIO, TAPE RECORDERS,
RECORD PLAYERS, TRANSIS-
TORS, STEREOGRAMS, RADIO-

GRAMS, CAR RADIOS)

Tape RecBy
return post

Record Players. etc.dorers,
with

FREE FAULT FINDING GUIDE

PRICES FROM 5p
Over 8,000 models available.

LARGE quantities of used TV spares
for most models, 1952-64. Lopts,
Tuners IF Strips, Time Base Panels
Scan Coils, Frame Transformers, Knobs,
cabinet Trim, . etc. New manufac-
turers replacement parts, can be supplied,
for more modern sets on receipt of an
order deposit. S.A.E. for quotations.
c.w.o. to TV Dismantlers, Foxhole,
Whitstone, Holsworthy, Devon.

Only 40p each.
PLEASE ENCLOSE LARGE S.A.E. WITH

ALL ENQUIRIES AND ORDERS.
Otherwise cannot be attended to.
(Un:rossed P.O.'s please, original

returned if service sheets not available)

C. CARAN NA

Catalogue 15p

Please send stamped addressed envelope
with all orders and enquiries.

Hamilton Radio
47 Bohemia Road, St. Leopards,
Sussex. Telephone Hastings 29066.

150 NEW Capacitors/Resistors/Silicon
Diodes. Electrolytic. Mica, Ceramic.
Carbon. Oxide etc. £1 Post Free.
Whitsam Electrical, 33 Drayton Green
Road, London, W.13.

71 BEAUFORT PARK,
LONDON, N.W.11

We have the largest supplies of Service
Sheets (strictly by return of post).

RADIO, TELEVISION and Tape Re -
corders, 50 mixed odd sheets, 50p, also
large stock of obsolete and current
valves. John Gilbert Television, lb
Shepherds Bush Road, London, W.6.
01-743 8441. S.a.e.

SERVICE SHEETS
Please state make and model number

alternative.
enquiries.

Free TV fault tracing chart or TV list on

SERVICE SHEETS. Radio. TV, etc.
8,000 models. List 10p. S.A.E. enquiries.
TELRAY, 11 Maudland Bank, Preston.

request with order.
MAIL ORDER ONLY

or Phone 01-458 4882.

WANTED: Service sheet or manual for
Stereo -Sound mini -Radiograph Model
AM 10M.-27 Rothwell Road, Gol-
borne, Lancs.
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EDUCATIONAL WANTED

CASH PAID for New Valves. Payment
by return. WILLOW VALE ELEC-
TRONICS, 4 The Broadway, Hanwell,
London, W.7. 01-567 5400/2971.

TRAIN FOR SUCCESS
WITH ICS

Study at home for a progressive post
in Radio, TV and Electronics.
Expert tuition for City & Guilds
(Telecoms Techn's Cert. and Radio
Amateurs') R.T.E.B., etc. Many
non -exam courses incl. Colour TV
Servicing, Numerical control & Com-
puters. Also self -build kit courses -

valve and transistor.
Write for FREE prospectus and find
out how ICS can help you in your

career.

ICS, DEPT. YA 100, INTERTEXT
HOUSE, STEWARTS ROAD,

LONDON SW8 411I.

TOP PRICES PAID
for new valves, popular

TV & Radio Types

KENSINGTON SUPPLIES
(A), 367 Kensington Street

Bradford 8, Yorks

NEW BVA valves of popular types,
PCL805, PY800/1, etc. Cash waiting.
Bearman, 6 Potters Road, New Barnet.
449/1934-5.

BECOME "technically qualified" in
your spare time. Home study courses
in Radio, TV, Servicing and Mainten-
ance, RTEB, City & Guilds, etc. In-
formative FREE guide -- Chambers
College (Dept. R.106), Aldermaston
Court, Reading RG7 4PF.

SERVICE SHEETS purchased. HAMIL-
TON RADIO, 47 Bohemia Road, St.
Leonards, Sussex.

TELEVISION wanted, Copies Jan, Feb,
March, April, 972. Best prices offered.
-C. Ball, 11 Primrose Crescent, Gee
Cross, Hyde, Cheshire.

ENGINEERS -get a technical certifi-
cate. Postal courses in Engineering,
Electronics, Radio, TV, Computers,
Draughtsmanship, Building, etc. FREE
book from: BIET (Dept. H.6), Alder-
maston Court, Reading RG7 4PF.
Accredited by CACC.

(WANTED the following editions of
TELEVISION): Oct -Nov -Dec 1969. Jan -
Feb - March - April - May - June -
Aug -Sept -Nov -Dec 1970. Jan -Feb -March -
April -July -Aug -Sept -Oct -Nov 1971. July -
Aug -Sept -Oct 1972. R. Windsor, 402
Bourges Boulevard, Peterborough.

LEC

COLOUR TELEVISION TRAINING
11 WEEKS' COURSE for men with Mono experience.
Shorter appreciation courses by arrangement. Hours
10 a.m. to 1 p.m. Monday to Friday. Next course com-
mences January. Prospectus from: London Electronics
College, Dept. C/12, 20 Penywern Road, London,
SW5 9SU. Tel. 01-373 8721.

MISCELLANEOUS

COLOUR -COLOUR -COLOUR
Big Price Reductions

19" and 25" Colour Televisions.
Decca-Bush-Murphy-Philips, etc.
19" Working £105
25" Working £135
All Good Tubes, Tested before des-
patch, Delivery can be arranged.
Also non -worker from £80.
S.A.E. Details.

T.E.S.T.
P.O. Box 1, Kirkham, Preston

PR4 2RS.

Build the Mullard C.C.T.V. Camera
Kits are now available with comp
rehensive construction manual
(also available separately at 65p.)
SENO S 51 S A E FOR DE FAILS 10

CROFTON ELECTRONICS
15/17 Cambridge Road, Kingston
on Thames,Surrey KT1 3NG

'COLOUR TUBES" 22" Tubes with
slight scratches or marks £43 CWO,
Carriage £1 extra. -Mr. C. Harris, 80
Islip Road, Oxford.

TABLE cabinets made to modified
design for TELEVISION colour TV
receiver. 19 inch size £14. Stands
available £4. Enquiries JACKSON, 5
Beechwood Gardens, South Harrow,
Middx.

BARGAIN OF THE YEAR. Complete
but untested 19" Dual Standard TVs
(Pye 20U, 15U) only £7.00. S.A.E. or
phone for details. PQTV. 12 Reddish
Close, Bolton BL2 4BT. Bolton (0204)
52358.

STAN:
To,,,,, DECCA
CTV19/25 BUSH
CIV25 series
THORN MOO 3000
PYt CT70 etc etc
ALL MONOCHROME
and COLOUR sets -Slim. attract
yet robust stands-crafte in
selected woods -double dowel-
led pints for strength -the finosh-
mg touch to any set Send (2 95
50p <er and state length and depth
of sett Supplied "m the white- or stained and pole -
shed to your order at no extra charge SUANKS-7
HIGH ST.. LANGLEY. WARW. WORCS.

Trade enquiries welcome

IMPOSSIBLE -TO -GET COMPONENTS?
There really are no such things! Sometimes the price is daunting but then you
don't have to buy. FREE quotation on all your requirements, whatever the
quantity, whatever the item. Full consultancy service also available for one
off constructions, installations, equipment tests, etc., etc.

EAST CORNWALL COMPONENTS P.O. BOX No. 4 SALTASH, CORNWALL

CHRISTMAS with KILRIMONT
BOOKS

* Recent Publications *
* No American Reprints *

110 I.C. Projects (Marston) ...£1.20
Colour T.V. Picture Faults, Ill.
(Bohlman) £2.50
Mazda Book of PAL Receiver
Servicing -REPRINTING AT £3.80.
Orders will be delivered in rotation
whenever books are available.
All books above post paid. S.A.E.
for complete lists, please Kilrimont
Books(11), Kilrimont House. Lon-
don Road, BRAINTREE, Essex.

rebuilt T.V. tubes
for men of vision

Current types
17" £4.00 21" £5.00
19" £4.00 23" £5.00

Panorama & Rimguard types
19" £6.00 23" £8.00

Twin panel
19" £7.50

Cash or P.O. with order, no C.O.D.
Carriage 50p in England, Scotland, Wales.
Add 75p for carriage Northern Ireland.
For all enquiries please send S.A.E.
Each tube fitted with new electron gun
assembly. Fully guaranteed for two years
against any fault except breakage.

k.s.t. ltd.
Providence Mills, Viaduct St., Stanningly,
Nr. Leeds, Yorks. Tel. Pudsey 78177

COLOUR T.V.
19" E125
25" £160

Completely overhauled - variety of
makes and models available.
FABULOUS WINTER VIEWING
MONOCHROME
UHF -Single Standard -Push Button
Tuner -Reduced price to 'PT'
readers,

20" Tube E34.95
24" Tube £44.95
Carriage + Ins. L2.50

Famous make D/S Chassis, thoroughly
overhauled; latest "Square Screen"
Tube; Transistorised "Push Button"
Tuner; fitted in an attractive Cabinet,
refinished in a choice of Teak,
Walnut, or Mahogany Veneers ( state

1st and 2nd choice).

12 -Month Written Guarantee
with Every Set. Leaflet and
Copy Guarantee Form sent on
receipt of your stamped, self-

addressed envelope.

The above models can be seen working
in our Langley Showroom.

Working and overhauled BBC2 TVs
( Ferguson 900 and similar sets) L20

Carr. L2.00.
UNTESTED
Ferg. 900 and similar sets supplied
together with a UHF Tuner: C12.
405/625 T.B. Sets, complete, C4.
405 Sets -2 for L4.

Carr. L1.50 per set.
UHF tuners (ex -equip) suits PHILIPS
19TGI 52-8 etc., L2 inc. valves
and cam Push-button type UHF
Transistorised tuners BRAND NEW
-untested, C5 inc. carr.
SUMIKS T.V., 7 HIGH ST.,
LANGLEY, WARLEY, WORCS.
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PHILIP H. BEARMAN
(VALVE SPECIALISTS)

NEW valves by Mullard, Telefunken, etc.
BY RETURN POST, TRADE PRICES. LISTS.

DY86/7 40p PC86/88 72p PCL805(Q)54p U193 47p 30L17 86p
DY802 42p PC97 42p PCL86 63p U25I 62p 30P12 90p
EB91 22p PCF80 50p PL36 83p 6/30L2 86p 30PL1 66p
ECC81 42p PCF86 60p PL8I 75p 6BW7 78p 30P4MR 95p
ECC82 42p PCF801 59p PL84 62p 6CD6G 90p 30P19 83p
ECL80 47p PCF802 59p P L500 & 50486p 6F23 90p 30PL13 95p
EF80 39p PCF805 83p PY81 47p 6F28 71p 30PL14 95p
EF183 54p PCF808 80p PY800 47p 20L1 90p etc., etz.
EF184 54p PCL82 48p PY801 47p 20P4 90p Note:
EH90 51p PCL83 61p U25 91p 30C15 86p BY100/127
EY51 60p PCL84 57p U26 91p 30FL1/2 62p equiv. with
EY86/7 40p PCL85/805 63p U191 86p 30L15 91p res. 15p

POST FREE OVER £2, BELOW add 3p per valve
Large PCF80 30p. See separate component and transistor lists.

No X78 or X79, but many old types available.

6 POTTERS ROAD, NEW BARNET, HERTS.
(ADJACENT TO POST OFFICE)

(Suppliers to H.M. Govt., etc.) Tel: 449/1934 and 1935.

SOUTHERN VALVE C
O44 Earls Court Road,

U. KENSINGTON, W.8
SPECIALISTS IN QUALITY VALVES MAINLY FROM BRITISH

MANUFACTURERS; GENUINE VALUE IN BEST COMPONENTS AND
FINEST VALUE AT LOWEST POSSIBLE TRADE PRICE

All new and boxed, Mullard wherever possible. Lists sae. Mail order only
AZ3I 65p EY51 50p PCL86 37p UY85 36p 30FL I 60p
DY86/7 37p EY86/7 37p PD500 £1.25 U25 6Sp 30FL2 60p
DY 802 45p E Z40/1 37p PFL200 62p U26 60p 30FL 12 75p
EB9 I 15p E Z80 45p PL36 52p U191 65p 30L1 35p
ECC8 I 37p E Z81 30p PL38 75p U193 35p 30L15 75p
ECC82 30p GY501 130p PL8I 46p U251 62p 30L17 75p
ECC83 42p GZ30/2 55p PL8 I A 50p U301 75p 30P I 2 70p
ECC85 40p GZ34 55p PL82 40p U329 62p 30P19 70p
ECC88 50p N37 75p PL83 50p U404 50p 30PL I 60p
ECH42 70p N78 (1.50 PL84 55p U801 90p 30PLI: 75p
ECH81 37p PC86 50p PL500 65p N729 50p 30PL I v. 75p
ECH84 55p PC88 50p PL504 65p 5Y3 42p 30PL I! 75p
EC L80 40p PC97 40p PL508 75p 5Z4 50p 30P4MR 95p
EC L82 50p PC900 50p PL509 CI 25 6/30L2 60p 35W4 4Sp
EC L83 57p PCC84 35p PL802 62p 6AT6 45p 5005 42p
ECL86 52p PCC85 40p PL805 85p 6BW7 60p 50CDEG
EF80 27p PCC88 70p PY32 55p 6CD6G 90p CI 60
EF85 40p PCC89 52p PY33 5Sp 6F24/5 62p ETC.. ETC.
EF86 65p PCC I 8 55 PY8I 35p 6E28 48p
EF89 35p PCF80(L) 32p PY88 40p 61(7/8 40p
EF9I 50p PCF80(5) 40p PY800 35p 6V6 40p All in stock
E F93 45p PCF82 55p PY801 35p 6X4 37p at m Dissent.
E F94 50p PCF86 52p PY500 75p 6X5 40p SAE for
EF95 60p PCF200 50p R19 70p 9D7 48p Transistor
EF183 37p PCF201 50p UBC4 I SOp 10C2 87p list; etc.
EF184
EH90
EL34
EL4I
EL42

37p
45p
57p
SOp
50p

PCF80 I
PCF802
PCF805
PC F806
PCF808

50p
50p
50p
60p
60p

UBF89
UCC85
UCH42
UCH81
UCL82

40p
50p
50p
55p
51p

10F I
10P13
I 2I3A6
20L1
20P3

50p
80p
45p
85p
90p

Po:t 3p
per valve.
ALL new

and oozed.
EL84 35p PCH200 60p UCL83 61p 20P4 90p ALSO
E L86 50p PCL82 37p UF41 52p 20P5 9Sp COM-
E L90 1 45p PCL83 55p UF85 37p 30C1 40p PONENT
EL95 45p PCL83S 50p UF89 4lp 30C15 70p LISTS
EM34 100 PCL84 37p UL4I 57p 30C I 7 75p

Tel.: 440/8641EM80/1 57p PCL85 45p UL84 60p 30C18 50p
EM84!7 65p PCL805 45p UY4 I 35p 30F5 70p (office)

TELEVISION TUBE SHOP
BRAND NEW TUBES AT

REDUCED PRICES
A28 -14W (A28 -13W) £1275
A31 -18W £1250
A47 -11W £9 95
A47 -13W £1260
A47 -14W £825
A47 -26W £1075
A50-120WR £1250
A59 -11W £1295
A59 -13W £1350*
A59 -15W £9 95
A59 -16W £1350*
A59 -23W £1475
A61 -120WR £1650
AW-21-11 £7.00*
AW36-21, 36-80 £5 75
AW43-80 £6 95
AW43-88, 43-89 £675
AW47-90, 47-91 £750
AW53-80 £750*
AW53-88, 53-89 £8 25
AW59-90, 59-91 £900
C17LM, 17PM, 17SM £650
CME1201 £1250
CME1402 £575
CM El 601 £1050
CME1602 £1200
CM E1702, 1703 £6 75
CME1 705 £7 75
CM El 713'A44-120 £1450
CM E1901, 1903 f750
CM E1906 £1250
CM El 908 £7 75
CME2013 £1250
CME2101, 2104 £825
CM E2301, 2302, 2303 £900
CM E2305 £1475
CM E2306 £1350*
CM E2308 £9 95
CME2413R £1650
CRM93, 124 £5 50*
CRM141, CRM142 £5 50
CRM171, CRM172 . £650
CRM211, CRM212 . £750*
MW36-24, 36-44
MW43-69
MW43-80
M W53-20, 53-80
TS D217, TSD282
13BP4 (Crystal 13)
190AB4
230DB4
+Rebuilt tubes also,

at £700 plus bulb
*These types are FULLY rebuilt.
ALL TUBES ARE TESTED AND GUAR-

ANTEED FOR 12 MONTHS
ADD 75p FOR CARRIAGE AND

INSURANCE
COLOUR TUBES

19 in. and 22 in. having slight
marks or scratches at £35 each
New R.C.A. A49 -15X £35
New R.C.A. Scan Coils, Convergents,
Yokes, and Blue Lateral, complete
£5 per set.

£5 50
£675
£6 75
£750

£14 00+
£1400+
£9 25

£11 25

TELEVISION TUBE SHOP
48 BATTERSEA BRIDGE ROAD,
LONDON, S.W.11. 228 6859

WE GIVE GREEN SHIELD
STAMPS
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COLOUR, UHF AND TELEVISION SPARES
"TELEVISION" Colour set parts, available from us. Save Mi.
Call, phone, or write for up to date information, colour lists.
PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARDS, T.B., £1.25, Decoder III25, I.E.
amp £1.25 p.p. 25p, R.G.B. 65p p.p. 15p, E.H.T. Tripler (I.T.T.)
£4.75, Focus Control 1110. Mullard AT2055 LOPT 1.3.25 p.p.
25p, DLI 1115. DL20 £3.50 p.p. 25p. Crystal 75p p.p. 5p.
FX2249, 5 for 40p p.p. 5p. Luminance Delay Line 90p p.p.
15p. Two B9D, one B9A Valve Bases 25p p.p. 5p.
PLESSEY scan coils, convergence yoke, & blue lateral, com-
plete set for 11010 p.p. 35p. C.R.T. shields £1.85 p.p. 50p.
Degaussing coils £1.50 pair, p.p. 25p. Convergence control panel
components.
SPECIAL OFFER surplus/incomplete G.E.C. colour decoder
panels incl. DL20, crystal & approx. 50% of resistors. Conds.,
diodes, transist., etc. for "Television" decoder 15.50 p.p. 30p.
PHILIPS G6 decoder panel incl. DL1E crystal, etc. £6.50 p.p. 30p.
VARICAP/VARACTOR ELC 1043 UHF tuner (for "Television"
colour receiver) £4.50 p.p. 25p. VHF Varicap tuners for band
1 & 3 1215, Varicap tuners salvaged £1.50 p.p. 25p.
UHF 625 kits and tuners. Lists available at reduced prices.
UHF tuners, transistd. 12.85; incl. s/m drive, indicator £3.85;
6 position pushbutton £4.95. UHF/VHF transistd. tuner, latest
type, incl. circuit £3.25. Cyldon valve type 11.50 p.p. 25p.
MURPHY 600/700 series UHF conversion kits in cabinet plinth
assembly, can be used as separate UHF receiver £7.50 p.p. 50p.
SOBELL/GEC Dual 405/625 IF amp and o/p chassis incl. circuit
£1.50 p.p. 30p. PHILIPS 625 IF panel incl. CCT £1 p.p. 25p.
TV SIGNAL BOOSTERS. Latest PYE/LABGEAR all station
UHF/VHF transistd. 3 outlet Amplifier £6.50 p.p. 25p.
FIREBALL TUNERS Ferg., HMV. Marconi. New £1.90 p.p. 25p.
PUSH BUTTON Plessey, Ekco, Ferranti £1 p.p. 25p.
TURRET TUNERS. KB "Featherlight VC11, Philips 170 series,
GEC 2010 £2.50. AB Dual Standard Suitable Ferguson, Baird,
KB, etc. 75p, Cyldon C 75p, Pye 110/510 -Pam, Invicta, Minia-
ture, incremental 1115. Peto Scott 960, Cossor 1964, Decca
95/606 £1.50 p.p. 25p.
LINE OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS. Popular types available,
brand new replacements, fully guar. A selection which can be
supplied p.p. 25p. C.O.D. 25p.
MURPHY 849 to 939, 153 to
179 £4.50
PHILIPS 1768/2168, 1796/2196 14.50
PHILIPS I7TG/100 Range
STELLA 1011/1029 13.90
PHILIPS 19TG111/12

.

14.00
PHILIPS 19TG121 to 156 ... 14.50
PHILIPS 19TG170, 210 series £4.50
BUSH TV92, 93, 105 to 178 -. 14.50
EKCO 221 to 394, FERRANTI
1001 to 1065 _ ... 13.90
EKCO, FERR 418, 1093 etc. £3.90
DECCA DR95, 101/606, DR1,
2, 3, 121, 122, 123 . . . f.4.25
FERG 305 to 436, 606 to727 £3.90
FERG, HMV, MARCONI,
ULTRA. PHILCO 3600, 2600,
4600, 6600, 1100 series, Jellypot 13.90
KB RV20, SV20, VCI to VCII 14.00
MARCONI VT157 to 172 ... 1310
GEC 302-346, 12.50, 448-452 ... 13.25
GEC 454 6, 2000 series - 14.50
HMV 1865/9, 187016, 1910/1924 /310
PYE 17/21, 17/S, 110 to 510
700, 830, 1, 2, 3, 11U to 64 1310
PAM, INVICTA equiv. LOPTS
to above PYE 1310
SOBELL, McMICHAEL TPS
173, 180, 123, 24, 178, 278
SC24, 270, MPI7, 18, M72,
M74, M247 . 12.50
TPS 781, 279, SC.34. , 370.,MP27;
M75, 76, 93, T25, 280, TPS710 £3.25
195, 282 to 288, 762, 763 ... £325
SOBELL 196/7 1000 series ... £4.50
ULTRA 1770 to 2834 ... 1310
PRACTICAL TV 625 RECEIVER
Integrated push button transistorised tuner ... 1410 p.p. 25p
Transistorised IF panel ... 14.75 p.p. 25p
850 line output transformer ... £3.90 p.p. 25p
850 field output transformer ... 1112 p.p. 15p
850 scan coils ... . . 1310 p.p. 25p

(p.p. on complete set of 5 items 50p)
THORN 850 Time Base Panel, Dual Standard LI p.p. 30p.
THORN 850 Mains Droppers 25p, p.p. 10p (state approx. values).

CALLERS WELCOME AT SHOP PREMISES

SPECIAL OFFERS
BUSH TV53 /86 .. 1115
BUSH TV95/99. . 12.50
BUSH 141, 148,

15KV 12.50
EKCO 407/417 ... £2.50
FERR. 1084/1092 /2.50
FERG. 506 to 546 £1.50
HMV 1890 to 1896 11.50
MURPHY 149,

159, 15KV 12.50
P/SCOTT 1419 to

1725,733 to 738 11.75
REG. 10-6, 10-17 £2 50
REG. 191, 192,

17-18 12.50
RGD 519 606,

610, 612, 619,
620, 711 ... £2.50

PHILCO 1010/21 £2.25
LOPT Inserts p.p.
ALBA 655, 656...
COSSOR 933 to

KB NF70, OV30,
PV40, PV20,
QVIO, 20, 30 ...

KB/RGD VCII
Featherlight

KB/RGD VCI-9
PHILCO 1030

series ... 11.75
PHILIPS 17TG100

range ... 1115
PYE VT4, VT7 £215
RGD 590 to 619 £1.75
REG 10-4, 10-12 £1.75

15p
£1.75

£1.75

11.75

12.50
£1.75

MANOR SUPPLIES
172 WEST END LANE, LONDON, N.W.6

( Near W. Hampstead tube stn; 28, 59, 159 Bus Routes) 01-794 8751
Mail Order: 64 GOLDERS MANOR DRIVE,

LONDON, N.W.11

THE NEW UM4
"COLOURBOOSTER"

UHF/625 LINE
CAN PRODUCE
REMARKABLE
IMPROVEMENTS IN
COLOUR AND
PICTURE QUALITY
IN FRINGE OR
DIFFICULT AREAS
WITH SIGNIFICANT
REDUCTION IN
NOISE (SNOW).

HIGH GAIN -VERY LOW NOISE
FITTED FLY LEAD -INSTALLED IN SECONDS
HIGHEST QUALITY COMPONENTS
IVORY PLASTIC CASE 3,1 x x 1 I CORK BASE
CHANNELS: Group A, Red code 21-33

Group B, Yellow code 39-51
Group C -D, Green code 52-68

EQUALLY SUITABLE FOR BLACK AND WHITE
Also the M4 DUAL BAND VHF UNIT

BOOSTS ALL BAND III and ANY SPECIFIED
BAND I CHANNEL SIMULTANEOUSLY

NOMINAL GAIN 16-18 DB BOTH BANDS
PRICES BOTH TYPES:

£3.75 Battery model or E5.87 Self-contained mains version
Postage and Packing 13p

TRANSISTOR DEVICES LIMITED
6 ORCHARD GARDENS, TEIGNMOUTH, DEVON

Telephone: Teignmouth 4757

NEW VALVES!
24 -HOUR SERVICE

GUARANTEED AND TESTED
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UL84 '27
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Poet/Packina on I valve 7p plus 3p per yam, on each extra valve. Any parcel 'maned
wino damage in transit 3p extra. ofsm address, no callers.

GERALD BERNARD 113 Osbeldesten Mad,
Stoke NetrInglen, Loalow N.14

AERIAL BOOSTERS
We make four types of Aerial
Boosters. L45 625 U.H.F.,L12
V.H.F. TV. LII V.H.F. Radio,
LIO M/W & S/W. Price 145,
L12 and L11 12.95, 110 12.45.

VALVE BARGAINS
Any 5-45p, 10-70p:
ECC82, ECL80, EF80, EF85,
EF183, EF184, EBF89, EB91,
EY86, PCC84, PCC89, PC97,
PCF80, PCF86, PCL82, PCL83,
PCL84, PCL85, PL36, PY33,
PY82, PY800, PY80I, 30L15,
30C15, 6-30L2.
POST AND PACKING: Under
leaflets on all items. Money
satisfied.

19 TV £7.50
19" -625/405 Televisions. Un-
tested. With complete set of
spare valves.
Price £7.50. Carriage £1.50.

100 MIXED RESISTORS
From  Watt to 2 Watt -60p.

500MFD CAPACITORS
500mfd-25v/w Brand New Elec-
trolytic with long leads. lip
each.

£1, 5p. Over £1, 10p. S.A.E. for
back refund if not completely

VELCO ELECTRONICS
62B Bridge Street, Ramsbottom, Bury, Lancs.



WITWORTH
TV Line out -put transformers

TRANSFORMERS
ALL ONE PRICE
£4.50 EACH + 20p P. & P.

ALSA BUSH PYE PHILLIPS11090 71435
71095 TD 1420
71135 701435
71195 101624
T1235 TS 1320
71395 TS 1724

TUG versions TVI25
TV75 or C TVI25U
TV76 or C TV128
TV77 TVI34
TV78 TVI 35
TV79 TVI 35R
TV83 TVI38
TVB4 TV 1388

TVI39
TV86 TV141

TVI 45
TV9I TV148
TV92 TVI61
TV93 TVI65
TV94 TVI66
TV95 or C TVI71
TV% or C TV175
TV97 TV176
TV98C TVI78
TV99 or C 1815
TVIOOC 183
TVIOIC 1830
TVIO2C 1835
TV103 or D 18355
TV105 or D or R 185S
TV106 186
TV107 1860
TV108 1865

2
3 or u

1768u
1792u Exchange
1796u Units
2168u
2192u
2196

970 122a
97G1230
970125a
970133a
9TG 142a
910 148a
9TG1S2a
910153a
970154a
970155a
970156a
97G158a
970164a
9TG170a
97G171a
970172a
9101730
970175a
970 1760
915177a

G231210
0237211
5237212
0241230

11 u Series
I2u
I3u State Pt. No. required-
14u AL21003 or 772494
15u
20u

BAIRD
600 628 662 674
602 630 663 675
604 632. 664 676
606 640 665 677
608 642 666 681
610 644 667 682
612 646 668 683
622 648 669 685
624 652 671 687
625 653 672 688
626 661 673
Please quote part No. normally found
on to. base plate; 4121, 4123, 4140 or
4142.

770100
710 102
710 106
710200
71G306
970 108u
910111a
970112u
970114u
970116u
970121a
910 178
970179

2115100u 5197210
2115 102u G191211
2115106u 519T212
2115 109u 0197213

SPI7 62
21( or of 63
22uf 64
23uf 68
24uf 75
3luf 76
3Suf 77
36 80
37 81
40f 63
48 84
49 85
53 86
58 95
59 96
60
61

COSSOR
CT 1700u CT 1975a CT 1962-77'
C119100 C11976a CT1954-77
CTI911u CT1100u CT1964-78
CT192Ia C123100
C719220 CT231 la TV109 18655 PV 110 State Pt. No. required- 2370107u G191214 G24T232CT1935a C72.32 I a TVI I2C 1915 V110 771980 or 772013 23TG 1110 G I 9T2I5 5241236CT! 937a CT233 I a
C11 938a CT23720

TV 113 1910
TV 115 or C or R 1935

2370113a 5207230 5247238
231'5121a G20T232 0247300V2I0 or A

CTI 972a CT2373a
CT1973a C123750
CT I 9740 CT2378a
'Two types fitted one has pitch cow,
the other has plastic moulded over-

TVII8 1930
TV 123
TV124
From model TV 123 to TV 139 there have
been two types of transformer fitted.

V220
V410 or A State Pt. No. required-
V420A 771927 or 771920
V430A
V5I0

2370122a 5201236 5247301
2370131a 5207238 5241302
2315 142a 0207300 G247306
2315152a 5201301 5247307
2310 153a 0207302 5241308wind-please state which type One has pitch overwind, the other has V530 2370156a 0207306required as they are not interchange- plastic moulded overwind. - V200 or LB 2315 164a 5201307able. Please state which type required as V300, 2310 1 700 5201308they are not interchangeable. V310 ors 23151710

V400 2310 173aKB V600 23701750PVP20 QV30 (90°) WV90 5V20 KV055 KVI36 V620 2315 176aWV05 QV3OFM (110°) MVI00/l SV30 056 138 V630 23F5632KV001 QV30-1 OF100 5V042
KV002 30 PV100 5V0441
KV005 NV40 KV101 SV054
KV006 N F60 KVIOS SV142
RVIO RV60 KV107 5V143
0 I 5 WV60 I IS SVI48

065 155
066 156

13 165
14 166
24
2.5

V700 or A or D
V7I0 or A or D State Pt. No.
V720 required-
V830A or D or LBA 772444 or

771935

ALL MAKES OF
COLOUR TRANSFORMERS

IN STOCK
TVIS XV60 117 MV818 26

GEC017 NF70 or FM 119 MV819 27
QV20 PV70 KT400A MV903 34 61302 61314 137321 61336 61449 2000 2015 2022 2043 2064WV20-1 QV70
RV20 RV70 K1405A

VCI or VC2 131303 87315 BT322 87337 137450 2001 2017 2023 2044 2065
137304 137316 BT324 87342 81451 2010 2018 2032 2047 2066TV20 VV70 by chassis No.- 61305 61318 61326 67346 67452 2012 2019 2033 2048 2082WV20 WV70 VC I VC4 VC52 VC200 131308 BT309 131328 131347 87455 2013 2020 2038 2063 2083QVP20 WV75 VC2 VCS VCS3 131312 67320 81329 131448 81456 2014 2021 2039OV30 VC3 VCS1 VC100

DECCA SOBELLMURPHY 0R20 DR34 DR71 DRSOS 124 512.114 or ds 1010dst 033V3I0 V430 V520 V879 or C V789 V2015SS DR2I DM35 DR95 DR606 SC24 51285 or ds 1012 038V310A V430C V530 V923. V153 V20165 DR100 6661V-SRG TPS173 ST286 or ds 1013 039V3 IOAD V4300 VS3OC V939 or L V159 V20175 DR24 DM39C DR101 7771V-SRG TPS100 ST287 or ds 1014 047V310AL V430K V530D V973C V173 V2310 DR29 DR41 DR121 STI95 or ds ST2841ds 1018 048V310CA V440 V539 V979 V179 V231 IC DR30 DM45 DRI22 MS1700 511% or ds ST290ds 1019 057V320 V4400 V540 V653X V1910 V24140 DM30 DR49C DRI23 MS2000 STI97ds ST29Ids 1020 058V330 or D V440K V5400 V659 V1913 V24150 DR)! DM55 DR202 MS2001 SC270 51297ds 1021 063V330F or L V470 V6490 V683 V1914 V24155 DR32 DM56 DR303 MS2400 1278 1000ds 1022 064V410 V410 1112 Chassis V739 V2014 V2415SS DR33 DR6I DR404 MS2401 ST2412 1002ds 1023 065V410C V490 V843 V753 V20145 V24160 ST283 I 605ds 1032 066V4l0K V500 V849 V783 V20150 V24 I 65
EKCO FERRANTIV420 V510 V873 V787 V20155 V24175V420K V519 TC403 TC437 7513 531 1075 TC 122 1163 1155 175Two types fitted. One has pitch overwind, the other has plastic moulded 404 7442 514 1532 IMO 123 1164 TC I 157 176overwind. Please state which type required as they are not interchangeable. 406 1500 SIS 533 1081 124 1165 1158 7 181

1418 TC501 520 535 1082 125 11174 1159 182FERGUSON, ULTRA, MARCONI, H.M.Y. (BRC. Jellypots). TC419 7502 521 536 1083 TC 126 71175 TCI 160 185ALL MODELS IN STOCK. 1420 503 524 540 1093 137 1C1135 1162 7 186
TC421 504 525 541

1422 SOS 526
433 506 527
434 510 52.8

TC1443365 511 529
512 530

1094 1
1095 1
1096
1097
1121

154 1136 1163
155 1137 11164
157 1138 71165
159 1140 1173
160 11154 1174

E.H.T. RECTIFIER TRAYS
Suitable for: FERGUSON, ULTRA, MARCONI, H.M.V.
Series Series Series IWO Series
850 950 MKII 980 3 stick L300 each
900 960 981 5 stick L370 each
911 970 982
950 MKI 1400 When ordering, model number SPECIALL300 each £3.70 each L3.00 each and series must be quoted.FIXING: L.O.P. Transformer as specified for "Television" Colour Set only.
Direct BRC replacement, will clip into existing transformer. £3.20. P. & P. 20p.

Every item fisted In stock. Many newer and older models in stock. S.A.E. for quotathai
For by -return service contact your nearest depot.

Tidman Mail Order Ltd., Dept. NA.
236 Sandycombe Road,
Richmond, Surrey.
London: 01-948 3702 or 01-940 8146

Hamond Components (Midland) Ltd., Dept. NA.
89 Meriden Street,
Birmingham 5.
Birmingham : 021-643 2148
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Over ISO ways
to engineer a
better future

find out how
in just 2 minutes

That's how long it will take you to fill in the coupon below. Mail it
to B.I.E.T. and we'll send you full details and a free book. B.I.E.T.
has successfully trained thousands of men at home - equipped
them for higher pay and better, more interesting jobs. We can do
as much for YOU. A low-cost B.I.E.T. home study course gets
results fast -makes learning easier and something to look forward
to. There are no books to buy and you can pay -as -you -learn.
Why not do the thing that really interests you? Without losing a day's
pay, you could quietly turn yourself into something of an expert. Com-
plete the coupon (or write if you prefer not to cut the page). No obligation
and nobody will call on you ... but it could be the best thing you ever did.

Others have done it, so can you
"Yesterday I received a letter from the Institution informing that my applica-
tion for Associate Membership had been approved. I can honestly say that this
has been the best value for money I have ever obtained -a view echoed by two
colleagues who recently commenced the course".-Student D.I.B., Yorks.
"Completing your course, meant going from a job I detested to a job that I
love, with unlimited prospects".-Student J.A.O. Dublin.
"My training with B.I.E.T. quickly changed my earning capacity and, in the
next few years, my earnings increased fourfold".-Student C.C.P., Bucks.

HMO OUT FOR Y'OURSELF
These letters - and there are many more
on file at Aldermaston Court - speak of
the rewards that come to the man who
has given himself the specialised know-
how employers seek. There's no surer way
of getting ahead or of opening up new
opportunities for yourself. It will cost
you a stamp to find out how we can
help you. Write to B.I.E.T. Dept, B36,

Aldermaston Court, Reading RG7 9PF

This FREE 76 page
book can put you on

the road to success

through a Riff Home

Study Course,Oloose

your subject now

MECHANICAL
A.M.S.E. (Mech.)
Boiler Inspection

& Operation
C & G Eng. Crafts
C & G Fabrication
Diesel Eng.
Eng. Inspection
Eng. Metallurgy
Inst. Eng. & Tech.
Inst. Motor Ind.
Maintenance Eng.
Mechanical Eng.
Sheet Metal Work
Welding

ELECTRICAL &
ELECTRONIC
A.M.S.E. (Elec.)
C & G Elec. Eng.
C & G Elec. Inst.
C & G Elec. Tech.
Computer Elect.
Elec. Maths
Elec. Science
Electronic Eng.
Electrical Eng.
Install. & Wiring
Meters

& Measuring
Instruments

MANAGEMENT &
PRODUCTION
Automatic Control
Computer Prog.
Electronic Data

Processing
Estimating
Foremanship
Inst. Cost & Works

Accountants
Inst. Marketing
Management
Metrication
Motor Trade Man.
Network Planning
Numerical Control
Qperational
' Research

Personnel Man.
Planning Eng.
Production Eng.
Quality Control

Man. Prod.-cont.
Salesmanship
Storekeeping
Work Study
Works

Management
DRAUGHTSMANSHIP
A.M.I.E.D.
Design of Elec.

Machines
Die & Press Tool

Design
Electrical

Draughtsman-

Genp Draughts-
manship

Jig & Tool Design
Technical Drawing
RADIO & TELE-
COMMUNICATIONS
Colour TV
C & G Radio/TV/

Electronics
C & G Telecomm.

Tech.
Prac. Radio & Elec.

(with kit)
Radio Amateurs
Exam.

Radio Servicing
& Repairs

Radio & TV Eng.
Transistor Course
TV Main. & Serv.
AUTO & AERO
Aero Eng.
A.M.I.M.I.
A.R.B. Cert.
Auto Engineering
Auto Repair
C & G Auto. Eng.
Garage

Management
MAA/IMI Diploma
Motor Vehicle

Mechanics
CONSTRUCTIONAL
A.M.S.E. (Civil)
Architecture
Building

Coaching for ma
including HNC.

nil major exams.
ONC. C & G. etc.

Constructional-cont.
Building Drawing
Building Foreman
Carpentry & Join.
Civil & Municipal

Engineering
Constructional

Engineering
Construction
Suryevors
Institute
Clerk of Works
Council Eng.
Geology
Health Eng.
Heat & Vent.
Hydraulics
Inst. of Builders
Inst.ClerkofWorlts
Inst. Works &

Highway Supers.
Painting & Dec.
Public Hygiene
Road Engineering
Structural Eng.
Surveying

GENERAL
Agricultural Eng.
Council of Eng.

Inst.
Farm Science
General Education
Gen. Plastics
Pract. Maths
Pract. Slide Rule
Pure & Applied

Maths
Refrigeration
RubberTechnology
Sales Engineers
Tech. Report

Writing
Timber Trade
University Ent.

G.C.E.
58 '0' & 'A'
LEVELS SUBJECTS

Over 10,000
group passes

POST TODAY FOR A
BETTER TOMORROW

rMMM IM MEI NM NM =I MIN

To B.I.E.T., Dept. B36, Aldermaston Court,
Reading RG7 4PF B36 I

BIET

NAME
Block Capitals Please
ADDRESS .

SUBJECT OF INTEREST__.._.....................AGE..............
Accredited by the Council for the Accreditation of Correspondence Colleges.

BRITISH INSTITUTE OF ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY


